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CHAPl'ER I
STUDY OVERVIElrJ

Introduction
Managers in both industry and education are facing pressures
that they have not faced before relative to direction and intensity of
these pressures. The complexity of tasks managers face requires them
to avail themselves of the finest training available.
~

field of school administration has evolved during the

past few decades. The problem faced by the educational administrator
require that he have management skills as well as a .backgroond in
education to cope with present day problems as they are found in the
school.

1

Beech concurs that the changed scope and direction of problems

faced by the administrator in public schools require competencies that
will enable him to resolvP. problems and be able to survive and succeed
in a climate of rapid change.

The principal nust be provided with

means whereby he can improve his skills and acquire kneJoiledge he does
not have. One means available to both education and irdlstry is the
management developtMnt program. Business and education can train
managers to perform effectively throogh the use of management development programs.
The

school principal of today trust be highly knoWledgeable

1 James Elsworth Black, "Principal Development PTograms• (Doc-

toral Thesis, University of Southern California, 1971), pp.
1-2.

-2when he assurres his position.

He must keep abreast of all innova-

tions, laws, policies, and regulations in arYf area pertaining to his
Updating of skills and knCJNledge can be accomplished through
•
.
• .
2
management tn-serv1ce tra1n1ng.
task.

What are identifiable problem areas requiring management skills
for solution? Sane may be:

new technology and the knCJNledge explosion,

changes in the national economic picture, changes in population and
employment outlooks, the urban crisis, the position of the disadvant<19ed

in our society, changing life styles and values of various age groups,
teacher organization and militancy, public opinions regarding school
related issues and resulting organizational demands made upon the
schools.
To meet these challenges and to prepare for future ones, educa-

tional administrators should constantly expand their knowledge
and skills.

In-service development, -according to Pharis, enables the

administrator to remain open and receive, interpret, ana evaluate new
information.

A sound in-service development program can enable him to

restructure old information into new and meaningful patterns of
3
response.
2 Emmel Jason Beech, •characteristics of Industry Development Programs
Find A Proposed Model For Training School Administrators" (Doctoral
Thesis, University of Southern California, 1972), pp. 9-12.

3 William L. Pharis, •Look OVer Your Shoulder: The Need For Continuing Education In A Changing Society," The National Elementary
School Principal, 47 (May, 1968): 43.
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statemP.nt of Problem
There is a need to upgrade training programs to respond to
changing administrative environments. The develq>mP.nt of programs
that incorporate industrial management skills and knowledge in
educational in-service develq>ment programs should better enable the
educational administrator to solve problems since many of the problems
that confront him are interinstitutional. Administrators communicate
and react with other organizations daily.

As

school districts develop

they acquire characteristics similar to those of industry.

As

these

organizations become more similar the likelihood that problems faced
by both organizations can becane more cormon.

The incorporation of a

c:amon approach to problem solving may result in a more realistically
4
oriented educational administrator.
Mularz notes there are four major tasks faced by administrators in any organization. These tasks are:

1. The administrator must fulfill the goals of the organization.
2. The administrator must make use of other pecple in fulfilling
these goals, not as if they were machines, but rather in such
a way as to release their initiative and creativity.
3. The administrator must try to build into his organization provisions for innovations, for change and for
4 Erwin Miklos, -rraining in Common For Educational, Public,
and Business Administrators, UCFA Series ·on Administrative
Preparation (Eugene, Ore., University of Oregon, University
Counsl1 For Educational Administration, 1972), pp. 48-50.

-4development. In a changing world people and organizations
rust adjust to changing conditions. The conditions for
change must be incorporated into the organization so that
there may be a steady process of devel~nt rather than a
series of sudden, disruptive innovations.
4.

The administrator must be concerned with the htnnan relations

aspects of his organization. He must be concerned about the
W<rf a person or group feels, acts or believes. The kind of
feeling, action or belief determines whether there is good or
poor rorale.
Reller views the competencies educational administrators will

need to function in the changing society which confronts him. Briefly,
these competencies center about:

ability to function in vague, less

sharply defined stUations; ability to work in conflict situations;
ability to work with diverse social,

~litical,

economic and racial

groups; ability to understand and accept values, feelings, frustrations, and demands of a wide range of interests; ability to formulate
his own values; ability to work in a situation in which solutions are

not clear and accountability is present: ability to select personnel of
diverse views and competencies and to organize them into a cohesive
team; ability to lead, insure openness and provide security necessary
to effective action; and ability to plan to secure and utilize the
masses of data required to make decisions. 6
5 Stanley L. Mularz, •Implications of Leadership Style and
Goal Setting on Leadership Processes as Perceived by School
Superintendents• (Doctoral Thesis, Loyola University of Chicago,
1971), p. 7.
6
Theodore L. Reller, Educational Administration In Metropolitan
Areas, (Bloanington, Ind.: Phi Delta Kappan, Inc., 1974), pp.
87-90.

-5There is a challenge to provide quality in-service training
tor school administrators.

Goldhammer's 1967 statement senses an

urgency felt today.
Although neglected at the present time by most of ~e prel?aratory

institutions and related agencies, the continuous 1n-serv1ce
education of administrators is one of the most imperative needs
for the revitalization of education in our society. To provide
those experiences which can effectively assist the trained
pcofessional to modify his behavior, to obtain the new knowledge
tihich he needs, arrl to build new skills based upon contemporary
technology is probably the greatest challenge facing the field of
educatior~ adm4nistration and all of its institutions and
*ncies today.
.
Managers at differing levels will be reacting to the complex
pcoblems found in our society.

the middle manager , whether in

industry or education, will face problems that will require sharply

defined skills to solve them.

In reviewing the literature there are relatively few studies
that c:oapared training areas in irrlustry and education.

There were

also few that considered a similarity of needs of middle managers in
industry and education.
It could be considered critical that research be added to
the field of educational management training and development.

CaJFetent management is critical to both public education

7

Goldhanmer, Keith et al., •zssues and Problems in Contemporary
Educational Admninistration,• UCEA Series on Administrator
Preparation (Eugene, OrE"gon: University Council for Educational
Administration, 1967), p. 183.
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and private industry. There is lack of extensive research, as
reported in current literature, that identifies degrees of similarities in industrial and educational management development programs.
'l'tlere is lack of identification of components of management training
programs that are considered critical to the satisfactory performance
of middie managers in both public and private industry.
Based upon data gathered and reported from both industrial

and educational management programs there

is little evidence present

in educational literature that identifies extensive research that

would assist educational administrators in the planning

and

develop-

..ent of management in-service at the local level.
7bere is a

need

to compare management development programs in

industry.and education.
As

indicated previously, there is a need for:

of middle managers in both

groups~

increased skills

oore of adequate research to

compare training areas, a similiarity of needs of middle managers,
increased research to determine degrees to similarities in industrial

and educational management development programs

and

of components

critical to the satisfactory performance of middle managers in both
organizations~

oore adequate assistance to educational administrators

to plan and develop management development programs at a local level.
In addition, industry and education are faced with other similar
problems. Comparison of management deveiopment programs could

be

-7-

beneficial in many solutions to problems.

Some

of these problems

are noted.
There is a need for both industry and education to.be accountable
for the cost of such programs in that they should improve skills and
effectiveness of the middle managers. 'ltle public to whom both groups
are accountable will be critical of costly ineffective programs.
Both groups face a need to evaluate programs in a critical
mamer. Those participating in the management development programs

and those planning such programs should have clear perceptions of what
constitutes a program in terms of plan, design, techniques and/or
methodology, and evaluation tools and techniques.
Industry and education have the responsibility to provide a basis
upon which middle managers can acquire a systematic acquisition of
skills and knowledge appropriate for their job.

Improved performance

of the middle manager should as middle managers attaining organizational and individual goals.
Middle managers in education and industry, if interested and
involved, may find programs undertaken to be more successful.
Additional research could point out those· areas of interest and
perception of middle managers involvement.
Ocganizational structure in education and industry is becoming
more complex. Specific needs of middle managers resulting from this
complexity could make necessary that type of management developnent

-8-

programs to handle basic and emerging needs of the middle managers.
Implied in the foregoing paragraphs is that industry and education provide through management development for career advancement
and prevention of obsolescence.

Also int>lied is that management

development is not separate fran the realistic work climate, Management development should be considered as having an effect on managerial behavior as it relates to actual work situations.
PUrpose of the Study
'lbe purpose of this study is to analyze management developnent

programs in private industry and public elementary schools. Specifically, the purpose is to:
1.

Identify the existence, content, and description of management development programs in private industry and public
education.

2.

Identify and rank areas of corrpetency cOiliiiOnly fOWll:l in
management development programs in public education and
private industry.

3.

Investigate those components considered to be essential
authorities to a total management development program in
public education and private industry.
by

4.

Investigate those components most critical to the satisfactory performance of middle managers in public education and
private industry.

S.

Determine the extent middle management is involved in
identification of areas of content to be included in
management development programs.

6.

Determine the extent management development programs
meet priority needs of middle managers in public education
and private industry.

-9The

Procedure
A study of the current professional literature was conducted.

As a result of this study major focus points were developed to serve

as a framework for the study. An analysis of management development
programs in public education and private industry was based upon the
followirtJ focus points:
1.

Identification and description of management development
programs.

2.

RankirtJ of canpetencies found in management development
programs.

3.

Investigation of components considered essential to a
total performance of middle managers.

4.

Investigation of components critical to the satisfactory
performance of middle managers.

5.

Determination of the extent middle managers are involved in
identification of areas of content to be included in management development programs.

6.

Determination of the extent management development programs
meet the needs of the middle managers.

'!he principal methods that were used to collect data to analyze

these focus points were:
1.

Analysis of written and unwritten management development
programs or written data which would describe courses,
content or policy related to program formation.

2.

Questionnaire related to management development programs.

3.

Structured interviews with selected administrators directly
responsible for administration of management development
programs in public education and private industry and middle
managers in both public education and private industry.

-loAfter data were gathered from the above sources, further data
tor analysis were provided by an in-depth interview.

These inter-

views were administered to those directly responsible for the administration of management development programs in both p.Jblic education and
private industry and to middle managers from both p.Jblic education and
private industry.
Validation of the instruments was achieved by a review of the
related literature and by utilization of a jury of experts in the fields
of educational administration and industrial u.anagement.

The process by

which these experts were chosen and a listing of the jury is found later
in the chapter.
Delimitation of Study
1he results of the questionnaire and the interview responses were
limited to a geographic area - Cook County, Illinois.

'lbrough a ran-

dom sampling technique it is assumed that responses received were typical

of those that may be achieved in a larger sanpling.

It is quite conceiv-

able that the reliability of responses would have been more carplete and
enhanced if a larger sampling '-'ere used.

Further, it is assumed by the

investigator that responses were candid and honest.
1he study is further limited by the fact it focused on those
people responsible for program formation and the middle manager, in
this case, the principal and the department head.

Therefore, the

implications for others in private industry or public education would
have to be qualified.

-11The conclusions and recommendations were the results of statistical
research and interview data.

'lbis study could be applicable to those

whO are seeking to inprove and analyze their management development

pcograms.
Definition of Terms
In developing this study it was realized that a comm:m definition
often was needed so that it would apply to both the area of (Xlblic
edUcation and private industry.

In order to aid in understanding the

t.erJDS used in this study, the following definitions are offered at

this point to serve as reference for the remainder of the study:
1\:lp Manageaent:

ntose who are the policymakers responsible for

the overall direction and success of the organization's activities.
It could, in

persomel.

scce cases, be a group consisting of key management

'lbis person or group has power to collaborate with others

in the group on important matters affecting any or all phases of the

organization's activities.

For (Xlrposes of this study this will

include school superintendents and program administrators as found in
private industry.
Middle Manaigers:

'lllis group is responsible for the execution

and interpretation of policies throughout the organization and for
the successful cperation of assigned divisions or departments.

'llley

have a high degree of responsibility for individual initiative and
judgeJOOnt acting under policies and directives of top manageJOOnt.
have responsibility for

recat~~ending

'llley

new or revised policies and for

-12establishing objectives of their assigned units.
accomplish results through levels of supervision.
functions are assigned this group.

For

p..~rposes

They generally
Important staff
of this study, this

will include school principals and department heads found in private
industry.
Management Developr.ent Programs:

This term is synonym:>us with

the terms •tn-service development• or •administrative in-service
development.•

It is used in this study to denote one or a series of

planned experiences designed to enhance the effectiveness of the
manager.

It is a program to develop and/or renew competencies of

managers in order that they may better achieve organizational and/or
personal objectives.
Private Industry:

An

organization that is privately owned which

deals in a product for profit.
Manager: one who uses his authority to organize, direct

and contact responsible subordinates in order to coordinate all
aspects of labor or service that contribute to the attainment of the
organization's

p..~rpose.

His skills include the art and science of

getting things done through people. A manager is synonym:>us with
administrator as used in this study.
Ccxnpetency: Ccxnpetency is defined as the kind of knowledge,
skill, effectiveness as a manager in the organization.
Ocganization:

In this study organization can refer to either

and/ or specific institutions or organizations in public education or
private industry.

-13pUblic Education:

That unit of government which provides for

the education of children in grades kindergarten through eighth
grade.
Priority Need:

That need which is identified as being rost

critical to the success of the program/process/individual in the field
of management.
Component:

As used in this study, component is a general topical

area defined by specific examples of possible content that could be
included in the management develor;ment program.

This specific content

could, for this study, be a competency.
Research Design
'Itlis section outlines the data sources and the procedures used in
this study to gather, analyze, and interpret the data obtained from the
respondents in this study.
'Itlis section will: 1) review the procedure to develop the focus
points of this study; 2) outline the procedure to collect and utilize
data necessary to analyze these focus points: 3.) discuss the study
population and development of instruments utilized to collect data and
4) discuss the administration and analysis of the questionnaire and
interview data.
Procedure
A study of the current professional literature was made.

upon

completion of this review of literature major focus points Were
developed to serve as a framework for the study.

An analysis of

management development programs in public education and private
industry were based upon the following focus points.
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1.

Identification and description of management development

programs.
2.

Ranking of competencies found in management development

programs.
3.

Investigation of the components considered essential to a

total management development program.
4.

Investigation of the components considered essential to a

total management development program.
5.

Determination of the extent middle managers are involved in

identification of areas of content to

be

included in management develop-

ment programs.
6.

Determination of the extent management development programs

meet the needs of the middle manager.
Procedure to Collect

and

Utilize Data

'nle principal methods that were used to collect data to analyze
these focus points were:
1.

An analysis of written and unwritten management development
programs or written data which would describe courses,
content or policy related to program formation.

2.

A questinnaire related to management development program
(see Appendix A).

3.

A structured interview with selected administrator directly
responsible for administration of management development
programs in public education and private industry and with
middle managers in both public education and private industry
(see Appendices B and C).

-15f:Opulation
Responses to the questionnaire (see Appendix A) were solicited
tram one hundred (100) people directly responsible for the administration
of the management development program in their respective organizations
in public education and private industry.

Specifically, responses

were solicited from fifty (50) K-8 elementary school districts in Cook
county, Illinois, listed in the 1977 Directory of Suburban Public
Schools. 8 Chicago was excluded because of its unique size and
administrative structure·.

Fifty (50) responses were solicited from

private industries selected from Cook County, Illinois as found in the
Cook County, Illinois section of the Manual For Excellent Management. 9
aandom selection from the above groups was based on a table of random
numbers. '!'his random samplirg reflected similar populations, similar
socio-economic conditions, similar geOgraphic considerations and
contained populations from a definite area.
Responses to the questionnaire (See Appendix A) were also solicited
fran one hundred (100) people who were at the middle management level.
Specifically, responses were solicited from fifty (50) school principals
and fifty (50) department heads in private industry.

'!'he principals

8 1977 Directory.of Suburban Public Schools, published by

Public Information Office (Chicago:
of Cook County, 1977), pp. 19-56
9

Educational Service Region

Manual for Excellent Management (New York:
of Management, 1970), pp.5Q-55

American Institute
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and depart:nent heads were selected on an alphabetical basis.

Each

person selected was to have a last name closest to the letter "A."

If

there was rore than one person with the letter "A" or selected letter
closest to the letter "A,• the person with the most seniority was
selected.
Instruments
Questionnaire
Initial impetus in the development of the questionnaire (see
Appendix A) came fran reviewing Mahoney's study which suggested a
r:ecanmendation to examine the university of application of trainable
manager OOI!q?etencies across various sectors of our society.

He noted·

that there would be merit in replication in education and government
beCause of the size and impact of both of these institutions in our
society.

If this were to be accomplished, Mahoney further suggested

that modification of the instrument and procedure would be necessary.10· Ten areas of OOI!q?etencies found in his questionnaire were
condensed so that management development could be compared in relation-

ship to the framework of this study.

'lhe resulting focus points and

directions of this study were those of the writer of this study.
'lbe focus points and COII'{:letencies were further defined by a

review of the literature as found in Chapter II.

°Appt"opriate
Francis xavier Mahoney, •An Investigation of the Competencies
for Inservice Training of Industrial Managers"

1

(Doctoral Thesis, University of Houston, 1973), p. 164.

-177tle questionnaire and interview formats (see Apperdices B

and C) were validated

by a jury of experts in the fields of public

education and private industry.

Personnel comprising the jury of

experts in private irdustry were:
1.

Dr. Woodrow W. Reed, managing partner, Reed
Management Consultants, Chicago.
·

2.

Dr. Ronald Cline, National Training Director, Public Mortgage
Insurance Company, San Francisco, California.

3.

Mr. H. C. Livingston, Senior Vice President (retired),
Continental Oil Company, Chicago.

4.

Dr. John Bentz, Director, ·Psychological Research and Services,
Sears, Roebuck & Company, Chicago~

S.

Mr. Michael Dell, Director Freight·Operations (retired),

&

Johnson

R:x:k Island Railroad, Chicago.
Contact was made by letter with Dr. Joseph A. Sarthory, Assoeiate
Director, National Academy for School Executives (see Apperdix D).
Response to this letter (see Appendix E) resulted in membership of the
jury representing people from public education.

'Ibis jury from the

field of public education was:
1.

Dr. Betty Dillon, Director of Staff Development, Lincoln
Public Schools, Lincoln, Nebraska.

2.

Dr. Chad Chase, Director of Staff Development, Aurora .
Public Schools, Aurora, Colorado.

3.

Dr. James K. Zaharis, Associate Superintendent, Educational Services, Mesa Public Schools, Mesa, Arizona.

4.

Dr. A. Bruce McKay, Coordinator of Administrative Training,
Montgomery County Public Schools, Montgomery, Maryland.
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s.

Dr. Ivan Fitzwater, Director of Staff Development, San
Antonio Public Schools, San Antonio, Texas.

Prior to the selection of the jury, contact was made with
or. Josepl! A. Sacthory and Or. John Bentz.

The purpose of these

contaCtS was to refine initial ideas regarding the development of the
disSeCtation, solicitation of materials, and requests for ideas
regarding wembership in the jury of experts in the field of private
jn3U:st.ry (see Appendices F, G and H).

Initial contact with Dr. Bentz

was JJade in an interview with Mr. John P. Carter (see Appendix I).
Pertinent COI!Ilents from these jury members were incorJX>rated
into the final questionnaire and interview formats that were sent to

the participants in this study.
specifically, resJX>ndents to the questionnaire (see Appendix
A) were asked

to:

le

Place CXllllll)n canponents considered to be rrost critical
to a total management development program in a rank order.

2.

Identify those character is tics which best describe the
Jllana9E!IIIellt development program.

3.

Utilize the Likert Scale in responding to the followin]
statements in the questionnaire.

a.

'1\:)

what extent do you agree this co::p:>nent should be
considered essential to a total management develqmmt
program in your field?

b.

'1\:)

c.

'1\:)

what extent do you agree this component is critical to
the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in
your field?
what extent do you agree the middle manager in your
field is involved in identification of areas of content

-19that will be included in your organization's management
development program in this area?
d. TO what extent do you agree that management development
programs in your organization meet priority needs of
middle managers in this area?
~ysis

of Questionnaire Data

Rendall's coefficient of concordance was the statistical method

used to determine the extent groups in the study tend to agree in
their rank order of the ten (10) components contained in the study.

Further, an analysis of variance was used to determine if there was a
significant difference among groups for each question.

Tukey's

procedure was employed to determine areas where there was a statistically significant difference.
~sporrlents

were asked to check those areas which best described

their management development programs.

A simple percentage was used

to determine the exact number of times each was used to describe a

management developnent program. Also, the results of this ·area were
used

in analysis of the returns.
1he Likert Scale was utilized when respondents answered the

following statements:
1. TO what extent do you agree this col!{lOnent snould be considered essential to a total management development program
in your field?
2. TO what extent do you agree this comp:ment is critical to the
satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?
3. TO what extent do you agree the middle manager in your field

-2ois involved in identification of areas of content that will

be included in your organization's management development

program in this area?
4. To ~r:hat extent do you agree that management development
programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?
In using the Likert Scale a five (5) point scale was utilized.

Respondents were asked to express their opinions
~ree,

by

checking:

Strongly

Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, and Strongly

Disagree. To score this scale, the responses were weighted +2, +1, 0,
-1, -2, respectively from Strongly Agree through Strongly Disagree
(see Appendix A).
A positive response indicated agreement, and a negative response
indicated disagreement. A one-way analysis of variance was used to
determine if there were significant differences in responses.

wnere

there was a statistically significant difference, Tukey's procedure
was employed to determine the area of difference.
Interview
Further information was gathered via a structured interview with
selected administrators directly responsible for administration of
management development programs and middle managers in public education
and

private industry (see Appendix B).
'lhe interview format was reviewed by the same jury that reviewed

the questionnaire.
It was a contention that the interview technique was revealing

-21and would be a useful tool to analyze focus points of tnis study.
While the interview technique is not new, it was found to be advantageous in collecting additional data.
Van Dalen and Meyer pointed out that people are more willing to
communicate orally than in writing and, therefore, will provide data
more readily and fully in an interview than on a questionnaire.
race-to-face contact is an advantage since the interviewer can probe
into problems more deeply.

The interviewer can observe the subject
and use auditory and visual cues to elicit information. 11
Mouly cautioned that while flexibility can be counted as a major
strength it may also be a major weakness inasmuch as it allows the
interviewer to vary his approach and project his own personality and
influence the responses of the subject. 12
The

following quote sums up the major reasons why the interview

was used as a method to collect data.
By means of the interview, it is possible to secure data that
cannot be obtained through the less personal procedure of distrib.Jting a reply blank. feople do not generally care to put
confidential data in writing; they may want to see who is getting
the information: and receive guarantees as to how it will be
used. They need the stimulation of personal contacts in order to
be drawn out. Furthermore, the interview enables the researcher

11 Oeobold B. Van Dalen, and William J. Meyer, Understandil'\9
·Educational Research (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966), pp.
306-307.
12 George J. Mouly, The Science of Educational Research (New
York: American Book Company, 196), p. 107.

-22to follow up leads and take advantage of small clues; in complex
materials where the development is likely to proceed in any
direction, no prepared instrument can perform the task. Again,
the interview permits the interviewer to gain an impression of
the person who is giving the facts, to form some judgment of the
truth of ~e facts, 'to read between the lines,' things that are
not said.

Interview Administration and Analysis
'1be interview format was administered to ten (10) persons directly

responsible for the administration of management development programs,
five (5) each from the fields of public education and private industry.
rurther information was received in the interview process from ten
(10) middle managers, five (5) from the field of public education and
five (5) from private industry.· Both groups were interviewed and
respon:Jed to the same interview format (see Appendix B).
'1be respon:Jents to this interview format were selected at random

fran the respondents to the questionnaire.

The random sampling of

those involved in this portion of the study was based upon selection
of organizations on an alphabetical base that begins with the letter
•A•. No more than one organization from any one letter was made.
'1be interview format was designed to provide additional infor-

mation for the analyzation of the focus points.
designed to solicit comments.

Q..Jestions were

The questions were designed to explore

policy, procedure, purpose and philosophy of the organization's

13 Carter V. Good, A.S. Barr, an:J Douglas E. Scates, The Methodology
of Educational Research (New York: Apple-century-crofts, Inc.,
1941) p. 378.

-23management develo?Toent program.

Pertinent cor.roents were included to

justify ratings in the narrative analysis.
TO provide further data for analysis, a follow-up in-depth
interview (see Appendix C) was administered to four (4) people.

'!here

were two (2) each of those directly responsible for the administration
of management develo?foent programs in both public education and
private industry and two (2) middle managers fran both public education

and private industry.

Those organizations indicating the most corrponents

as being part of their total management devel()fCient program were
selected to be used in this part of the study.

A randcm S<IIIPling from

the previous group interviewed (see Appendix A) was made to determine
which groups would be further interviewed in depth.
The narrative analysis of these interviews (see Appendices A and

B) related to the focus points of this study.

'lhis narrative analysis

of management development programs focused on:
1.

Similarities and differences in managell'ent devel~nt
programs in public ed~ation and private industry.

2.

Strengths and weaknesses of managerrent devel~nt programs
in public education and private industry.

3.

Negative and positive effects on participants in management •
developrrent programs in public education and private industry.

4.

ldvantages and disadvantages of operating JDalla9ement develq>ment programs in public education and private industry.

Available returns from the questionnaire and interviews provided
an opportunity for analysis by:

-241.

Allowing respondents to identify and rank t:nose areas of
competency caruronly found in management develOf(!'ent programs
in public education and private industry; Rankings were
based on those components which respondents considered to be
rost critical to a total management develOf(!'ent program.

2.

Enabling respondents to determine extent to which each
canponent was considered essential to a total management
development program in the specific fields of public education
and private industry.

3.

Investigation of those components of a managerrent development
program most critical to the satisfactory performance of the
middle manager in public education and private industry.

4.

Determination of extent middle management is involved in
identification of areas of content to be included in management
development programs.

5.

Determination of extent management development programs in
public education and private industry meet priority needs of
middle managers.

6.

SUmmarization of available content of management development
programs found in public education and private industry.

7.

SUmmarization

o~

comments of respondents.

'lbe development of this study required a common definition of

terms.

'lbese common definitions are found in Chapter I.

OiAPl'ER II
REVIEW OF RElATED LITERATURE

Introduction
'Ibis chapter presents a review of the literature pertaining to
.anagement developnent.

'llle contents of this chapter have been

divided into four major sections:

'llle Concept of Management, Climate

tor Acceptance of Management Concepts in Education, Management
~nents,

aoo Trends in Preparing Educational leaders.

g.x:eet of Managerent - Applicability to Education

a00 Industry

In recent years there has been a generally accepted position that

the Cldministrative process has both ca:m>n

aro unique characteristics

in various types of organizations.
Nlali!XJ assisted the

COITilk>n

or generic approach suggesting

~

that there are IIJ)re c:amon than
sc:bOOl and business enterprises.

He

elements in the managesrent of

suggests that educators can

learn lllJCh from well-run txJsiness, arxJ that management skills are lllJCb

the same for school and txlsiness operation. 14
ntting the fifties and o:ixties an intensive study of educational

adlll.inistration revealed that educational administration scholars
considered that there was much in
administration.

CXIIl10I'l

between education and txJsiness

walton asserted that administrati.on was basically

14 Terry ~ling, •Managing 'llle School System- A Performance
"PPfoach, • National Association ~ary School Principals
Bulletin, 56 (November 1972): 32-33.
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-26the sarre in all organizations.

15

In 19.63, Boyan indicated that in

education there should be less enphasis on specialized areas.
skills applicable to

under~tanding,

Further,

predicting and controlling behavior

of people appeared to be generally the same in administering organiza16
tions of all types.
Differences of opinion regarding the concepts of

COilllOil

management

or universal elements has not been resolved in any definitive way.
17
aowever, Mahoney defines the work of Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler

and weick, in which management is considered a critical grO\.Ip in
today's society.
The key occupation group in an industrial .society is management.
Effective direction of human efforts--whether in the public or
pcivate sectors of an economy-is central to the wfge and efficient utilization of human and material resources.
Drucker is business management orientated, yet he recognizes
15 John Walton, Administration and Policy Making In Education
(Baltilrore: John Hopkins Press, 1959), pp. 89-101.
16

17

18

Norman J. Boyan, "Common and Specialized Learnings For Administrators and Supervisors: Some Problems and Issues," Preparation
Programs For School Administrators, eds. Donald J. Leo and
Herbert Rudinan, (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press,
1963), p. 11.
Francis Xavier M~ney, "An Investigation of the Competencies
Appropriate for Inservice Training of Industrial Managers"
(Doctoral Thesis, University of Houston, 1973), pp. 18-20.
John P. Campbell, et al., Managerial Behavior, Performance
arid Effectiveness (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970), p.
1.

-27other inStitutions must have organization in which there are functions
19
similar to business management.
Knezevich asserts that there is merit in the idea that administration is administration no matter what the institution or organization. 20
BeeCh views the practices and roles of education as being influenced
successful practices and roles of business and industry.
21 Beech supports his contention
this influence is a recent phenomenon.
by thOSe

by quoting the North Central

As~iation:

As educators and business have developed greater empathy, the

commonalities, as well as differences, betwe~n the two fields
have become more apparent. Recognized by many leaders of both
fields is the continuing need for improved managemen~ 2of required
functions to make better use of available resources.
Climate For Acceptance of Management Concepts in Education
Managing a school is a far m:>re coiTtplex task than it has been in
the past.

Administrative dimensions of the job have increased.

TboSe responsible for the planning of programs to allow school

19 Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Mana9ement (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers, Inc., 1954), p. 7.

20 Stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public Education (New
York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1969), p. 11.
21 Emmell Jason Beech, "Characteristics of Industry Development

Programs and a Proposed Model For Training School Administrators"
(Doctoral Thesis, University of Southern California, 1972), pp.
9-12.
22 "What Management Techniques Can The Schol Learn Fran Industry?"
ed. C. Carter North Central Association Quarterly 18 (Spring
1969): p. 353.

-28administrators to function effectively in a climate of change have
J:)een challenged. Management of the school requires that personnel be
able to improve skills, acquire knowledge, and keep abreast of innova23
tions to avoid becoming obsolete.
In reviewing the literature, six trends were discernible that
affect concepts of management training for education administrators.
1.

Increased Size of School Districts
Can{lbell, Cunningham and McPhee suggest, based on data supplied

by the

University Council for Education Administration, that in the

1970's and 1980's fewer school districts will be in existence. There
will be greater control by teachers over school matters.

'lbere will

be a corresponding increase in principals and assistant central office

administrative staff.

'lhree significant trends are suggested:

First,

there will be growing differentiation of the administrative staff;
second, the building level will see an increase in the nl.llllber of
specialists in such fields as political science, sociology, and
economics; third, there will be administrative staff specialization
evolving from the content fields; personnel will increasingly share
such titles as director, supervisor or coordinator. 24 Thomas
realizes that as school districts become larger there is an increased
23

24

Beech, op. Cit. I pp. 1-2.
Ronald Campbell, Luvern L. Cunningham, and Roderick F. McPhee,
The Organization and Control of American Schools (Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1965), pp. 249-250.

-29need for managerial expertise.

Taking advantage of management training,

administrators will be able to more effectively deal with 'organizational
structure affecting subject matters, social problems, and communication.
Be knOWS that nowhere are problems of organizational change more

apparent than in those areas where innovations have been attempted.
ThOmaS contends that innovations in larger districts often is not

accepted or fails because of problems related to managerial styles and
organizational structure. 25 Managerial specialists should be
trained to facilitate appropriate organizational change.
2.

Accountability
The jargon of business management is swiftly becoming the jargon

of the school administrator. Gilkey noted that big business is taking
over school systems in total or in part.
approach would be total.

Eventually, a .business

It would deal with all aspects of the

educational system.

In some cases, it is refined and deals with
selected portions of the program. 26
Sciara and Jantz refer to the accountability movement which,
starting in the 1960's, has become a full fledged movement in the
1970's. While no precise definition has emerged, it generally
25 Jack Edward Thomas, •Management
Admdnistrators, Superintendents
Stanford University, 1971), pp.
26 Richard Gilkey, "Considerations
Business Moves Into Education,"
1970): 191-92.

Training For Educational
Preferences" (Doctoral Thesis,
25-26.
For Administrators When Big
The Clearing House 45 (November

-3oasserts that public schools are accountable, liable, or responsiole
tor proving that students and organizations can meet reasonable
standards of achievement.

Schools must show that public funds are

used wisely. 'nle complex time of the 1970's in which the American
public, school boards and educators find themselves make problems of
instituting a valid approach to accountability very real.

Bigh level

management skills are necessary to answer demands of the various
publics. 27
As school systems are forced to describe and explain programs

there will be a corresponding increased demand for individuals who can
defend educational programs.

To accomplish this task, administrators

will utilize the language of the business and education.

Problems of

measuring behavior, evaluation, selection, unionization and pressure
c;~roups

will require persons who understand the field of management.

'n1e broad perspective of management could better allow the school

administrator to explain programs and problems to the public.
).

28

¥ounger Education Administrators
As evidenced by the American Association of School Administrators

report, the median age of the superintendent of schools is 48 years.
This statistic has indicated that the trend of increasing age, from
27 Frank s. Sciara and Richard K. Jantz, Accountability In American
Public Education (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1972), pp.
1-7.
28 Thomas, Op. Cit., pp. 26-27.

-31studies starting in 1921- 1922, has been arrested if not reversed.

29

Often training programs have been more valuable to those individuals who have actually worked in an organization and who have
experienced the pressures of problems characteristic to them.

This

age group of school superintendents were asked which new skill or
information they feel they would need to maintain their effectiveness
as administrators.

PPBS and/or systems administration skill, human

relations skills, conflict resolution skill, increased knowledge of
public finance, specialized management skills, and knowledge of social
and educational change processes were skills they needed.

Thirty-one

percent of the superintendents thought that the type of specialists
needed to help the school system improve performance levels were those
trained in business management.

When ranking the graduate courses

that were most important to them, superintendents gave the highest
rankings to school finance systell's, personnel administration, public
relations, school business management, legal aspects of education,
supervision and computer and data processing. 30 Thomas states:

On the positive side, a younger student may be more willing
to tackle the difficult and highly structured curriculum that
characterizes many MBA programs. Younger students may be
more open to the possible relevance of management concepts
29 Stephen J. Knezevich, ed., The American School Superintendent,
An AASA Research Study, Prepared by the AASA Commission on the
Preparation of Professonal School Administrators (Washington,
D. C.: 1971), pp. 20-23.
.
30 Ibid., pp. 43-65.

-32to educational programs. Because of their youthful idealism ard
energy, they may be ~ie susceptible to the notion that organizations can be changed.

4•

~cruitment

From Outside Fields

A discernible trend in education

is that the pcofession will

tncreasingly recruit administrators from the professions outside of
education.

As this is true, management training will becane nore

iJIP'rtant.

Management in business ard industry and management in

education will increasingly draw upon resources of other disciplines
to solve problems.
ltdministrators in public schools are faced with char¥]es resulting
from pressure, politics and prejudice. To institute an orderly change

and to exert positive leadership, administrators

DUSt

development specialists with knowledge of research.

learn to be

1bey llllSt

assume

the responsibility for the team of ar:ministrators vith whan they
operate.

Mministrators must be organization specialists, expert in

plaming, job descriptions, allocation of authority, staff efficiency,
allocation of financial and material resources, staffing patterns,
scheduling, and the utilization of prjsical facilities.

'!'hey JOOSt be

32
communication specialists.
Barnes concluded that preparation programs

for:

superintendents

31 Thomas, Op. Cit., p. 28.
32 Edward Brainard, Individualized ~nistrator Continuing
Education (Englewood, Col.: A crK Ltd. Occasional Paper, Fall
1973), p. 46.
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1111st be comprehensive and interdisciplinary in nature.

He recommended

prograns consisting of 1) a foundation program in the related disciplines of economics, sociology, psychology, and communications: 2) a
general core of courses including general educational administration,
general supervision, curriculum development., and personnel administration; 3) a specialized component with emphasis on business, finance,
law, human relation, and public relation; 4) an interdisciplinary
af.Proach including management, COil'llll.lllication and SOCiology; and 5)
field experience including consultant services, school surveys,
workshops, practicums, seminars, conferences and other similar experi-

ences. 33
As Educators look at educational administration as a professional

field rather than a discipline, they must be willing to extract
materials and ideas from other fields with a goal of problem solving.
'l'his trend would be reflected in more practical applications than in

intellectual appeal.
Walton saw that administrative energies are consumed
organization.
administration.

~

the

Educational administrators have but one career, that of
He wants adequate education in practical theory in

guiding organizations in public relations; coordination, managing conflict, intelligent use of all types of information systems, curriculum
33 John w. Barnes, "The Improvement of College Preparation Programs
in Educational Administration Based Upon a Case Analysis of Problems Encountered ~ Superintendents in Selected Schools" (Doctoral
Thesis, Texas Technological College, 1964), pp. 95-98.

-34that includes classical literature on the use of power, responsibility
. and the sources and na t ure of eclucat1'onal pol1'cy. 34
of leadersh1p
A Ford Foundation letter dated October 15, 1970 indicates there

is support from industry to encourage educators to seek people from
outside the field of education.

There is reflected a ccmnitnent to

support pcograms emphasizing executive training for school administrators.
The latest in a series are grants to the Universities of Chicago,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. A common feature of
the training progr~~s is recruitment of doctoral candidates not
only from school work but also from business, gover~cent, and
other fields where they have demonstrated executive potential •••
Although these programs, along with similar efforts at five other
participating universities, will not turn out their first crop of
new style administrator for another two to three years, a growing
market for them seems likely. School boards in such cities as
Detroit and Philadelphia have recently engaged forner business
~ecuj~ve and governmental officials for high level school

Jobs.

s.

Recent Changes In Ma'1agement Education·
Currently there is evidence of continuing change in content and

appr:oach in management education.

These changes could be compared to

the changes in content and approach in education administrative

training.

Schools of business have faced problems similar to those of

sch:x>ls of education.

There are gaps in knowledge about managerial

work, skills and knowledge required for executive success.

Problems

caused by these gaps have posed concern for those responsible for
34

John Walton, "The Dissimilarity of Educational Administration,•
Public Administration Review, 30 (January-February 1970), p.58.

35

Thanas, Op. Cit., pp. 22-24.
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management education. A resulting increase in the numbers of corporate
schOOl and university level management training, specifically in
content areas, has occurred.

There has been a wide variety of programs
spawned to meet the needs for capable business managers. 36
Currently a continuing controversy between the generalists,
those advocating a broad approach to educating graduate students, and
the specialists, those advocating majors or areas of specialization in
the master's programs, in taking place.
Marquette Business Review reported

a recent

study that found

many

MBA curriculums are continuing to educate specialists under the guise
of the MBA degree.

Business was asked to respond

to

what they would

want in the degree program in the spectrum of the generalist-specialists. Response from the list of the "Fortune 500" companies indicated
that business wanted the MBA program to 1) specialize in a function
area such as finance, marketing or accounting; and 2) obtain broad
administrative skills in that area of specialization.

In addition,

the MBA graduate is viewed' as an individual with long range executive
potential.
supplement

Respondents also perceived work experience as a valuable
to

the MBA degree.

some specialization is needed.

The message to the generalists was that
The weight placed upon business vs.

non-business courses would reflect resistance to reducing business
36 Kenneth R. Andrews, The Effectiveness of University Management
Development Programs (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1953),
FP· 16-32.
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credit in the program in order to increase electives in fields outside
of bUsiness.

Broad administrative skills were preferred to highly
spe~ific technical skills. 37
According to Pierson important aspects of modern management
training are:
1. The entire graduate experience should be centered on decision
maJdng1

2. Business decisions are more an art than a science.
ness should not be taught as a science;

'Ihus busi-

3.

The unique contribution of the Jllanager is to know enough about
all Jllajor facets of the firm's operation to keep various
activities in proper balance whil,e Jllaking decisions ~n a
complex, fact-changing environment;

4.

The intell~ctual quality to be fostered in one of Jllaking rapid
shifts in per~gective and discipline, synthesizing, selecting,
and patching.

Pdtten views a unique education process that dral!'atically distinguishes Jllanagement education programs from the conventional academic
graduate or undergraduate course work.

He

contends:

1. The role of the faculty differs sharply from the assumed role
in that the instructors are usually the same age or younger
than the Jllanagement students;
2. The instructor appears more as an equal than as a superior
and serves often as a moderator, discussion leader or chairl!'an
rather than a teacher;

37 Joseph F. Castellano, Wayne De U>zier and Thomas J. Vondermbasse,
~MBA: A Profile of What Business Wants,• Marquette Business
~ 19 (Summer 1975): 67.
38
Frank c. Pierson, The Education of American Businessmen (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959), p. 8.
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He has less tendency to give grades, mark examinations, or
presume to pass judgment in any formal way on individual work
perforrred;

4, Very little •Titten work is required in most management education progracs beCause executives often appear lost without
their secretaries. They are hard-pressed to revive their
reading capacities;

s.

The instructor depends upon the intrinsic interest of the
material and issues he presents for responsiveness of the
students;

6.

The instructor appears to be helped by the innate conscientiousneSs of the executives in his sessions or by their wish to do
well before peer groups;

1.

The faculty is generally judged for their ability to stimulate

useful experience for the participants rather than by their
standing as scholars or their rank in their profession;
8.

6.

~ctures are less important than are small group discussions,
study groups and exchange of experiences. There is P59ssure
on the instructor to make the discussions meaningful.

The Business-Education Interface
There are an increasing nwri:Jer of services being performed by

business for the schools.

Many of the services are thOse that require

limited attention from the superintendent.

However, there is a wide

range of services and products that are expensive and which directly
affect the foundation of the educational program.

As

this trend is to

continue, it may be advisable for the superintendent to employ staff
who have been trained to make decisions based on information in the
areas where both educational decisions and cost decisions are critical. 40
39

40

Thomas H. Patt:en, Jr., Manpower Planning and the Development of
Human Resources (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1971), pp.
443-44.
Thomas, Op. Cit., pp. 32-33.
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Historically, the administrator of the business operations has

had some industrial background. Evoluton increased his perspectives
to encompass both business managerrent and educational crlministration.

The consolidation and reorganization has put emphasis on the need for
a highly trained person who must have more knowledge and technical
skill than before.

Relationships of the various staffs and publics is

critical in the area of communication. The administrative tasks will
more and more affect outcorres and quality of the educational programs
of the district if not carried out or accomplished effectively. 41
~errent

Co!rponents

MahOney concluded that
resolved:

two

management issues have not been

The ditrensions of management, and by extrapolation of the

content of manager training. The second issue involved the differences which might exist between managerrent as found in the industrial

sector and managerrent as found in other societal sectors if, in fact,
managerrent exists at all in the other sectors in the same terms. 42
Mahoney's investigation was undertaken to assist industrial
and education administrators in the planning and organizing of curric-

ula for inservice instruction in management competencies.

ReCOITUTlenda-

tions for further study were suggested. Among these was the examination
of the universality of application of trainable manager competencies
across several sectors of society.
41

42

It was suggested there would be

American Association of-School Administrators, Profiles of the
Administrative Team (Washington, D. C.: American Association of
SChool Administrators, 1971), pp. 61-75.
Mahoney, Op. Cit., p. 22.

-39merit in replication in education and government because of the size

and 1mpact of both sectors of our society.

Following Mahoney's

suggestion for modification of his instrument, ten areas of his
questionnaire were condensed so that management development could be
__ .. ed
.
43
. 'nd
compared 1n 1 ustry cuu
ucatlon.
~nagement

Contribution

Van Miller, Madden and Kincheloe indicate that writers or scholars
of administation can be grouped in three schools:

the efficiency

schOOl, the human relations school and the social science school.
Distinctions occur in both the time of the theory formations in
history and in the content areas.

'Ihe concept that administrative

development is necessary in the areas of planning, organizing,
controlling, coordinating, staffing and motivating would fall into
the efficiency school or reference.
'lbree major streams emerged.

Taylor represented scientific

management, Weber represented b.lreaucracy and Gulick and Urwick
represented administrative management.
Taylor contended the goal of administration was efficiency,

and the ll'eans of achieving it was standardization. Weber directed his
attention to the form of organization of effort.

Gulick and Urwick

differ fran these in that they were more concerned with analysis of
the work at the administrative level.

The administrator's work lends

itself less to till'e and motions studies.
43

Ibid., p. 140.

Consequently, their work

-41r
resulted in principles of administration such as planning, organizing,
44
staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting and budgeting.
self contends that these schools of administrative thought

and theory can draw eclectically upon contributions from each other
withOUt running into inevitable contradictions.

This is, in part,

brought about by changing needs and demands of the organization, be it
public or private.

The theories were formulated from the great

complexity of the original theories.

One thing that these theories

have in cararon is their concern with problems of management from the
45
viewpoint of the manager.
Drucker makes general reference to very broad and common elements
which are referred to as "function of management."

These include
concepts as planning, organizing, motivating, controlling. 46 Kirk
repOrted a survey research into manager educational needs.

He found

that middle level managers in education and business had competency
needs in areas of communication, customer credit, customer services,
merchandise controls and personnel management. 47 Beech quoted a 1963
report of the American Association of School Administrators.

In this

report the school principal had a role similar to the role of the
44

45
46
47

Van Miller, George R. Madden and James B. Kincheloe, The Public
Administration of American Schools (New York; The MacMillian
Oo., 1972), pp. 347-50.
Peter Self, Administrative Theories and Politics (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1972), pp. 48-52.
Drucker, Op. Cit., pp. 341-50.
Howard w. Kirk, "Educational Needs of Midmanagement Personnel in
Florida with Implications for Curriculum Development," Dissertation Abstracts, ed. Patricia Colling, University Microfilm
International, 31:3 (September 1970), 968A.
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manager in the private sector.

His responsibilities centered about

decision making, organizing, staffing, planning, communicating, and
directing.

These functions are basic to management activities at all
48
. 1ud'1ng tho se 1n
. bu s1ness.
.
levels in all types of endeavors 1nc
A baSic element in the general management process is that of

control.

A flow chart (see Figure 1) taken from the School For

Executive Development sponsored

by

the American Savings and Loan

Institution in cooperation with the University of washington School of
49
·eusiness Administration, 1973 illustrates the importance of this
function as it applies to various situations.

The Feedback Loop of

Management Control from Koontz and O'Donnell will similarly indicate
the principal of control necessary for effective management.
Figure 2)

(see

~

In this case control involves elements of what are considered to
be basic management functions.

Alpander surveyed 217 executives of major corporations. Their
rankings of the top six managerial functions were planning, organizing,
directing-supervising-motivating, controlling, coordinating, and
training and orientation of subordinates.
48 Beech, Op. Cit. p. 10.
49 Data drawn from section entitled, "General Management," School
for Executive Development, American Savings and Loan Institute,
George Washington University, 1973.
50

Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principals of Management:
An Analysis of Managerial Functions, 5th ed. (New York: McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 1972) p. 591.
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-43In rating these rrore traditional functions of management, they
stated that there was, as a result of planning and organization, more
efficient organization and distribution of work. 51
~ement's

Social and Legal Responsibilities

weiss points to the critical problems of the 1970's that educators
will face.

They are described as the five R's:

revenue, relevance, and reaction.

rebellion, race,

A portion of Melbo's quote will

assist in placing the social and legal responsibilities in perspective:
••• Among the specialized studies will be those which focus
on the nature of organization and. institutions, the social
forces and political pattern which apply, the whole field of
Educational Economics, the Techniques of Adminstrative Leadership, the Social Psychology of Education, the nature of the crowd
and power ••• The superintendent of the 70's will need particularly to know the realities of politics. He must know how
pcestige is won and lost, how confidence i5 2gained and destroyed,
how cooperation is enlisted and rewarded.
Industry also faces these five R's.
for

not

Industry has been criticized

being aware of the social changes that have occurred in

today's world.

A paradox is that younger people in industry are more

aware of the problems and carry a stronger anti-business attitude than
did their parents. 53

51 GUve~ Alpander, "Planning Management Training Programs For
Organizational Development," Personnel Journal 53 (January 1974):
p. 18.

52 Robert P. Weiss, "Pre-service and In-Service Preparation Programs
for Urban School Superintendents as Viewed by Practitioners and
Selected Panel of Authorities" (Doctoral Thesis, Michigan State
University, 1971), pp. 11-12.
53 Patten, Op. Cit., pp. 334-36.
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AS a result, irrlustry has had a more difficult time to recruit,
train, motivate arrl retain young people.

Young people enter business

with high hopes of purpose and organization.

'lhey often find manage-

ment problems more concerned'with who is right than what is right.
This disenchantment of men entering management filters back to those
still in the education p:ocess.

A result is negative communication

and a younger generation less interested in industrial management
careers.

54

It is impossible to define arrl deal with every social problem
facing administrators in business arrl education.

In Managers For

Tomorrow the society-business relationship was placed in context by
notiD;J the interdeperrlence of business arrl society.

Corporate reality

was such that monetary giving to institutions has reached a level
unknown in our society. The purpose of this giving is likely to

be

more sharply defined. 55
As

the social arrl legal relationships confront the manager he

will be affected.

Basic questions will need to be answered in his total

process of education and development.

Tannenbaum lists some of these

questions and resistance with which managers will need to cope.
1.

Social research will allow the manager to ask if the studies
mean trouble for himself or his corporation;

2.

Managers may ask questions of cost. What will they pay for a
study which seemingly gives something for nothing;

54 Peter Drucker, •1s Business Letting Your People Down?" Harvard
Business Review 43 (Novernber-pecernber 1965): pp. 52-53.
55 Charles D. Flory, ed., Managers For Tomorrow (New York: folentoc
Books, 1965), pp. 270-271.
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3.
4.

What benefits will the firm receive from this study or project;
Managers will regard the stooy of social problems as a threat.
'1tley may find themselves dealing with fear;

5.

In any research, there is a fear that competing companies will
be able to gain information not available to them.

The manager holds the key to utilization of ideas of a social or
legal nature.

'lhrough him unexpressed resistance will be overcome.

He will be able to place management in a positive position that will

better coouwnicate to the worker and public that which is necessary
tor

56
_ ....... and streng th o f the organ1zat1on.
. . .

grvw~•

Business Economics
lldministrative development that allows the manager to understand
baSic economic issues facing his organization is becoming more and
110re important to his ability to function as a manager.
A recent ERS report indicated that this may be considered a trend

in the development of school administrators.

'lhe PI'SS and MOO methOds,

while evident for a number of years in school districts, has become a
training area for those goal oriented administrators who are interested
in

i~oved

planning.

57

Lewis presents a comprehensively defined attempt to provide educators with a systemized approach to 111ana9ing the educational program on
the basis of clearly delineated objectives.
56

57

'lhe "aiue was to provide

Robert Tannenbaum, Irving R. weschler, and Fred Massar ik,
Leadership and Organization: A Behavioral Science Approach (New
York: McGr~Hill Book Co., 1961), pp. 371-82.
ERS Report: Inservice Programs for Educational Administrators,
Glen Robinson, Research Director (Arlington, Virginia: Educational
Research Service, Inc. 1974), p. 3.

-46a system with long

and

short range planning.

Control and coordination

iS possible since personnel are better utilized.

Personnel time, work

load and compensation, through a review of job performance, is
possible.
objectives.

Importantly, MBO fosters better training development
58

Management

by

objectives, a business related practice, has

successfully incorporated into many industries.
company attacked budget
system.

and

been

Bell Helicopter

cost problems successfully through this

Like other organizations they gave MBO a new name, the •east

Awareness Program."

It was found that there was a need to conm.micate

between management levels, to provide information about those economic
items that would have impact upon the organization.
problems encountered in the Bell program.

There were

The most common were:

goals themselves were inappropriate, the methods of measuring i:>rogress
were inappropriate, management's attitudes were inadequate,
sibilities were not clearly fixed.

Management

by.

and

respon-

objective can be

defined as management by results rather than activities.

Specific

goals become the concern of managers, and there is a resulting need
for training and delegation. 59
Johnson determined that school principals needed to have knowledge of sources of school finance sufficient to 1) influence intelligently the acquisition of resources through routine fiscal channels:
58 James Lewis, Jr., School Management by Objectives (West Nyack,
N.Y.: Parker Publishing Co., Inc., 1974), pp. 21-33.
59 Eugene J. Benge, Elements of Modern Management (New York: A:rerican
Management Association, 1976) pp. 135-40.

-472 ) stimulate the acquisition of monies from special sources such as
grants from private foundations and public agencies; and 3) be able to
apply available monies with ful 1.:1.owledge of effects on the total
financial picture of the schoo1.

60

Edge and Greenwood recently noted that finance, economics,

accountio:J,

marketio::~

of the manager.

and statistics were essential to the education

61

Equal importance is given to the myriad of programs ot the
various government levels 'uj the business community.

'Ihere has been

an evolution of legislation concerning manpower, training and
education.

Social legislation has brought large amounts of monies

into play for training.

'Ibis has definitely influenced the need for

industry to evaluate the uses of these monies and the programs which
they sponsor.

Management specialists will need to be trained to be

assessed and acquainted with legislation as it affects the needs of
their industry.

'Ihe _ll'.anager must prepare himself to become the

organizational spokesman and the source of expertise on the direction

of public policy. 62
60 Thomas Johnson, Jr., •Implementing the Model,• National
Association Seconda~ School Principals Bulletin, 56 (March
1972): p. 43.

61 Alfred Edge and Ronald Greerrwood, •How Personnel Managers
Rank the Importance of Various Educational Factors in Business
Administration Graduates,• Marquette Business Review 19 (Summer
1975: pp. 113-19.
62

Beo:Je, Op. Cit., pp. 20o-206.
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-sUWCJrt'lbeSystems
development areas that are included in many areas of

~e-

ment training need one vital element inclooed in their context to make
theJ1l CO!IPlete.

'Ibis elenent is, wean the manager understand and

explain to others the content of the theories or programs?w 'ltlis
portion of management training is often referred to as support system.
support systems can be treated separately or as a part of many areas
of

~~ement

development.

Benge described that ability to have the necessary infoor.ation
and to be able to transmit that information as a necessary thing that
63
a manager should be able to accooplish.

There is a need for more standardized-terminology when one writes
of the types of methods a manager utilizes in describing what is
defined as support systems.

The manager has the responsibility to

explain so that he can avoid a tremendOOs burden of duplication of
time and effort.

Often a management responsibility requires him to be

able to COIIliiJilicate in writing those things 111hich result in p:>licy,
rules, regulation or design.

'lbe inp:>rtance of these devices to

increase his effectiveness in using them as a part of a SIJillOrt syste111
cannot be over-stressed.

If the manager can utilize support systems

he will be released for other purp:>ses.

Often these support systems

inply a standard of perfonance to be attained. 64
63 Benge, Op. Cit., P· 20b.
64

Tennenbaum, Op. Cit., W· 259-60.

-49_!!.!ader Behavior
Hencley asserted that the administrative process cannot be
separated from the total behavior of the administrator.

His person-

ality is reflected in and cannot be separated from the type, scope,
65
and emphaSis of his leadership.
French determined that leadership results from a complex combination of traits.

'llle leadership which is considered effective is

associated with high performance, high morale and development of human
66
resources.
The critical need of management knowledge of leadership behavior

was related

to the degree of authority used by the manager and the

amount of freedom available to his subordinates in reaching decisions.
There are various forces that the manager must be aware of in decision
making, and the manager must perceive these forces, utilize his
perceptions and behave appropriately in light of these perceptions. 67
It could be stated that managers and supervisors are responsible
in organizations for the development of subordinates, a term that

reflects generally how managers carry out their duties.

How a manager

65 Stephen P. Hencley, The Internship in Adhlinistrative Preparation, The University Council ot ~ucational Administration and
the CO!I1llittee for the Advancement of Sd¥:>ol Administration
(washington, D.C. 1973), 83-84.
66 Wendall French, The Personnel Management Process: Human Resources
Administration (Boston: Houghton Miffling Co., 1970), p. 124.
67
.
Robert Tannenbaum and Warren H. SChmitz, •How to Choose a
Leadership Pattern," Organizational Behavior and the Practice of
Management, eds. Hampton, Summer and l.;ebber (Glenview, Ill.:
Scott Foresman & Co., 1968), pp. 501-10.

-soaevelops subordinates reflects

how

a manager conducts himself in

relationships with thOse whom he supervises.

There are duties of the

manager that delineates urper and middle managerial personnel.

Duties

such as determining the business in which the organization should be
engaged, defending the integrity of the organization from outside
attacks, building a sense of mission, and motivating managers to
collaborate and work together are different in degree from the middle
managers are not expected to be institutional influences.

Middle

managers must be effective in convincing their subordinates to meet
management's expectations.

Often the managers leadership training

pr:ograns are aimed at teaching

now

to get results from people.

Upper

level management is not affected by the same pressures as in the
Jlliddle level manager. Otganizational politics, lack of unionized
subordinates, factors of greater education, differences in staff
problems, political realities, and formal and informal rules can
affect the type of training proposals offered by those responsible for
68
traning and development.
Lipham suggests that administration and leadership have factors
in c:omnon, but they are not the same.

Some

administrators maintain an

organization, and others affect changes in goals, programs and procedures.

The administrator, to better understand leadership, can no

longer afford to ignore extra-organizational variables.
part of a larger social structure.
68 Patten, Op. Cit., pp. 364-78.

The leader is

'!he development of leadership

-51qualities is necessary if he is to relate to his staff and other
publics. Training, therefore, in leadership is essential to the
69
successful administrator.
Individual and Group Behavior
Getting things done through people has been a manager's job.
considered important, it is accomplished in a variety of ways.

'Itle

changing attitudes toward work make altering the motivating plans of
the manager essential to quality job performance.
'Itle manager needs to know theory from Maslow's theory as it
relates to the needs of people through McGregor's Theory X and Theory
Y.

'Itle Manager's task to motivate is difficult if he is to understand

these and other theories.

He must be concerned with working conditions,

wages, fringe benefits and also the challenge of how to provide
challenging tasks, new experiences, opportunity for growth and advancement, and be concerned with status, and expectations that lead to
absence of dissatisfaction.

In his effort to understand the individual,

he is also in contact with groups that make up the employee's internal

or external world.

His ability to know what influences and motivates

those under him will allow him to better reach the goals of the
organization. 70
69 James M. Lipham, "Leadership and Administration,• Behavioral
Sciences and Educational Administration, ed. Daniel E. Griffiths
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1964), pp. 120-40.
70 Benge, Op. Cit., pp. 75-84.

-52Management development depends primarily on superior manager
subOrdinate relations.

The development process should be considered

vial, ongoing and practical.

The heart of the development process is

in the personal relationship between personnel and management.

The

manager is the key to the development of job performance since he
should hold the essential cards of motivation, knowledge of people,
knOWledge of behavior, and knowledge of dealing with each person or
group.

In essence, the manager must be able to deal with problems to
accomplish personal and company goals. 71
Knudson placed the management role in perspective. A recent

change in

training practices places the responsibility of management

to make it possible for people to recognize and develop human characteristics for themselves.

Management is to be trained to arrange

organizational conditions and methods of operations so that people can
achieve goals by directing their own efforts toward organizational
objectives. The motivations and potential for development the
capacity for assuming responsibility, and the readiness to direct
behavior toward organizational goals are present in people. 72
Comrunication
Many developmental programs used today center upon ways to
71
72

Flory, Op. Cit., pp. 181-83.
Harry R. Knudson, Jr., Human Elements of Administration
Cases, Readings, Simulation Exercises (New York: Holt, Reinhard &
Winston, Inc., 1963), p. 69.
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imProve some facet of communication skill.

Personal systems for

memory improvement and public speaKing courses could be included
in this general context.

Communication is a broad concept whose

meaning embraces a wide range of phenomena.

It runs the gamut

of organizational levels.

The manager must remember that it is
inseparable from human interaction. 73 The importance of the

conrnunication system is noted by Rogers.

He contends that the age

of authoritarian boss and compliant employees is obsolete.

The

efficiency of the organization will be through a system whereby
persons communicate at all levels freely. 74 Management should
be aware that the public image of the organization is affected by

better communications.
publics:

Management has contacts with at least four
customers, stockholder, vendors, and employee. 75 These

have their counterparts in education.
Concern with image and the concern with communication can be
projected into other areas.

Culbertson notes four critical behaviors

of the effective superintendent.
implications for communication.

~hese

effective behaviors have

For superintendents to perceive

73 Robert N. McMurry, "Clear Communication for Chief Executives,•·
Harvard Business Review 43 (March-April 1~65): pp. 131-47.
74 Carl Rogers, "Interpersonal Relationships: USA 2000,• Journal
of Applied Behavioral science 4 (July-September 1968): pp.
275-76.
75 Benge, Op. Cit., pp. 86-87.
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and report will require exceptional variety

and

development of

communication skills.
Effective superintendents will:
1.

communicate a moral vision and a commitment to education
larger than any given societal force or special interest;

2.

help communities chart clear educational directions amid
marked conflict and ambiguity;

3.

help generate and implement new programs designed to
achieve school system objectives and policies.

4.

help create organizational arrangments des~gned to
facilitate program improvement and change.

FOwell and Davis noted that companies placed high ranking on

communication skills.

Communication should be included in university

executive development programs.

Communication is critical to business

as is the curriculum areas of decision making ability, knowledge of a
.
77
manager • s area of operat1on.

Alpander concurred as he reported that top level through lower
level, middle managers placed communication systems and interpersonal
communication as' the two top priorities of a management development
program. 78
76 Jack Culbertson, Robin Farquhar, Alan Gaynor and Mark R.
Shilbles, "Preparing Educational Leaders for the Seventies,"
Final Report of the U.S. Office of Education, Report No. 8-0230
(Columbus, Ohio: University Council for Educational Administration, 1969), pp. 501-03.
77 Reed M. Powell and Charles s. Davis, "Do University Executive
Programs Pay Off? Business Horizons 16 (August 1973): pp.
83-85.
78 Alpander, Op. Cit., pp. 22-23.

-ss~nagement

Science

Predicting the form and character of school administration in

the future is hazardous, but one thing that is clear is that the
organization is becoming exceedingly complex.

As problems confronted

become more complex, administrators will look to computer systems to
plan, study, set goals and solve conflicts. 79
Admdnistrators in schools are aware that scientific management
haS come into administration under the banner of systems analysis or

operations research.

'lWo

techniques, PERT (Program Evaluation

and Review Technique) and CPH (Critical Path Method) if properly

understood, can be useful devices for control and solving of educational problems.

'ltle ramifications for the manager are great.

the

manager must also be trained to understand that his goals must

be specific, he must be able to coordinate and combine

kn~ledge

frau other sources and people, and he must be capable of selecting
a capable group of people with whan to work.

Once all this is

accomplished, he rust maintain good relationships with people to
accanplish his goals.

\'bile many problems do not lend themselves to

systems analysis, there are numerous others that do. 80

79 Robert E.

Ohm, Educational Futurism: The 1985 Corrrnittee
for the National Conference of Professors of Educational
Adrn1mstration (Berkeley, Cal.: i1cCutchan Publlshing Corp ••

1971),· pp. 93-94.
80 H.W. Handy and K.M. Hussain, Network.Analysis for Educational
Management (Englewood Cliffs, t: .J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19o9),
p. 124.

-56Industry has become computerized to solve problems.

If problems

are carefully constructed to enable management to know precisely what
haS har:pened and why or what should be happening and why, this type

of information vill leave management in a strong position to make
deCisions that are increasingly based upon analysis and less and less
81
on guesses oc runcnes.
'lhe coop.lter vill alter any type of management.

Technology will

cause proble5DS for that manager not trained to handle either the
inter-relationship bebo'een people and machine or the vast aJroUnts
of alrost instant information that can be available to him or his
organization.
Managers JWSt be able to handle the new kind of bureaucracy
accompanied l7f the technology.

They must be ready to handle the new

class of worker or technician or technician manager.
Social change has not kept pace with the technological change.
'lhe manager will be able to apply the technology to help solve

problems, but his need for training is critical since his training
cannot concentrate on the past, rather it twSt concentrate on the
future.

82

Optimizing Joo Performance
'lhe taslt of the manager to develop concepts of job description

81
82

Gilbert Burck, The CCX!plter Age and Its Potential For Management (New York: Harper Row, 1965), W· 27-28.
Benge,

~. Cit., p. 36.

-57and effective methods of communicating them is a most difficult task.

McGehee and Thayer devised a three-fold approach which helps ordering

the complex problems connected with development planning of components
in any organization.

These three focus on roth job and man analysis:

1. Organizational analysis -- determining where within the
organization the education and training emphasis should be
placed;
2.

~rations

and analysis - determining what should be the
contents of programs in terms of what an employee must do to
perform a taSk, job or assignment:

3. Man analysis - determining what types of behavior change are
required on the part of an employee if tie is to pers~rm the
tasks which constitute his job in the organization.
Communicating performance expectations is a difficult task.
Castetter suggests that a compelling reason for communication is
to

improve effectiveness of personnel so that purpose of job and

organization are attained.

He

contends that a real problem is

to develop and improve valid appraisal procedures -

appraisal

procedures that will be understood in terms of their strengths and
weaknesses. 84
Modern management methods suggests that as managers review job
descriptions, they are considering what is referred to as •vertical
83 William McGehee and Paul W. Thayer, Training in Business and
Industry (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1961), pp. 25-34.
84 William B. Castetter, Administering the School Personnel
Program (New York: The MacMilliam Co., 1963), pp. 104-05.

-saloading.• This is a process of enrichment by increasing the job
hOlder's autonomy and res{Xlnsiblity.

To those organizations who

are equal to it, this may call for reduction of unnecessary, duplicated or ineffective external controls; addition of management
functions; addition of more challenging technical tasks; granting of
new authority; res{Xlnsiblity for time management; authority to make
decisions in times of crisis; and greater control over budgeting and
financial aspects of non-financial jobs.
To initiate this, six steps are suggested:

1. Gather data and analyze work;
2.

Education first of manager who will be affected by concept
and of the workers affected;

3.

Primary implementation in task areas where there is reason to
expect success;

4. Expand this imPlementation to new workers and new tasks;
5. Pass management of job enrichment project from outside
consultant to organization;
6. Analysis of final results to assess further action. 85
McCleary, Peterson, and Lamb note that there is a category of
educational administrators who can see the need to reorder the
organization to meet new needs, revitalize existing programs, alter
program expectations and obtain broader participation in order to
85 Lloyd E. McCleary, Donovan Peterson and Gene Lamb, Analysis
and Change: A Manual for Administrative Reform (Sale Lake City:
ILM Publishers, Inc., 1975), pp. 3-14.

-59extend program coverage and effectiveness.

This type of administrator

is vulnerable because this type of stance toward administration is
legitimated by tradition and because competencies for affecting
analysis and change have not been adequtely identified.

(see Figure

3)86
Labor Relations
Labor unions are a fact of life in both industry and in education.
It is no surprise that management development stresses this fact
in educational programs for both educational and industrial managers.
ShOrt courses, as reported Gray87 and by Sexton88 indica~ that
union leadership is as concerned as is inclustr ial or educational
management leadership.

Wynn reports that one of the rrost deaanded

games to train educational leaders is that called "Professional
Negotiations in Education." Other bargaining games have developed.
An example of one bargaining game that differs from others is one that

provides multilateral rather than bilateral format for negotiation
by

including not only teachers and board teams, but also student

86 Lloyd E. McCleary, Donovan Peterson and Gene Lamb, Analysis
and Change: A Manual for Administrative Reform (Salt Lake City:
ILM Publishers, Inc., 1975), pp. 3-14.
87 Lois Gray, The American Way in Labor Education, • Industrial
Relations, 5 (February 1966): p. 53.
88 Brendan Sexton, "Staff and Officer Training to Build Successful
Unions,• Industrial Relations, 5 (February 1966): p.83.
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-61goverrrnent and minority group teans.

It deals with two issues, racial

balance and tracking systems, rat~r than with the many issues of
89
personnel policy.
In-Service programs offered by school systems
are critical to manager development.

Fbrty-three percent of the

programs offered to cdninistrators centered about negotiations

aril strike management.

90

A recent report cites the work of

Scott, •eollective Negotiation:

Implication for the Preparation

of Administrators,• as a category important to the education of
91
super inteooents because of demands of te~r groups.
Treoos in Preparing the Education Leaders
An Interinstitutional project centered at the University of Washington
is an attempt to descril>e and interpret legal factors which constrain

.the flow of top leooership into educational positions. 01ce some
tra:Htional state certification requirements for educational ooministrators are Overcome, some top talent can flow from other areas.
Cornell University has one professor exploring psychological aoo other
barriers which inhibit the flow of leooership talent into the field of
education. 'lhe National Progran for Educational Leooership (NPEL),
supported by t~ u.s. Office of Education is attempting to recruit
established leaders from other fields into education.
New Sources of Content

en{Xlasis continues in the social sciences in the preparation of school
89 Richard Wjnn, •uncorwentional MethOOs for Preparing Educational
Administrators,• UCEA Series on Administrator Preparation
(Eugene, Oregon: thiversity Council for Educational Administration, 1972), pp. 4()-41.
90

ERS Report,

~· Cit., pp. 2Q-21.

91 walter w. Scott, Collective Negotiations: Implications for
Preparation of Administrators," Collective Negotiations and
Educational Adridnistration {Coll:lllbus, ctlio: University for
EEucatlonallldiilmlstratlon, 1966), pp. 53-55.

-62aaninistrators. But the arts and hllllanities are being drawn upon
in an attempt to strengthen offerings in the areas of values a~
creativity. The future content of education is another content
area beginning to attract the attention of those preparing school
adninistrators. Traditional disciplines seem neither caranitted
nor organized in such a way as to provide prospective education
leaders with a comprehensive view of the future which they will
need. Management and information sciences are becoming increasingly
Lmportant. The University of Pittsburgh is delving into such ~jects
as data retrieval and presentation, hllllan information processing,
man-machine communication and artificial intelligence.
Instruction Methods
New developnents are emerging in the area of instructional metlxxis
for preparing education leaders. Simulation approaches are cr.an:;ing.
'nley focus more upon the pr()(;esses of administration such as edacational planning, less on a single role such as the elementary
school principalship. They are designed to develop anticipatory and
proactive leadership styles rather than reactive, responsive styles.
'111ey emphasize the concept of an administrative team rather th3n that
of the unilateral decisiorroaker. Traditional descriptive material is
being supplemented with interpretive and conceptual content to provide
depth and meaning to the problems simulated. Participants receive
more meaningful feedback. Greater use of ccxnputers is made. M:>re
refined materials are being offered. The Harvard litigation pocket
is an example. It includes two sets of materials dealing with
Title I funds misuse and various students' rights issues. Model
papers, judicial opinions, complaints, interrogatories, and other
legal memoranda along with an annotated bibliography of current
decisions and unreported appeals is included.
Interorganizational Arrangements

The need for communication and cooperation among the organizations
involved in administrative preparation increases as the field becomes
more sophisticated. Interuniversity cooperation took place in the
fifties and sixties with the developnent of the OCEA. Through
cooperative efforts, hllllan and material resources are contributed
to interuniversity projects. There are opportunities for te~
of professors and students from different universities to combine
talents in the generation and dissemination of new program content,
conceptualization and implementation of new preparation strategies
and the developnent and testing of new instructional materials.
The Ford Foundation has funded programs in seven diverse university
settings. Another type of interorganizational arrangement is begin-

-63ning to develop between university based preparation programs and .
professional associations. For example, the National School Public
Relations Association is interested in the improvement of preparation
programs for its clientele and joint efforts with university personnel
are now under way to develop criteria and objectives for the introduction of such programs in a few graduate schools. 'Ihe USOE has
funded prograns which foster interaction and cooperation between
universities and local school systems. Interinstitutional cooperation
is taking place on an international basis. 'Ihe summer of 1970 saw
the .&:cord ~nte92ational Intervisitation Progran in Educational
ldntnlstratlOn.

92 Alfred Herr ion, "'ltle Oevelopnent of an Assessment Center For
The Selection of School Administrators" (Doctoral Thesis,
University of Massachusetts, 1973), pp. 7G-79.

CHAPI'ER III

C:OOCERNS FOR EDOCATIOOAL MliNAGEMENI'
IN-SERVICE

Introduction
A need for management in-service training exist.
as

revie~

The literature,

in Chapter II, outlined some dimensions to illustrate that

there is a climate for acceptance of management concepts perception of
some areas of concern which could affect the actual establishment of
management in-service training.
in this Chapter.

These are:

Four of these areas will be discussed

Management Cbsolescence; The Need for

Quality Ieooership; Challenges 'Ib Management Education and Management
Education.

In reviewing some of the canplexities of these areas of

concern greater insight to the problem of establishing a management
in-service program could be presented to the reader.
Management Obsolescence
Ole factor that constrains the ability of educational leaders
to exercise educational leadership is that of management obsolescence.
A major assumption that a person can occupy a role successfully no
matter what the social, political and technological milieu is one that
should be questioned.
~at

is being learned about demands placed on executives in the

plblic and private sectors of our society in periods of rapid social,
economic and political change would suggest that administrators must
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-65address themselves to the question of executive obsolescence. 93
'lhe fact that change exists and is of importance to educational
middle managers needs no proof.

Personal experience and canmon

observation belabors the obvious fact that

everythio;~

is changing.

Technology, canmunication, economics, changing values, traditions and
political changes have taken place.

'lhe anount of change and the

force of change have affected this manager.

Ultimately, this change

will affect the efficiency and effectiveness of his work performance. 94
Educational middle manager must realize that there are forces
of change acting upon his position of leadership that will require him
to remain current in his approach.

EKternal forces of change could

include such factors as technological.advances, legislation,
expectations and values of society, and monetary concerns.

changio;~

Internal

forces stemming from an individual's need for information could
include desire for new knowledge of human behavior and ways of organizing, information concerning changing norms of people as related to
their jobs, and a need to determine internal modifications that could
positively affect or change organization-personnel relationships.
'Ihe managerial function is more ·cmp!ex today than it was five
years ago.

'!hose· in leadership positions are dealing not only with

a technology which was the science fiction of yesterday, but with
the social values and attitudes that could have been alien to his
93

Tom Williams, •'lhe Leadership Report Card In 'lhe Face Of A

Changing Milieu," Education Canada 46 (Fall, 1976): p. 36.
94
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. .
baCkgro und a nd ear 1y tra1n1ng.
'lhe fact of life for the school administrator is that he must
cope with change.

Both he and his professional organizations must

confront the issue of management development in a realistic sense.
As the tempo of change occurs, the middle manager must be aware

that he could find himself facing forces that resist change.

Unless

he handles these forces of change properly his credibility as a manager
may decrease.
~at

are some of these forces that resist change? A primary source

of resistance to change could be the manager.

Generally, the managerial

mind is receptive to new methods of management, but it must also be
remembered that change is resisted because change represents new
habits or patterns.

'lhese patterns may represent sacrifice that the

manager may not wish to make.

'lhe manager may resist change because

it represents a form of insecurity.

Progrcrns of management development

should contain the elements of motivation and involvement to allow the
96
manager to see the value of additional training.
'lhe importance of the value of additional training becanes more
acute as the manager recognizes that if he is depending upon a limited
management development program or management in-service his advancement
will be frustrated by obsolescence.
95 Williams, Op. Cit., p. 37.
96 Keith Davis, Human Behavior At WOrk - Organizational Behavior
(New York: McGra~-Htl1 Book Company, 1977), pp. 162 164.

-67Revising a figure from a Northeastern University Graduate
cooperative Program In Engineering and Mathematics brochure, as found
97
in Patten,
to have it apply to educational managers could illustrate
this point.

The figure, figure four, is found on this page.
Figure Four
Value of Additional
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Elaborating further, one's educational program leading beyond the
basic bachelor's degree may be obtained through an educational program
le~Hng

97

to a master's degree.

Through this program, a person will learn

Thomas H. Patten, Jr., Manpower Planning And The Develo~nt
Of Human Resources (New York John Wiley & sons, Inc., 1~), p.

453.

-68to use the advanced tools of his profession.
specialize ard receive an advanced degree.
practice his occupation.
education.

Afterwards, he can
D..tring this time he will

'Ihroughout his career he should Ufdate his

'Ihe variety of ways in which Ufdating will be accanplished

vill supplement the knowledge he gains on the job.
A graduate degree is only one way to prevent obsolescence.

A

list, while incanplete, to rote other methods to prevent obsolescence
could contain:

on-the-job training, rotation of management

tailored educational

programs~

performance

appraisal~

p:>sitions~

professional

consultant services: packaged programs; or sabbatical leaves.
Ulless there is ·continual developnent, the manager of the future
vill be frustrated by the obsolescence experience.

Because the

managerial climate changes so quickly the manager will rot have a
sense of security and stability.

Olanges occur so quickly that

solutions to problems may meet failure in another time.

An equally

important challenge in management developnent is the developnent of an
increased scope of subject matter necessary to meet canpetency needs.
Exposure to a wide range of disciplines will be critical to the
98
developnent of the total manager.
Quality Leadership Need€d

1here have been efforts to develop inrovative instructional programs to systematically develop the middle manager in education.
98 Herbert G. Hicks and C. Ray Gullet, The Management Of Organizations
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976), pp. 562-564.
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'Ihese innovations have oot fulfilled their promise to develop
quality leadership in the middle manager.

It is possible that too

much attention has been paid to isolated asp:x:ts such as scl!eduling,
curricuhm and media and too little attention has been paid to the
the total school as an organization and as a complex social system.
Another reason for this failure to develop quality

leaders.~ip

in the

middle manager is that it may be essential to recognize that the
quality of work environments and learning envirorrnents depends primarily
on school middle managers and their supervisory-management teans who
are less than

prep:~red

for their roles.

Schools are traHtionally

managed as individual and competitive units wile assulling reactive
rather than proactive stances toward problem situations.

99

School administrators responsible for the management of these
units have reacted to social situations which have been res{X>nsible
for related conflicts or problems in the schools.

Causes of such

problems should have been recognized prior to the develop:ent of
•critical• or •crucial• situations.

It seems necessary to support the

need for renewed focus on managers whose organizational problem
solving capability is essential for improvement of learning.
'lhe princip:~lship is p:~rt of the management teem.

lb longer can

he be thought of as a principal teacher whose attention is rooted in
the improvement of instruction.

99 Louis E. Barrilleaus, "How To Increase Managerial Effectiveness,•
National Association Secondary School Principal's Bulletin 61
(April, 1977), pp. 1-2.

-7o'l'be reality of the situation is not as clear.
111 Wdle

Principals, as

managers, have been asked to a::ljust to aoother management

level, that which could carry the title of assistant superinterrlent,
buSiness manager or assistant in charge of pupil services.

In some

districts lines of authority are ill definoo or stbject to change.

It

is also possible that the principal may be responsible to a variety of
people deperrling upon the nature of the problem.
tohile this situation could produce a series of problems there is
also the opportunity for the principal middle manager to meet with the
super interrlent' s representatives.

can

occur.

In this situation problem solving

'l'bere may also be Oj:pOrtunity for input which can lead to

a basis for developnent of management in-service developnent prograns.
O>llective negotiation has polarized management arrl has forcoo
the principal into the management canp.

'1he teacher is one of

aany forces canpeting for the time of the principal.

fk! must be

available to the citizenry, stlXlents, arrl other management persomel.
As school systems becane canplex the principals function as

•iddle managers.

am

l0t<~er

'lhey occupy the organizational space between the top

echelons.

In this capacity they funnel intentions of

111ana9ers with several groups to whan they are assessable, they are the
integrators.
operate.

Without their quality leadership the system could not
100
'lheir effectiveness as managers is of crucial importance.

lOO Ibid., pp. 2-3.

-71Trump contends that the principal and assistant principal, more
than anyone else, determine the nature and extent of a school's
services.

~at

the management and the teacher accomplish is reflective

in what the principals acccxnplish.

'111e principal is the person who

bears responsibility for the degree of teaching and learning excellence.
'1he central office management has impact on schools, as do consultants,
university professors, state education department personnel, or others
connected with education.

However, no one is in a better position
than the principal to influence the quality of the schoo1. 101

a::onanic, demographic, technological, institutional and internal
changes challenge leadership.

leadership tends to age.

an over supply of qualified professionals in the field.

'111ere exists
Internal

conflict over resources beccxne overt, and traditional consenses
decision-making styles fall apart.
each of these problems is acute.

'lhe leadership need inherent in
It is necessary to have leadership

that respooos to managerial needs that require decisive professional
'111ere is a need to upgrade the organizational and human
102
canponents to avoid the obsolescence and reneging of leadership.
leadership.

'lhese are tensions producing situations that challenge the

quality of leadership.

'111ere is considerable effort put forth to

acquire new skills of administration.

Acquisition of new skills can

10l J. Uoyd Trump, "Principal 1-k>st Potent Factors In Determining
School Excellence," National Association Secondary School
Principal's Bulletin ~6 (March, 1972), pp. 3-4.

102 Tbm Williams, "leaders or lemmings?" Education Canada 46
(Summer, 1976), pp. 28-35.

-72also create tension.

This same tension, is at times, sufficient to

keep some administrators from advancing their careers.
is is valuable.

It is a screening device.

TO this extent

If the manager is not able

to live with tension of improvement then he may not be likely to
withstand stress of other offices.

Tension also allows a manager to

confront himself with questio;;s "Can I handle the tension created by
learning.

Can I impart this learning to people and situations, and

can I make necessary change as a result of training?"

To cope with

tension the manager must have a strong desire for self-development.

103

If educational leooership is compared to the leadership of
American business throughout the world, one would tend to conclude
that the leadership of business rests on the availability and quality
of special preparation and opportunities for continuing development
of business leaders more than it does on other factors.

El:'lucational

leadership roles in educational institutions have been recognized and
preparation programs for leadership positions have been provided.
Other nations, including Canada and Australia, have also recognized
this need.

Preparation programs for leadership positions in educa-

tiona! institutions are all but non-existent in most nations of the
world.

Until other nations, in business and education, establish

these leadership training programs the American institutions will hold
a competitive edge.

In accordance with changes in American in-service,

103 David w. Ewing, The Managerial Mind (New York: The Free Press,
1968), pp. 57-61.

-73there have been associated changes in other parts of the world.

Concepts

developed in the United States are being translated into programs in
accordance with the political environments of the country involved. 'lhese
104
programs are found in fields from business through government.
There
still remains the problem of reducing the lag between traditional approaches
to the preparation of educational leadership and the magnitooe of problems
facing administration in the schools.

'!here is a need for total involve-

ment, continuing professional development more sophisticated strategies,
and greater allocations of resources to meet the needs of the educational
105
leadership of the future.
Challenges To Management Education
Reference has been made to problems facing school administrators in
the development of the field of management training.
and their dimensions have only been touched upon.

'lhe many problems,

A review

~uld

note

that some of these problems are in the areas of political, technological,
social economic, and human relation fields.
Ole problem confronted by administrators is that of renewing both
the administrator and the organization.
exhibited dynamic growth.

'lhe school, as an institution,

'lhe social expectations rise and the institu-

tion is able to meet these expectations.

As

growth occurs there is a

feeling of maturity permeating the institution.

As

the institutions

104 Patten, Op. Cit., pp. 469-485.
105 s. J. Knezevich, •Systems Breakthroughs. In Educational Leadership
Development Programs," Preeyri~ Educators To Meet Emergi~ Needs
(New York, Citation Press; 96): Eihted by &lgar L. 1-tlrpet aild
David L. Jesser, pp. 103-111.

-74grow and mature they are confronted by conflict.

Expectations outrun

the capabilities of the institution to meet them.

As

a result there

is anger, frustration and in some cases, recrimination.
for training is obvious.

'lhe demand

D.Jring this period of conflict and growth

administrators find that numerous solutions diminish.

Q:mfidence and

experience, which earlier solved problems, can no longer generate
answers.

'lhe problem faced by the .:rlministrator is to assune the

leadership and to intelligently provide for organizational reoewa1.

106

Revised figure taken from Hicks and GUllett illustrates this
concept. 107 This.figure, figure five, this page, should be observed in
c:kganizational Life and Training Ienand
Figure Five

Growth
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106 James G. March, "Analytical Skills and the University Training of
Educational Administrators," Education And Urban Society 6
(August, 1974): pp. 391-392.
107 Hicks and GUllett, Op. Cit., p. 564.

-75the context than an organization can have a viable life, and that it
can be renewed.

'Ihere are many factors which could affect this growth

and attainment at the same time.

If developing prograns are brought

in to restrain decline, the organization can have a long life.

'Ihe

organizational renewal is a problem that will have to be of concern to
managers as they cope with change.
Is there a question of sound managerial talent in the field

of educational administration?
1here are always those in the field of teaching who will assune

the role of an a:lministrator and/or middle manager.

In New York City

the administrators were afraid to press demands that affected their
job because of the large number of people who were qualified to take

their positions.

'Ihis is not an unusual position.

must be approached from another angle.
problem.

att the problem

Industry has faced this

Simply stated it is, how can an organization attract

and retain sufficient numbers of qualified managers to run the

organization?
In sane instances the pool of managers is growing smaller, and

this is caused, in part, from a decline in motivation to manage.
'l'his shortgage is also due to a lack of individual initiative.
Motivation differs from initiative in that motivation is that which
causes the individual to act and initiative is the energy or aptitude
displayed in starting a specific action. 108 Part of the reluctance
108 Lawrence A. Wagner, ·~re Are 'Ihe Managers For 1989?• Journal
of College Placement 56 (Spring 1'976: pp. 34-35.

-76to manage may be attributed to an unwill i03ness to take risks or to
assune that the risks taken were not worth the rewards. 109
'lhose presently in management in education must impress upon
those in the field and those enter il"l9 for the first time that management is not a nine-to-five job.

'lhere are, as a result of declining

enrollments, older members on the school staff.

Older administration

is also in evidence at the middle management level.

'lhe middle

manager will continue to have to take risks and recognize there are
pcoblems in educational management.

'lb avoid these problems is to

allow the organization to decline in its effectiveness.

As managers

act and/or react so will the work of their .subordinates be affected.
Pressure, militant work force, accountability at many levels or
regulations are only examples of pcoblem areas the manager faces.

'ttle cbility to motivate managers is a challe1"19e of management development.

Managers must cope with the Iilysical and mental deman:1s

brQUJht about by the canplexity of the institution.

'lhere are many

organizations that provide for skill up-dating to allow their managers
to cope with pcoblem situations.

For example, the military, wile

not fighting is a training institution that provides for knowledge
and skill updating.

'lhe medical and business sectors also provide

in-service development.
As currently understood by

some term • in-service education• has

a negative connotation. 'lhe challeOJe to improve management education
109 b'd
I 1 • , pp. 35-36 •

-77is apparent.

110

Wagstaff aoo McCollough suggest the shedding

of negative overtones and expressing positive ideals associated
with an in-service program.

Shedding of negative O'lertones may be

accanplished by allowing educators to be viewed as growth seeking
individuals who desire esteem and self-actualization in accordance
with Maslow's theory.

Education must view in-service as self iallpCove-

ment and not as a means or receiving additional pay or canpensatory
released time.

'l1le authors note an idea fran Thelen's book, !~:proving

In-Service Education:

Proposals and Procedures For Change, that an

educator's responsibility is not only to himself but to his clientele
and the society of which they are part.

schoolin:J relevant to society.

'1be challenge is to make

'lhe in-service training progran

should involve developing flexible structures fi'OViding for intimate
knowledge of groups and macrosocieties.

In-service training becanes

a necessary and perpetual retoolin:J process t.p>n which the enterpcise
depen::Js.l11
Another challen:Je to management education is that of fi'OVidio:J
the proper climate in which to conduct training.

A meaningful progrcrn

of management education calls for full time attention.

It would

be ideal if there were a person in charge and responsible for a

continuous management developnent program.

A

case could

be~

the fact that the •boss• is not often the most ideal person to
110

Lonnie Wagstaff and Tom McCollough, •In-Service Education:
Education's Disaster Area," Administrators Notebook 21 (May,
1973), pp. 1-3.

111

Ibid., p. 2.

for
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.
.
112
conduct management 1n-serv1ce.
There is a need for the school middle manager to provide continuing education to those subordinates who are responsible to
him.

The manner and means to accanplish this continued education is

critical, but more critical is the fact that middle managers are not
as effective as they could be if they do not put that which they have
learned into operation.

If the principal does not provide for this

type of leadership there may be a time when the middle manager is no
longer needed.

'11:> be trained and then to be second in conunand is a

waste of time, money and energy.
~at

future?

113

type of management education should be provided in the

At this p;>int in our history, education can be considered a

declining industry.
Shifts of enrollment allow for buildings to be built, but
buildings that are abandoned are increasing at a faster pace.

Without

attempting to define all aspects of this problem, it will suffice to
say that the impact Up;>n what is being taught in management education
will be felt by the middle manager.

114

112 Charles F. Faber and Gilbert F. Sherron, Elementary School
Administration (New York:
1970), pp. 348-351.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,

114 March, Op. Cit. pp. 385-386.

-79'!he management terrls to age and is locked into place by a lack of
omx>rtunity.

As a result there can be a corresp:lrrling loss of

managerial vitality.

It is entirely fOSSible that increased cynicism
115
can be turned inward or towards the institution.
Reviewif¥3 briefly some of the challenges to management education,

one conclusion would be that administrators should be more aggressive
in developnent of the programs arxi tools necessary to educate themselves in ministration.

If educators are experts in education

then the developnent of prograns arrl tools should be a task they can
accanplish.

B.Jt the canplexity, magnitude, arrl urgency of problems

that confront administrators now arrl in the future demarrl great and
continuing professional action.

Among other things the administrators

will deal with is program developnent that is flawed.

Mninistrators

will need programs that resp:lrd to the critical issues that represent
their constituents arrl their institutions.

Progrcrns will need to be

coordinated arrl relevant to content, resources arrl techniques to meet
the challenge of the future.

Management Education
~ough

the study of the related research, a number of p:lints

becane evident.

Brown, 116 in reviewing the studies of Gross,

llS Ibid., p. 386.
116 Charles E. Brown, •'!he Principal As learner, • National Elementar~ School Principal's Journal 74 (July, August l974): pp.

19- 3.

-souniversity Oouncil for Educational Administration, and Goldhammer and
Beeker, states that one problem is that middle managers in schools
were poorly trained for administrative positions in the first place.
Brown relates two other problems.

First, there is a need for training

since the various publics served make contrasting demands upon the
principal.
the future.

Secon:'l, there is a need for training as an investment in
'1lle principal lacks the mobility of the past when school

popUlation factors in our society allowed hUn to secure another
challenging position.

The new position the principal strived for may

also have been viewed in terms of possible movement to central office
resp:msibilities.

The opportunities for change, an:'! in some cases,

upward mobility, within the educational system of a particular
district or geographical area are more 1 United then before.

Middle

managers in education should be aware of the cost of formal education,
the possible foregoing of earnings perhaps necessary to reach goals,
the cost of time involved in attain goals an:'! of the psychic cost

involved to the individual as goals are attained.

It is economically

and educationally wise to continue to train the person who is going to

serve the system the longest period of tUne.

Jencks 117 declares

that the most s:>und reason for full developnent of the middle manager
is one that is essential and fundamental of the position itself.
117

~at

Christopher Jencks, Inequality: A Reassessment Of The Effects
Of Family and Schooling In Amenca (New York: Baslc Books,
1972), p. 255.
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does count is the relationship among people that makes it possible for
students and teachers to learn in ways that matter to them and to
the culture.

'llle principal is critical person who gets this task

completed.
Jencks' statement as well as those of Moyn iham, Glazer. or
Banfield are open for debate.

v.hat should be noted is that once

beyond the debate the principal is still the person who is accountable.

After results are in from the debate, after innovations become

part of the program, after studies by various agencies have been
completed, and after all new tasks are spelled out, the principal
remains the key person to see through actual accanplishment.

Mninis-

trators, particularly the. principal middle manager has the challenge
to provide the education that does make the difference in the students
118
lives.
119 contends that continued training for middle managers
Brown
is a sound practice.

However, he states that lack of funds, failure

to understand the importance of making such an investment in training,
lack of sound in-service programs of consequence available in school
districts, and a reluctance of middle managers to seek assistance
for fear of being considered weak and ineffective indicate middle
118 Christopher Baner. •'llle Individual And Educational Reform:
Three Who Made A Difference,• Administrators Notebook 24 (1975-76,
pp. 1-4.
ll 9 Brown, Op. Cit., pp. 2G-22.

-82management programs are not as strong as they could be.

This last

point is significant since a middle manager may find it difficult to
saY to his superior that he has problems or that he is not very good
at some aspects of his job.

The principal perceives a correlation

between a request for help and evaluation.
The next step is to look at the sources of help and what is being

done in the profession that could provide management development for
the middle manager and/or the school administrator.
An important source of help is the university.

the distinctive canpetencies of universities as:

March 120 views

the talent to deal

effectively with people1 the talent to manage conflict1 and the talent
to mediate between the organization and the broader society.

He

further contends that the university does as good a job as anyone in
most aspects of management training.

The university has ability to

provide basic knowledge or to identify problems.

There is a broad

experience available in dealing with such areas as interpersonal and
intellectual problems.

The university has that ability to develop

new knowledge and to deal with its implications. · The history of
universities has been such that it has provided for centers of
experimentation.

The advantage of the university in the training of

administrators can be seen as that of providing research and teaching

120 James G. March, "Analytical Skills And The University Training
of Education Administrators," The Journal of Educational Administration 12 (May, 1974): pp. 26-28.

-83the theory arrl intellectual skills necessary for a S?und progran in
schOOl administration.
'lhe university cannot pcovide all training.
efficient as a training center as some would wish.
lectual base.

It is not as
It has an intel-

'lb some, course credits, arrl ingraining attitu:ies arrl

tra:lition arrl built-in inertia familiar to all institutions is found
at the university 1eve1.

121

'lhe problem of pcovidinj training is associated with that of
program relevance.

'lU IXacticing acininstrators, the relevance of

preparatory prograns is IXiMarily that set in the university.

'lhe

university, according to many urban cdninistrators, does not pcepare
for the realities of the •firing line.•
perceived needs and

~t

"!he differences

tradition of playing the passive role.
permit their institutions to be studied.

sessions.

the

is being taught may occur because of the

nature of the university-field interactions.

and they participate, in

be~n

~miversity

Schools have had a

Schools accept interns, and
"!hey accept researdlers,

sp:>ns:>red in-service training

.Administrators coold inp:ove their approach throu;h:

helping design lllOre relevant in-service IXograms; providing mre
sli>stantial

assis~

formulation of

to

~:~aterials;

~miversity

persomel in their recruitment,

greater involvment in field experience

and in developing plans.IJ%ograms that may influence department

121 Brown,

qp.

Cit., p. 22.
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122
pollctes.
Program relevance also suffers from a lack of systematic means of
evaluating administrative preparation and little differentiation
amoOJ the training and experiences offered to those preparinc; for
. ed
. nal adm. . .
.
123
different carreers tn
ucatto
tnlstratton.

Another source of help for the middle manager is the school
district.

Ideally, it would make sense for every system to have the

necessary resources available for traini.rl:g, but the reality is that
few do.

Services are incomplete and the middle manager has to rely

upon other sources for assistance.

'Jlle bOOget squeeze has placed a

strain on the resources available.

Evaluation is another problem that

IIUSt be faced in buildir¥J an intradistrict program.

In-service

trainil'¥] implies evaluation and sets in rotion a negative attitude
towards the program from trose it is designed to help.
W:lgstaff and r-k:Collough

125

124

observe that a vital progr.-n of

in-service education calls for a full time department of continuing
education whose purpose is to provide for plannil'¥], developnent and
evaluation of trainil'¥] OftX)rtunities.

People from the same district

122 Alfred Merion, •'J.be Developnent Of An Assessment Center For 'Jlle
Selection Of School klministrators• (Doctoral 'Jllesis, U'iiversity
of Massachusetts, 1973), pp. 67-68.
123 Ibid., pp. 68-70.
124 Brown,

cp. c·1t., p. 22 •

125 W:lgstaff and r-k:Collough,

cp. Cit., pp. 3-4.

-85nave the advantage of solving problems which have meaning for them.
The development of new attitudes, skills, and knowledge are relevant

beCause they are applied to concrete and personally meaningful
problems which face their school.
'!he institutionalization of in-service programs has associated

dangers for it is at odds with the coocept of voluntary, self-directed
programs.

A department res{X)nsible for additional in-service for

a&ninistrators could be viewed as canplementing personal efforts by
providing motivation, thrust and format about which an <rlministrator
126
may develop a program. ·
'!hose who are res{X)nsible for the developnent of management
training in education should remember that the advantage of a formal
program is that it focuses management attention and thinking on
problems of growth in a systematic way.

Such an approach could force

other managers in the organization to approach the standards set by
motivated managers in organizing work, delegating res{X)nsibility, and
127
appc a ising subordinates' performances.
there management developnent is successful, the monetary investment will be considerable.
readily measurable results·.

'Ihe expense will not be redeenable in
'Ihus, the decision

tO proceed with

126 Ib.d
1 •• p. 3 •
127
Bernard M. Bass and James A. Vaughan, Training In Industrr=
The Management Of Learnil}g (Belmont, Calif: Wadsworth Pub ishing
ODmpany, 1966), p. 60.

-86management developnent must cane from the conviction that management
developnent is the best way to train to solve problems.

Chce the

decision is made to develop a program it should be applicable to all
levels of managerr.ent.

In the decision making process an area of

emphasis could be that of motivation to require participation by
managers at all levels.

A goal of universal participation in develop-"

mental activities does something more than insure that the total
management establishment is developing and keeping at the forefront
of the profession rather than lagging behind.
lead to important by-products such as:

Involvement could

attitudes will be affected;

the quality of the developnental effort will improve; and management
developnent will be viewed as a normal part of order of the organization.

It must be understood that participation does not imply
128
inadequately or inability.
Large foundations, the professional schools, the professors,

aoo

the federal goverrrnent have all had a hand in recent efforts to

reform the training available to education administrators.
'lhe thrust of the 1940's and the 1950's lends itself to Slm'IIMy.
The profession toughened its standards and longer and more .dequate

training was established.

Accreditation improved.

'lhe departments

of educational administration recognized the need for cooperation in
128

Willard G. Bennett, Manager Selection, Education, and Training
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book COmpany, 1966), pp. 35-36.

-87areas outside of education.

Content areas were studied and changes

took place to improve program content.
beCame more of a science.

Educational administration

'lhe period frcxn the 1960's saw more

changes at the university level in recruitment, curriculum, internship
. b p 1acement. 129
development and JO
130
Merino
states that a change from the 1950's and the 1960's

is that it is not unusual to find prospective administrators leading
discussion in seminars, solving problems in a multi-media simulation
laboratory, supervising personnel, or working in a ccxnputer center.
These trends have departed from the mid-fifties technique-oriented
swject based upon practical experience and toward theory-based
disciplines, most notable:

sociology, social psychology, economics,

and political science and anthropology.

Universities have employed

professors trained in the disciplines or have cooperated by sending
students to other departments for training.
Another major shift has been in the internship.

'lhe traditional

internship has taken on some characteristics of the rotating internship, one in which the student spends a few weeks in each of several
differin:J settings with which today's administrator must be acquainted.
A rotating intern may find experience in other local, state, and
129 John Merrow, Richard Foster and Nolan Estes, "Networking: A
White Paper In The Preparation Of School Administrators," National
Elementary School Principal's Journal 74 (July, August, 1974):

PP· 9-Io.
130 Merino, Op. Cit., pp. 59-61.

-asfederal educational agencies.

'Ihe intern may also spend time in

such schoolrelated locations as city offices, police and recreation
131
departments as well as business and professional organizations.
132
Camfi>ell and Gregg
report the work of Graham to support
one concept of the rotating type internship.

Since the mid-fifties

increased emphasis has been placed on course work in-related fields.
'l'he relationship between related course work and educational adminis-

tration has been enhanced by the intern pr-ogram.

'!here are a variety

of arrangements that could canpose intern programs.

'Ihe fielri of

educational administration is now accepting criteria of other fields,
such as health or public administrator, lobo practices rotation through

various departments in the organization and work with community
groups.
Instructional approaches have changed.

'!here is still the

traHtional lecture-textbook approach to training.

'Ihe lecture

textbook approach has been in evidence since there have been schools,

but schools are adopting new techniques as have school districts and
other training organizations.
MJlti-rnedia simulation centers and/or approaches have been

utilized. written, filmed, taped backgrou-d information describing the
131
132

Ibid., pp. 60-61.
Roald F. Cam[Xlell and Russell T. Q"egg, eds., Administrative
Behavior In Education, (New York: Barper Brothers, 1957), pp.

4sO:s2.

-89area of concern to be studied are used to transmit information,
problem stimuli and provide for students to analyze and make decisions.

'Ihese methods of information transmittal are risk free and

thUS fall short of reality.

'It> utilize these methods does provide an

ofP>rtunity to learn in less than traditional modes.

133

Wynn

considers the instructional methods of training in the field.

134

'Ihese

are, according to him more unorthodox, since they do not incorporate
the traditional aspects of a teacher-pupil relationship.
toO, that the list is exhaustive.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wynn notes,

J\mong those listed are:

Laboratory training (primarily in the area of human relations)
Humanities seminars
Case Methods
Simulation
Games

Independent Study

Traditional responses in in-service programs for administrators
have serious flaws.

'Iypically, progr ans have been uncoordinated, ·

lacking in continuity, segmented in approaches, superficial in respect
to content, resources, and planning and have tended to be slow to
135
resrx>nd to critical issues.

133 Merino, (4l. Cit., p. 62.

-90Perhaps education should go to the integrated type of training
program referred to as organizational

devel~nt.

In the 1960's this type of integrated training,

k~

as organi-

zational developnent, developed as a strategy that uses group processes to focus on the whole organization in order to bring about
planned change.

<kganizational developnent seeks to change belief,

attitudes, values, structures and practices so that the organization
can better cdapt and live with the fast faCE' of change.
'lbe focus on the whole organization, systems orientation,
research, group processes, feedback, exper i!!lental learning, contingency orientation, and use of charge agents is
of organizational developnent.

p;~rt

of the process

'lhe process ewers steps soch as

diagnosis, data collection, feedback and confrontation, action
planning, tean building, intergroup develqment and follow-up.
Organizational developnent makes heavy use of laboratory training
approaches such as role playing, gaming, and sensitivity training.
'lbere are benefits and limitations of organizational development.

<kganizational developnents chief advantage is that there

is an attempt to deal with change in a whole organization or a
major unit within the organization.
acc:anplished.

In this way impcovements can be

'lbe major improvements are increased productivity,

better quality of work, higher job satisfaction, impcoved teatrWOrk,
improved resolution of conflict and reduced negative factors such as
absences and turnover.

-91A limitation of organizational developnent that is the process is
time conslllling and expensive.

'Ihe organization may not be able to

wait that length of time necessary for the benefits of the process to
materialize.

A professional consultant is reccrnmended, and if one is

not used the program may suffer.
an invasion of privacy.

Some managers note that there is

Managers sometimes are concerned since they

are coerced toward group attitudes and conformity.

In some cases

excessive emphasis is given to behavioral processes rather than to job
performance.

136

SUillllary
Attention should be given to the aspec-ts of education in which
major changes seem to be essential if future, or even present needs,
are to be met.
emerge.
manager.

lis attention is given, several important conclusions

'!here must be an crlequate program of education for every
'lhis becanes important with each passing year.

be effective planning for improvements in education.

must take place at all levels.
groups in the planning process.

'lhere must

'Ihis planning

'lhere must be involvement of many
Planning should be based on detailed

study of all pertinent information concerning trends and probable
developnents.

'lhere must be provision for change in all plans.

El:3ucators must recognize that significant changes in instruction,
programs and training will be merle only \otlen the need and importance

136 Davis, Op. Cit., pp. 177-189.

-92is understood by those people involved.

D::lucators must rec03nize and

understand that changes may occur more readily as major irr.pcovements
are made in in-service programs for managers who are professionally
involved in education.
'!his chapter has attempted to note some areas of concern.
SpeCifically:

management obsolescence, the need for quality leader-

ship, challenges to management education and management F£ograms were
discussed.

'!his overview may illustrate some types of F£oblems that

are faced by educational administrators as they plan and participate
in management in-service training.

CHI\PI'ER IV
PRESENI'ATION OF TilE FINDINGS

This chapter presents data from the survey instrument that was

used to develop a portion of this study.
There are four basic parts of this Chapter.

There are:

1.

Ranking of canmon canponents considered to be most critical
to the total mana3ement developnent program.

2.

~sponses

3.

Components now part of mana3ement developnent programs in
industry aoo education.

4,

Description of areas which best describe mana3ement developnent
p-ograms in irilustry aril education.

I.

RANKING OF

to the four statements contained under each of the
ten canponents.

C~ENTS

The canmon canponents considered to be most critical to the total
management developnent program were placed in rank order by the
resporilents to the study.
J<erilall 's coefficient of concordance was the statistical method

used to determine the extent groups in the study agreed in their rank
order of the ten (10) canponents contained in the stooy.

An

analysls

of variance for ranked data was used to determine if there was a
significant difference among groups.

If there was a statistically

significant difference, Tukey's procedure was employed to determine
the area of difference.

Each of the four groups ranked caT1110n canponents critical to
a total mana3ement developnent program.

-93-

Based

on mean scores the

-94rankings (see Tables one through four, pages 94-95) for each group

were:
TABLE 1

Rank Order Of Components Based On Mean Scores
By Middle Managers In Industry
C0111110n Component

~

Communication
Lea:ler J:iehavior
Individual and Group Behavior
Management Contr ibut ion
Optimizing Job Performance
Support Systems
Business Economics
Management 1 s Social and
Legal Responsibilities
Management Science
Labor Relations

1
2
3
4

5/6
5/6
7

-s
9

10

Mean Score

3.64
3.71
4.29

4.93
6.14
6.14
6.29
6.50
6.75
6.86

TABLE 2

Rank Order Of Components Based On Mean Scores
By Program Directors In Industry
Common Component

~

Lea:ler Behavior
Individual and Group Behavior
Comnun icat ion
Support Systems
Labor Relations
Management Science
Management Contr ibut ion
Business Economics
Optimizing Job Performance
Management 1 s Social and
Legal Responsibilities

1-2
1-2

Mean Score

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.20
3.20
4.30
4.75
5.70
5.8o
6.00
6.80
6.85

10

8.25

-95TABLE 3

Rank Order Of Components Based On Mean Scores

Bf

Program Directors In Education

Coomon Component

Rank

Iea:3er Behavior
Communication
Individual and Group Behavior
Support Systems
Hana:Jement COntr ibut ion
Optimizing Job Performance
Business Economics
Labor Relations
Management. Science
Management 1 s Social and
Legal Responsibilities

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mean Score

2.61
3.43

.9-10

3.96
5.00
5.09
5.57
6.30
7.48
7.78

9-10

7.78

7
8

TABLE 4

Rank Order Of Components Based On Mean Scores

BX Middle

Managers In Education

Coomon Component
Individual and Group Behavior
Corrrnun ication
Management COntr ibut iori
Iea:3er Behavior
Optimizing Job Performance
Labor Relations
Business Economics
Support Systems
Management Science
Hana;Jement 1 s Social and
Legal Responsibilities

Rank

Mean Score

1

3.93

2
3
5
6
7
8
9

4.00
4.17
4.40
4.87
6.03
6.17
6.37
6.87

10

8.00

4

An analysis of variance for ranked data was used to determine if
there was a statistically significant difference among the four groups

-96which are middle managers in industry, program directors in industry,
program directors in education, and middle managers in education.
TUkey's procedure was used to determine the areas of difference.
Table Five, page 96, notes the scores of the variables and where the
significant differences among groups occurs in the ranking of the
components found in this study.
TABLE 5

Areas Of Significant Differences In The
Ranking Of Components
Probabilit~

Significant
Difference

eornponents

F Ratio

Management Contr ibut ion
Management's SOcial and
~al Responsibility
Business Economics
SUP(X)rt systems
leader Behavior
Individual and Group
Behavior
Communication
Management SCience
optimizing Job Performance
L:lbor Relations

1.428

.2392

none

2.386
.211
2.152
2.430

.0738
.8886
.0986
.0698

none
none
none
yes

.812
.555
2. 793
3.003
3.517

.4900
.6460
.0444
.0342
.0180

none
none
yes
yes
yes

F

1be significant differences occurred in the areas of:

leader

behavior bebrleen program directors in industry and education; management
science between middle nianagers in industry and program directors in
industry; optimizing job performance between .middle managers in
industry ard progran directors in education; and labor relations

-97between middle managers and progran directors in industry.

'Ihese

differences are shown in Table Six, page 97.
TABLE 6

Areas Of Significant Differences By
Groups In Ranking Of Components
C£l!llPOnent

Difference Between

Le.;iler Behavior

Program Directors in Industry
and Education

Management Science

Program Directors in Industry
and Middle Managers in Industry

~imizing

Middle Managers in Industry and
Program Directors in Education

Labor

Job Performance

~elations

Middle Managers and Progran
Directors in Industry

Wlen all four groups were considered, the ranking of ccmnon
canponents critical to a total management develO{Dent rrogram followed

a slighUy different pattern than did the individual group rankings.
See Table Seven, page 97.
TABU: 7

Ranking Of Conp>nents - All Groups Considered
£a!x>nent
Business Economics
Carmunication
Individual and Group Behavior
Leadership Behavior
Management COntr ibut ion
Management's SOcial and
Legal Responsibilities
labor

~elations

Support Systems
Management Science
tptimizing Job Performance

~

Std. Dev.

1
2
3

.28059
.38305

4

.4S844
.75060

5

.75251

6

8
9

.77920
.80439
.80830
.81086

10

.84334

7

-98Kendall's coefficient of concordance was used to determine the
extent the four groups ranking the ten ccxnponents concurred in their
judgment.
~

The coefficient of concordance, .83107, indicated agreement

those participating in the study.
II.

RESPOOSES TO QUESTICllS FOR FACH COMF(NENT

This section will report opinions of the respondents to the
four statements contained under each of the ten canponents in the
survey instrlmlent (See Appendix A).

The Likert Scale of five points,

Strorr:JlY lv;Jree, lv;Jree, Neither lv;Jree Nor Disagree, Disagree and
Strorgly Disagree was used.

'lb score this scale, the responses were

weighted +2, +1, 0, -1, -2 respectively, fran Strongly lv;Jree through
Strorgly Disagree.

A positive response indicates agreement and a

11e3ative response indicates disagreement.

A one way analysis of

variance was used to determine if there was a significant difference
in responses.

If there was a statistically significant difference,

'1\Jkey's procedure was emt'loyed to determine the area of difference.
Responses to the survey instrument were solicited from one
hundred (100) people directly responsible for OOlllinistration of the
.anagement development programs in their respective organizations.
(Fifty (50) each were solicited from K-8 elementary school districts
in Cook County and from private industries in Cook County.
Responses to the survey instrlmlent were solicited fran one
hundred (100) people at the middle management level.

Fifty (50) each

,.

-99were solicited from school principals and department heads in private
industry.
A total of fifty-three (53) people responsible for the development of management developnent programs and a total of forty-eight
(48) middle managers respoooed to the survey instrument.

Slightly

over fifty (50) percent overall response to the questionnaire was
achieved.
Specifically, responses came from:

twenty (20) middle managers in

industry; twenty-three (23) program directors in industry; thirty (30)
program directors in education; and twenty-eight (28) middle managers
in education.

Percentage of returns from each group were:

forty (40)

percent return from middle managers in industry; forty-six (46)
percent return from program directors in industry; sixty (60) percent
return from program directors in education and fifty-six (56) percent
return from middle managers in education.
In this section the Likert Scale data will be presented.
component of the survey instrument will be haooled separately.
Scale data will be presented in Table and Graph form.
will be listed.

Each
Likert

'lhe group name

'lhe number responding, the total number of points

and the maximum points possible will be listed.

'lhe line graph will

further illustrate responses of the groups to show roore clearly their
deviation from the mid point.
Fach of the ten canponents will be described as found in the
survey instrument.

'lhe above mentioned data, including information

-100regarding areas of significant difference, if any, will be noted.
~nagement

Contribution, Component One, that administrative develop-

ment which would allow middle management to understand what management
does in the areas of planning, organizing, controlling, coordinating,
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this canponent should be
considered essential to a total management developnent pcogram in your
field?" are found in Table 8.
TABLE 8

MANAGEMENI' CCJm'RIBlJriON ESSENTIAL TO TCYl'AL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCGAAM

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 1 - Question 1
Max imlJ!I Points

Number

Possible

Group

Responding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+15

40

2.2000

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+25

46

1.9130

Program Directors
In Education

30

+50

60

1.3333

28

+34

56

1.7857

2.
3.

4. Middle Managers
In Education

Range of

Gr-aph One Illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 1
PointsGroup

0

+

Score~

-101'!here is a significant difference at the .OS level between
middle mana;)ers in industry and progran directors in education.
In the area of Management Contribution, Q.Jest ion One, noting
extent this canponent is essential to a total mana;)ement developnent
program, there is greater a;)reement between middle mana;)ers and
program directors in education.

'lhere is greater a;)reement between

middle mana;)ers in education and program directors in industry than
between middle mana;)ers in industry and program directors in education.
'l1lere is greater a;)reement between middle mana;)ers in industry and
education than between program directors in industry and education.
Likert Scale responses and raNJe of scores to the second question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree this canponent is

critical to the satisfactory performance of the_middle mana;)er in your
field?• are found in Table 9.
TABLE 9

MANl\GEMENI' CONTRIBlJI'ION - CRITICAL TO
SATISFAC'roRY

PERFO~lANCE

OF MIDDLE WINAGER

Likert Scale Re§P?nses And Range of Scores - Component 1 - Question 2
Group

Number
ReS,E2nd ing

Points

Maximum Points
Possible
Range of Scores

1. Middle Managers
2.
3.
4.

In Industry

20

+10

40

2.5500

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+22

46

2.0435

Prog.ram Directors
In Education

30

+38

60

1.7667

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+28

56

2.0000

-102Graph 1Wo illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 2
PointsGroup

+

0

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between
middle managers in industry and program directors in education.
In the area of Management COntribution, QJestion n.>o, where

this canponent is critical to the satisfactory performance of the
middle manager, there is greater agreement betlolleen program directors
and middle managers in education than betlolleen program directors and

middle managers in industry.

'!here is greater agreement between

pcogram directors in industry and education.

'lhere is greater agree-

ment between middle managers in edocation and program directors in
industry than between middle managers in industry and program directors
in edocation.
Likert Scale resfX)nses and range of scores to the third question

in this section, •'lb what extent do you agree the middle manager in
your field is included in the identification of areas of content that

will be included in your organization's management developnent program

in this area?• are found in Table 10.

-103TABLE 10
MANAGf11Em' CCJm'RIBlJriON -

EXTfNl' MIDDLE MANAGERS INCWDED IN COOTENT IDENTIFICATIOO

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 1 - Question 3
Ntrnber
Re~nding

~

1. Middle Managers

Points

Maximum Points
Possible
Ra!!i!e of Scores

In Industry

20

-4

40

3.2000

2.

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+11

46

2.5217

3.

Program Directors
In Education

30

+34

60

1.8667

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+33

56

2.1786

4.

Q-aph'l'hree illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 3
PointsGroup

-4

0

1here is a significant difference at the .OS level between middle
unagers in industry and all three other groups.
In the area of Management Contribution, Question 'lhree, where

extent middle managers are included in content identification of this
area, there is greater agreement between middle managers and program
directors in education than between middle managers and program
directors in industry.

'!here is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and education than between middle managers in
industry and middle managers in education than between program directors in education and middle managers in industry.

-104Likert Scale responses aoo rao;Je of scores to the fourth question
in this section, "'II:> what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?" are foun::l in Table 11.
'11\BLE 11
MAW\<DUNI' CCNl'R!BlJI'ION -

EXTENI' MANAGEMENT DEVEI.DP!IDIT PRO::;JWS MEET PRIORIY NEEOO

Likert Scale

Re~nses

And Range of Scores - Component 1 Question 4

Nlr.lber
Groyp

Plax imllll Points

Re~nding

1. Middle Managers
2.
3.
4.

Points

Possible

Range of Scores

In Iooustry

20

+3

40

2.8500

Program Directors
In Iooustry

23

+14

46

2.3913

Program Directors
In Education

30

+24

60

2.2000

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+21

56

2.1429

Graph 4
PointsGroup

+

0

In the area of Management Contribution, ()lestion Four, where

extent management developnent prograns meet priorty needs in this_
area, there is greater agreement between progran directors and aiddle
lllallagers in education t.".an
lllallagers in fudustry.

bet~n

progran directors aoo middle

'lhere is greater agreement between progran

directors in industry and education than between middle managers ·in

-105education arrl program directors in i.rrlustry than between middle
managers in industry arrl progriSli directors in education.
To the question, •rs this area row part of your total management

deve}opnent program?• the resp:>nses of the four groups involved in the
stu:Jy are foiJOO in Table 12.
TABLE 12

twii\GEMENI' CXNI'RIBlJriONINCWSIOO IN

MANAG~"l'

DEVELOPMENT PRO;;!Wol

~

No

Jesponse

~
1.

2.
3.

4.

Middle Managers
In Irrlustry

No

15

4

1

Program Directors
In Irrlustry
17

6

0

Program Directors
In Education
26

3

1

Middle Managers
In Education

6

2

20

Re~nse

Management's Social And Legal Jesponsibilities, Canponent '!W, that
a:binistrative deve1opnent which liiOUld allow middle management to
wnerstand contributions and power of goverlJlle!lt, interest groups arrl
other segments outside of the or-ganization.
Likert Scale responses and rar¥3e of scores to the first question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree this canponent should be
calSidered essential to a total management developnent program in your
field?• are foi.Xld in Table 13.

-106TABLE 13
AANAGEMmf'S SOCIAL AND LEGU. RESFON.SIBILITIES ESSENI'IAL 'IO 'lm'AL MANAGEI-'.ENT DEVELOPMENT PR<X;RAM

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 2 - Question 1
GrO;!E

Number
Responding

Max iml!'ll Points

Points

Possible

Range of Scores

l.

Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+15

40

2.2500

2.

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+14

46

2.3913

3.

Program Directors
In Education

30

+23

60

2.2333

4.

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+24

56

2.1429

Graph 5
PointsGroup

+

0

'!here were no significant differences at the .OS level between any
of the reporting groups.
In the area of Management Social and legal Responsibilities, Question

One, noting extent this canponent is essential to a total management
developnent program, there is greater agreement between program
directors and middle managers in education than between program
directors and middle managers in industry.

'lhere is greater agreement

between middle managers in education and industry than between program
directors in education and industry.

'lhere is greater agreement

between middle managers in industry and program directors in education

-107than between middle managers in education and program directors in
irdustry.
Likert Scale resp:>nses and range of scores to the secoril question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree this canp:>nent is

critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?• are found in Table 14.
TABLE 14

MANAGEMENT'S SOCIAL AND LE~ RESroNSIBILITIES CRITICAL 'ID SATISFACIDRY PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER
Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 2 - Question 2
Max imlJII Points

Number

~
1.

Re~nding

Middle Managers
In Industry

Points

Possible

Range of Scores

20

+2

40

2.9000

23

+3

46

2.8696

In Education

30

+16

60

2.4667

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+24

56

2.1429

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3. Program Directors
4.

Graph 6 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 6
Points-

Group

0

+

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
managers in industry and middle managers in education.
In the area of Management's Social and Legal Responsibilities,

-108ouestion Two, where this component is critical to the satisfactory
performance of the middle manager, there is greater agreement between
program directors and middle managers in industry than between program
directors and middle managers in education.

'lhere is greater agreement

between program directors in industry and education than between
middle managers in industry and education.

'lhere is a greater agreement

between program directors in industry and middle managers in education

than between program directors in education and middle managers in
industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree the middle manager in

your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management developnent program
in this area?" are found in Table 15.
TABLE 15
HANMD!Em''S SOCIAL AND LEG'\L RESFONSIBILITIES EXTENl' MIDDLE MANAGERS INCLuDED IN CONTENT IDENTIFICATION

Likert Scale

Res~nses And Ra~e

of Scores -

Number
Group
l.
2.
3.

4.

Re~ndi!:!2

Points

Co~nent

2 - Question 3

Maximum Points
Possible
Ra!:!2e of Scores

Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+1

40

2.9500

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+2

46

2.9130

Program Directors
In Education

30

+14

60

2.4933

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+27

56

2.0357
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Graph 7 illustrates the points given

to

each group.

Grapll 7
pOintS Group

0

+

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
Jnarla:.Jers in iooustry aoo middle managers in education.
In the area of Management's Social aoo Legal Responsibilities,
~stion

Three, where extent middle mana:.Jers are included in content

identification of this area, there is greater agreement between program
directors aoo middle managers in iooustry than between program directors
and middle managers in education.

There is greater a:.Jreement between

program directors in iooustry aoo education than between middle managers
in Wustry aoo education.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in education aoo middle managers in Wustry than between
program directors in Wustry aoo middle mana:.Jers in education.
Likert Scale responses aoo range of scores to the fourth question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment prbgrams in your organization meet priority needs of middle mana:.Jers
in this area?" are found in Table 16.
TABLE 16

MANAGEMfNI''S SOCIAL AND LEGI\L

R£$ro~IBILITIES

-

EXTFNl' MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCX;RAMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 2 - Question 4
Group
1. Middle Managers
In Iooustry

Number
Respoooing
20

Points
-7

Maximum Points
Possible
Range of Scores
40

3.3500

-noTable 16 Con't.
Maximllll Points

Number
Res~ndi!:!'l
~
2. Program Directors
In Industry
23

3.

...

Points

Possible

Ra~e

of Scores

+2

46

2.9130

Program Directors
In Education

30

+8

60

2.7333

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+6

56

2.3214

Graph 8 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 8
Points -

Group

0

-7

0

+

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
managers in industry and middle managers in education.
In the area of Management's Social and Legal Responsibilities,
Question Four, where extent management development programs meet priority
needs in this area, there is greater agreement between progrCill directors
in industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education.

There is greater agreement between program directors and middle

managers in education than between program directors and middle managers in
industry.

There is greater agreement between middle managers in industry

and progrCill directors in education than between middle managers in education and program directors in industry.

-111To the question, •1s this area now part of your total management

developnent p;ogram?• the res{X>nses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 17.
"malE 17
KANAW!ENI''S SOCIAL AND LE'GI\L RESrot-SIBILITIES -

INCLVSim IN

~h.~

DEVEWPMENT PRO::;AAM

Response

Yes

No

10

9

1

11

12

0

In fjjucation

18

11

1

Middle Managers
In fjjucation

17

9

2

~
1. Middle Managers
In Iooustry

2. p[ogram Directors
In Iooustry

3. Program Directors
4.

No Re~nse

Business Economics, Cmp>nent 'lhree, that administrative develq:ment
which would allow middle

~t

to understaoo basic econ::lmic

issues facing the organization arrl the impact of local, state and
federal monies on the bld:let arrl the general economic outlook of the
organization.
Likert Scale responses arrl range of scores to the first question
in this section, •To \bat extent do you agree with this car.ponent

should be considered essential to a total management developnent
P£ogram in your field?• are f<Xn) in Table 18.

-112TABLE 18

BtSlNESS EXXlt-miCS ESSENTIAL 'ro "rori\L Mr\.'IAGEMENI' DEVELOP:.IENI' PRCGRAM

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 3 - Question 1
Maximllll Points

~r

~

1. Middle Managers

Resporrling

Points

Possible

Range of Scores

In Iooustry

20

+27

40

1.6500

2.

Program Directors
In Iooustry

23

+23

46

1.0006

3.

Program Directors
In Education

30

+36

60

1.8000

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+31

56

1.8929

4.

Gra{il9 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 9
Points-

Group
'!here lri'E!re no significant differences at the .05 level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the area of Business Ecooomics, ~stion Ole, noting extent

this canponent is essential to a total management developnent

~ogram,

there is greater agreement between program directors in industry 300
education than between middle managers in iOOustry and education.
'Ibere is greater agreement betlo"E!en program directors in industry
aoo middle managers in education than betlo"E!en program directors in
education and middle managers in Wustry.

'!here is greater agreement

r

-113between program directors and middle managers in education than
between program directors and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the second question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?"

are found in Table 19.
TABLE 19

BUSINESS EX:O!'DIICS CRITICAL 'ro SATISFAC'roRY PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 3 - Question 2
Nl.lllber
Re~ndi!:!!

Group

Points
Possible
Ra!:!!e of Scores

Max imllll

Points

1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+14

40

2.3000

2.

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+22

46

2.0435

3.

Program Directors
In Education

30

+28

60

2.0667

28

+20

56

2.1786

4. Middle Managers
In Education
Gra~

10 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 10

PointsGroup

0

+

There were no significant differences at the .OS level between any
of the reporting groups.
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In the area of Business Ecooomics, Q.Jestion '!Wo, where the
component is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle
manager, there is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

'There is greater agreement between progran

directors in industry arrl middle managers in education than between
middle managers in industry and progran directors in education.
'ltlere is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
Likert SCale responses arxl raDJe of scores to the third question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree the middle manager in
your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management develo[lltent program
in this area?• are found in Table 20.
TABLE 20
&SIN'ESS EX:'aOIICS EXTENI' MIDDLE MANAGERS INCLUDED IN COOTENl' IDENTIFICATIOO

Likert Scale Rese2nses And Ra~e of Scores - Component 3 - Question 3
Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Number

Group

1.
2.

Respondi~

Ra~e

of Scores

Middle Managers
In Industry

20

-o3

40

3.1500

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+11

46

2.5217

-115Table 20 Con't.
Max imllll Points

Number
GrOll£

3. Program Directors
4.

Res~ndi~

Points

Possible

Ra~e

of Scores

In Education

30

+21

60

2.3000

Middle Managers
In Education

28

+15

56

2.4643

Graph 11 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 11
Points Group
There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
managers in industry aoo progrcrn directors in education.
In the area of Business Economics,

~estion

"nlree, where extent

middle managers are included in content identification of this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
"nlere is greater agreement between program directors aoo middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

"nlere is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and

ra~e

of scores to the fourth question

in this section, •TO what extent do you agree that management develop-

r
-116ment programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?• are found in Table 21.

TABLE 21
BlEINESS .EXXN:f1ICS EXT.EID' 1-lANAGEMENI' DEVELOPHENI' PRCX;MMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale Responses And Range of Scores - Component 3 - Question 4
Number

~
1. Middle Managers
In Industry

Points

Maximun Points
Possible
Range of Scores

20

-5

40

3.2500

In Industry

23

+2

46

2.9130

Program Directors
In Education

30

+18

60

2.4000

28

+11

56

2.5000

2. Program Directors
J.

Re~nding

4. Middle Managers

GcaP'J 12 illustrates the points given to each group.
GratiJ 12
Points- ___________-T5____o~--~~--~~--~~----+

Group
'lbere is a significant difference at the .05 level tJetween middle
managers in industry aoo program directors and middle managers in
education.
In the area of Business Ecoromics, tuestion Four, where extent

management developnent programs meet priority needs in this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
'l'here is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle

-117Jllilnagers in industry.

'Ihere is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
1b the question, •rs this area now part of your total management
developnent program?• the resp:mses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 22.
TABLE 22

Bt5INESS EX::OtD-HCS - INCLUSIOO IN
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENI' PRCX;RAM

No

In Industry

10

9

1

Program Directors
In Industry

12

11

0

In Education

22

8

0

Middle Managers
In Education

18

6

4

1. Middle Managers
2.

3. Program Directors
4.

-

Response

Yes

Group

No Response

Support Systems, Component Four, that administrative development which
would allow middle management to understand and explain:

organization,

philosophy, appraisal system, canpensation system, developnent system,
policies.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, •10 what extent do you agree this canponent should be
considered essential to a total management development program in your
field?• are found in Table 23.

-118TABLE 23
SUPFORT SYSTU'.S -

ESS:NI'IAL 'lD 'IUI'AL W\!i!IGEYEiT DEVELOPMENI' PRCX;RAM

Likert Scale Resp:mses And Raooe of Scores - Ca:p:ment 4 - Question 1
Number
Re~ndi!?J
~
1. !tiddle Managers
20
In Industry

Points

Max imuu Points
Possible

Ra!?Je of Scores

+28

40

1.6000

2.

Program Directors
In Industry

23

+30

46

1.6957

).

Program Directors
In Filucation

30

+-31

60

1.8000

Kiddie Managers
In Filucation

28

+20

56

2.1786

4.

Graph 13 illustrates the points given to each groUp.

Grafb 13
PointsGroup

'!here ~re no significant differences at the .05 level tJetloleell
arry of the reporting groups.
In the area of Support Syster.s.

~stion

Ole, noting extent this

coaponent is essential to a total JJ.anagement developnent progrcrn,
there is greater agreement bet:loleen Jrogrcrn directors and middle
~rs

in industry than bet:loleen {rogrcrn directors and middle managers

in education.

'lbere is greater agreement betloleell program directors in

industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education.

'lhere is greater agreeDent

be~n

{rogrcrn directors in

-119education and middle managers in industry than between program directors
in industry and middle managers in education.
Likert Scale responses

and

range ot scores to the second question

in this section, •To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in
your field?" are

~ound

in Table

24.

TABLE 24

SUPPORI' SYS'ffiM.S - CRITICAL 'IO SATISFAC'IORY

PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER
Likert Scale Responses and Range of

~cores

Number

- Component 4 - Question 2
Maximum J?Oints
J?Ossible

Group

Responding

J?Oints

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+28

40

1.6000

Program Directors
In Industry
23

+29

46

1.7391

3.

Program Directors
In Education
30

+35

60

1.8333

4.

Middle Managers

+28

56

2.000

2.

28

RaJ'lge of Scores

Graph 14 Illustrates the points given to each group.

Graph 14
Points Group

0

+28

+29

+35

1&4

2

3

+

There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the

area of Support Systems, Question Two, where this component

-12oiS critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle managers,
tnere is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
There is greater agreement between program directors and middle
~rs

in industry than between program directors and middle managers

in education.

There is greater agreement between program directors in

education and middle managers in industry than between program directors

tn industry and middle managers in education.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section,

•ro what extent do you agee the middle managers in

your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development program
in this area?" are found in Table 25.
TABLE 25
SUPFORI' SYSIDIS - EXTI:NT MIDDLE MANAGERS

INCWDED IN CONTENT IDI:NTIFICATION

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 4 - Question 3
Maximtun Points

Number

~

Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

Possible

Range of Scores

+9

40

2.5500

Program Directors
23
Industry

+15

46

2.3478

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+25

60

2.1667

28

+20

56

2.1786

2.

In

4.

Middle Managers

-121Graph 15 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 15
points -

GrOOP

0
--------~----~+~9
____+~1~5~--~+~2~0____~+2~5~____+

1

2

4

3

There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
aiJ'i of the reporting groups.
In the area of Support Systems, Question Three, where extent

middle managers are included in content identification of this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
~ers

in education than between program directors and middle

~ers

in iooustry.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in irrlustry and education than between middle manaqers in
industry and education.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in irrlustry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the fourth question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?" are fourrl in Table 26.
TABLE 26
SUPPORI' SYSTEMS - EXTENT MANAGEMENI' DEVELOPML'NT

PRCX;AAMS MEET PRIORITY' NEEDS

Likert Scale Responses aoo Range of Scores - Component 4 - Question 4
Group
1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Number

Responding

Points

20

+4

Maximum Points
Possible
40

Range of Scores
2.7500

-122'1'able 26 Con't.
Points

23

+11

46

2.5217

Program Directors
30
In Education

+19

60

2.3667

+17

56

2.3929

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3.

Maximum Points
Possible

Number
ReSEQnding

~

4. Middle Managers
In Education

28

Range of Scores

Graph 16 illustrates the points given to each group.

Graph 16
PointsGroup --------~0~--~+~4____~+=11~---+~1~7____~+~1~9_____+
1
2
4
l
There were no significant differences at the .05 level between

any of the reporting groups.
In the area of StJil)Ort

Sy~:tems,

Question Four, where extent

management development programs meet priority needs in this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and education than between middle managers in
industry and education.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
TO the question, •rs this area now part of your total management

-123development program?" the responses of the four groups involved in the
studY are found in Table 27.
TABLE 27

SUPPORI' SYSTEMS INCLUSIOO IN MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENI' Pln;RAMS

Response
~OU£

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3. Program Directors
In Education

4. Middle Managers
In Education

Yes

~

14

5

1

17

6

0

23

7

0

20

6

2

No

ResfO!lse

Leader Behavior, Component Five, that administrative development which
would allow middle management to be familiar with leadership assumptions

and their implications for work productivity.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this comp;>nent should be
considered essential to a total management developnent program in your
field?" are found in Table 28.
TABLE 28

LEADER BEHAVIOR - ESSENI'IAL 'lQ
'lOl'AL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT Pro:;AAM

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Cor!ponent 5 - Question 1

Number
Group
1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Maximum Points
Possible

Responding

20

+31

40

Range of Scores

1.4500

-124fable 28 Con't.
Maximum Points

Number
Responding

~

Points

Possible

Range of Scores

Program Directors
23
In Industry

+35

46

1.4373

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+50

60

1.3333

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+41

56

1.5357

2.

28

Graph 17 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 17
Points -

GrOUP

_________0~---+~3~1____~+3~5~--~+ 4~1____+~50~____+

1

2

74

3

There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
any of the reporting groups.

In the area of Leader Behavior, Question One, noting extent this
component is essential to a total management development program,
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in industry than between program directors and middle managers
in education.

'Jllere is greater agreement between program directors in

industry and middle managers in education than between program directors
in education and middle managers in industry.

There is greater

agreement between middle managers in education and industry than
between program directors in industry and education.
Likert scale responses and range of scores to the second question

-12s-

in this section, "To what extent do you agree this corrp:ment

IS

critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?• are found in Table 29.
TABLE 29
LFJ\DER BEHAVIOR - CRITICAL 'JX) SATISFACTORY
PERFORI>WK:£ OF MIDDLE MANAGER

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component

- Question 2

Maximum Points
Possible

Nunt>er
Responding

Points

20

+27

40

1.6500

23

+29

46

1.7391

In Education

30

+42

60

1.6000

Middle Managers

28

+38

56

1.6429

~

1. Middle ~rs
In Industry

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3. Program Directors
4.

~

Range of Scores

Graph 18 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 18

PointsGroup

--------~0____+~2~7~--~+~2~9____~+738~---+~4~2~___+

1

2

4

3

there were no significant differences at the .OS level between
arrt of the reporting groups.
In the area of Leader Behavior, Question '1\io, where this canponent

is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle

ua.~r.

there is greater agreement bebo'een program directors and mi:iile
managers in education than between program directors and middle

-126J(l3tlagers in industry.
~ers

There is greater agreement between middle

in industry and education than between program directors in

industry and education. There is greater agreement between program
directors in education and middle managers in industry than between
program directors in industry and middle managers in education.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree the middle manager in

your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development program
in this area?• are found in Table 30.

TABLE 30
LEADER BEHAVIOR - EXTFNI' MIDDLE MANAGERS
INCLVDED IN COOTENI' IDENTIFICATION

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 5 - Question 3
Maximum Points

Number
Responding

Points

20

+7

40

2.6000

Program Directors
In Industry
23

+15

46

2.3478

3. Program Directors
In Education
30

+30

60

2.0000

+28

56

2.0000

Group
1.

2.

4.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Middle Managers
In Education

28

Possible

Graph 19 illustrates the points given to each group.

Graph 19
Points Group

0

+7

+15

+28

+30

+

--------~--~1~--~2~--~4~--~3~---

Range of Scores

-127There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
~ers

in industry and program directors in education.

In the area of Leader Behavior, Question Three, where extent
~iddle

managers are included in content identification of this area,

toere is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
middle managers in education than between program directors in education

and middle managers in industry. There are identical scores in two
groups, the program directors and middle managers in education.

There

is less agreement between program directors and middle managers in
industry. There is greater agreement between program directors in
industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education.
Likert Scale responses

aoo

range of scores to the fourth question

in this section, "To what extent do you agree that management development pcograms in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?" are found in Table 31.
TABLE

31

LEADER BEHAVIOR - EXTI:Nl' MANAGEMENI'
DEVEIDPMENI' PRO:iAAMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale Rese2nses and Range of Scores - Component 5 - Question 4
Number

Maximum Points

~

Re~nding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+5

40

2.7000

+16

46

2.3403

2.

Program Directors
In Industry
23

Possible

Range of Scores

-128Table 31 Con' t.
Number
Responding

~

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+29

60

2.0333

28

+25

56

2.1071

4. Middle Managers

Graph 20 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 20
points Group --------~0____~+~5_____+~1~6~--~+~2~5____~+2~9~____+
1
~ere

2

4

3

is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle

managers in industry and program directors and middle managers in
education.
In the area of Leader Behavior, Question Four, where extent
management development programs meet priority needs in this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

~ere

is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and education than between middle managers in
industry and education.

~ere

is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
TO the question, "Is this area now part of your total management
development program?" the responses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 32.

-129TABLE 32

LEADER BEHAVIOR - INCLUSION IN
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCG.RMl

~oup

Yes

No

Response

No Response

1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

15

4

1

2.

Program Directors
17
In Industry

6

()

3. Program Directors
26
In Education

4

0

4

2

4.

Middle Managers
In Education

22

Individual And GrouE Behavior, Component Six, that administrative
development which would allow middle management to understand the
meaning of personality, behavior and human needs as they relate to ·
motivation, job performance, conflict, group formation and impact upon
organization.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component should be

considered essential to a total management development program in your
field?" are found in Table

33.

TABLE 33
INDMOOAL AND GIDJP BEHAVIOR - ESSENI'IAL TO
'IUI'AL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCGRAM

Likert Scale Responses and· Range of Scores - Component 6 - Question 1
Group

Number
Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

Maximum Points

Possible

+28

40

Ra!lge of Scores
1.6000

-l3oTable 33 Con't.
Number
Responding

~

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

2.

Program Directors
23
In Industry

+38

46

1.4348

3.

Program Directors
In Education

30

+42

60

1.6000

4.

Middle Managers

28

+42

56

1.2857

Graph 21 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 21
Points Group

0

+28

+38

+42

1

2

3&4

+

There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the area of Individual and Group Behavior, Question One,

noting extent this component is essential to a total management
development program, there are identical scores between program
directors in education and middle managers in industry.

There is less

agreement between program directors in industry and middle managers in
education.

There is greater agreement between program directors in

industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education.

There is greater agreement between program directors and

middle managers in industry than between program directors and middle
managers in education.

-131Likert Scale responss and range of scores to the second question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?" are found in Table 34.
TABLE 34
INDIVIDUAL AND GROOP BEHAVIOR - CRITICAL 'lQ
SATISFAC'IQRY PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER
Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 6 - Question 2
Maximum Points

Number
~

1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Possible

Responding

Range of Scores

20

+23

40

1.8500

2. Program Directors
In Industry
23

+37

46

1.4348

30

+32

60

1.6667

28

+44

56

1.4286

3. Program Directors
In Education

4. Middle Managers
In Education

Graph 22 illustrates the points given to each group.
Grapi'l 22
PointsGroup . _ _ _ _...:.o=--_...:.+c.:;:2=.3_ _+""'3~2=---_...:.+~37"----'+'-:i4~4_ _+
1
3
2
4
There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.

In the area of Individual and Group Behavior, Question '.IWo, where
this component is critical to the satisfactory performance of the

-132middle manager, there is greater agreement bet....een program directors
in industry and education than between middle managers in irrlustry and
eaucation.
111 iddle

There is greater agreement between program directors and

managers in education than between program directors and middle

managers in iooustry,

There is greater agreement between pc:ogram

directors in Wustry and middle managers in education t:l'lal between
pcogram directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section, --re> what extent do you agree the middle lla.."lager in

your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management developl3:!nt (Xogram
in this area?• are found in Table 35.
'1'ABLE 35

INDIVIOOAL AND GROOP BEHAVIOR - EX'I'ENl' MIOOLE
W\NlGERS INCLUDED IN CCNrEm' IDfNI'IFICATION

Likert Scale

Re~nses

and Range of Scores-

Nuatler

C~ent

6- Question 3

Hax.inum Points
Possible

~

.Respondi~

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Iooustry

20

+8

40

2.6000

23

+16

46

2.3478

30

+26

60

1.9333

28

+24

56

2.1429

2. Program Directors
In Iroustry

3.

Range of Scores

Program Directors
In Education

4. Middle Managers
In Education

-133Graph 23 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 23
points GrOOP --------~0____+_8~---+~1~6_____+~2~4____+~2~6~___+
1
2
4
3
There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
arrt

of the reporting groups.
In the area of Iooividual and Group Behavior, Question Three,

where extent middle managers are included in content identification of
this area, there is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry. 'lbere is greater agreement between program
directors in education and industry than between middle managers in
education and industry. There is greater agreement between program
directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
Pcogram directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the fourth question
in this section,

--ro

what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this fiela?• are found in Table 36.
TABLE 36
INDIVIOOAL AND GOCUP BEHAVIOR - EXTI:NI' .MANAGEMENI'
DEVEI.OPMENI' POCGAAMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - ·Component 6 - Question 4
Nultler

Group
1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Pespondi!!j

'Points

20

+7

MaximtUn Points
Possible
40

Range of Scores
2.6500
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Number
Responding

Points

23

+15

46

2.3478

3.

Program Directors
30
In Education

+28

60

2.1333

4.

Middle Managers
In Education

+24

56

2.0357

~
2· Program Directors
In Industry

Graph

~4

28

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

illustrates the points given to each group.
Grapil 24

points Group __________o_____
+7~---+~1~5~---+~2~4_____
+2~8~____+
1

2

4

3

There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.

In the area of Individual and Group Behavior, Question Four,
where extent management development programs meet priority needs in
this area, there is greater agreement between program directors in
industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education. '!here is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
TO the question, •1s this area now part of your total management

r
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development program?" the responses of the four groups involved in the
studY are found in Table 37.
TABLE 37
INDIVIOOAL AND GROOP BEHAVIOR - INCLUSIOO
IN MANAGEMENT DE:VEI.OPMENT PRCGRAMS

Response
~

No

14

5

1

2. Program Directors
16
In Industry

6

1

Program Directors
26
In Education

3

1

4

0

Gro.!:!E
1. Middle Managers
In Industry

3.

4. Middle Managers
In Education

24

No Response

Comnunication, Component Seven, that administrative development which
would allow middle management to understand the significance of
communication and the leader's role in the communication process.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component should be

considered essential to a total management development program in your
field?" are found in Table 38.
TABLE 38
CXJoMJNICATIOO - ESSENTIAL 'ID 'IDTAL
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCGRAM

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 7 - Question 1
Group

Number
Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

Maximum Points

Possible
+30

40

Range of Scores
1.5000

-136Table 38 Con't.
~

Number
Responding

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

Directors
2· Program
23
In Industry

+38

46

1.3478

Directors
3· Program
30
In Education

+SO

60

1.3333

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+44

56

1.4286

28

Graph 25 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 25
Points 0
+30
+38
+44
+50
+
Group --------~--~1~--~2~--~4~----3~---There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.

In the area of Communication, Question One, noting extent this
component is essential to a total management development program,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
There is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry. 'lbere is greater agreement between program
directors in industry and middle managers in education than between.
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert scale responses and range of scores to the second question

-137in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?" are found in Table 39.
TABLE 39
Ol-IMUNICATICX~

- CRITICAL 'fO SATISFACTORY
PERFORI-W£E OF MIDDLE MANAGER

tJkert Scale ResE2nses and Range of Scores - Component 7 - Question 2
Nunber
Resporxling

Points

20

+29

40

1.5500

2. Program Directors
23
In Industry

+38

46

1.3478

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+48

60

1.4000

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+44

56

1.4286

§f_OU£

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

28

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

Graph 26 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 26

Points Group --------~0_____+~29~---+~3~8_____+~4~4____+~4~8~____+
1
2
4
3
There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the area of Comrrunication, Question Two, where this component
is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
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education than between middle managers in industry

and

education.

There is greater agreement between program directors

and

middle

managers in education than between program directors

and

middle

managers in industry.
directors in industry

'Itlere is greater agreement between program
and

middle managers in education than between

program directors in education
Likert Scale responses

and

and

middle managers in industry.

range of scores to the third question

in _this section, "To what extent do you agree the middle managers in
your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development program
in this area?• are found in Table 40.

TABLE 40
CXMMUNlCATICN - EXTENT MIOOLE MANAGEPS
INCLUDED IN aNl'ENl' IDfNI'IFICATICN

Likert Scale

Re~nses

and

Range of Scores - Component 7 - Question 3

~

Number
Responding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+6

40

1.5000

23

+21

46

1.4387

3. Program Directors
In Education
30

+38

60

1.4832

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+27

56

1.4902

2. Program Directors
In Industry

28

Maximum Points
Possible

Graph 27 illustrates the points given to each group.

Range of Scores

-139Grap1 27

points GrOUP --------~0____~+6~---·~2~1~--~·~2~7----•~3~8~___+
1
2
4
3
There were no significant differences at the .05 level between

arrt of

the reporting groups.

In the area of Caiiillnication, Question Three, where extent middle

.anagers are included in content identification of this area, there is
greater agreement bebieen middle managers in industry and education

than between program directors in industry and education.

There is

greater agreement bebieen program directors ard middle managers in
edlx;ation than bebo<een program directors ard middle managers in
ildustry.

There is greater agreement bebieen program directors in

education and middle managers in industry than between program directors
in industry and middle managers in education.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the fourth question
in this section, "'To what extent do you agree that

~nt

develop-

.ent programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
.anagers in this area?• are fcxn:i in Table .U •

.CXHUUCATIOO - EXTfl<'T MAN1\GEMENT DEVEIDPMENI'
PK:GAAMS MEET PRIORITY NEElS

Likert Scale Responses and

~

of Scores - C011p0nent 7 - Question 4
Maximum IU ints
Possible

1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+8

40

Range of Scores
1.7587
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fable 41 Con't.
~[

Responding

~

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

Program Directors
23
In Industry

+18

46

1.6957

3. Program Directors
In Education
30

+23

60

1.6667

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+25

56

1.5357

2·

28

Graph 28 Illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 28

Points Group --------~0____~+~8____+~1~8~--~+~2~3____~+7
25~____+
l
2
3
4
There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
arrt of the reporting groups.
In

the area of Camunication, Question Four, where extent manage-

~nt development programs meet priority needs in this area, there is

greater agreement between program directors in industry and education
than between middle managers in industry and education.

'ltsere is

greater agreement between program directors and middle managers
in industry than between program directors and middle managers in

education. There is greater agreement between program directors
in industry and middle managers in education than between program

directors in education and middle managers in industry.
To the question, •1s this area now part of your total management
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deVelopment program?" the responses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 42.
Table 42
<Xl1MUNICATIOO - INCLUSION IN
MANAGEMENT D!WELOPMENT PR<XiRAM
Response

Yes

No

No

14

5

1

2.

Program Directors
20
In Industry

3

0

3.

Program Directors
In Education
26

3

1

4.

Middle Managers
In Education

4

1

Grol,!£
1. Middle Managers
In Industry

~emnt

23

Res~nse

Science, Component Eight, that administrative development

which would allow middle management to best use new management systems
such as: problem solving techniques and how they are applied to

problem solving/decision making, planning and coordination.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component should be

considered essential to a total management development program in your
field?" are found in Table

43.
TABLE 43

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE - ESSENTIAL 'IQ TCfl'AL
MANAGEMENT DEVEIDPMENT PR<XiRAM

Likert Scale

Res~nses and

Range of Scores - Component 8

Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

Question 1

Maximum Points
Possible

Number

Group

~

+21

40

Range of Scores
1.9500

-142Table 43 Con't.
Number
Responding

~

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

2. Program Directors
23
In Industry

+18

46

2.2174

3· Program Directors
30
In Education

+17

60

2.4667

4. Middle ~tanagers
In Education

+20

56

2.2857

28

Graph 29 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 29
Points Group ---------=0____~+1~7~---+~1~8~--~+~2~0____+~2~1~___+
3
2
4
1
There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the

area of Management Science, Question One., noting extent

this component is essential to a total management development program,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry
and education than between middle managers in industry and education.

There is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

'lbere is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the second question
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in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?" are found in Table 44.
TABLE 44
MANAGEMEm' SCIENCE - CRITICAL 'TO SATISFACTORY
PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE IW'ffiGER

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 8 - Question 2
Maximum Points
Possible

Group

Nwnber
Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+22

40

1.9000

Program Directors
In Industry
23

+14

46

2.3913

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+17

60

2.4333

+19

56

2.2143

2.

...

Middle Managers
In Education

28

Range of Scores

Graph 30 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graptl 30
Points Group _________o~---+~1~4____~+1~7~--~+~19~---+~2=2_____+
2
3
4
1
There were no significant differences at the .OS level between
any of the reporting groups.

In the area of Management Science, Question Two, where this
component is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle
manager, there is greater agreement between program directors in

-144industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education.
111

'ltlere is greater agreement between program directors and

iddle managers in industry.

'There is greater agreement between

program directors in industry and middle managers in education than
between program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree the middle manager· in
your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development program
in this area?• are found in Table 45.
TABLE

45

~SCIENCE-

EXTENT MIOOLE MANAGERS INDLUDED IN CONTENT IDENTIFICATIOO
Likert Scale

Re~nses

and Range of Scores - ComE2nent 8 - Question 3

Number

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

Responding

~

20

-1

40

3.0500

2. Program Directors
In Industry
23

+8

46

2.6522

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+9

60

2.7000

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+16

56

2.4386

~

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

Graph

28

31 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 31

Points Group ---------~1~--~0____+~8~--~+~1~6___________+
1
2
4

-145There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
anY of the reporting groups.

In the area of
middle

manage~rent

Mange~rent

SCience, Question Three, where extent

are included in content identification of this area,

tnere is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between managers in industry and education. There is
grreater agreement between program directors and middle managers in
education than between program directors and middle managers in
industry. There is greater agreement between program directors in
industry and middle managers in education than between program
directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the fourth question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment programs in you organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?" are found in Table 46.
TABLE 46
MANAGfl4£Nr SCIENCE EXTENT MANAGEMFNT DEVELOPMENT PRGAAMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale Re§e2nses and Range of Scores - Component 8 - Question 4
~

Number
Responding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

-10

40

3.5000

Program Directors
In Industry
23

+7

46

2.6957

Program Directors
In Education
30

+5

60

2.8333

+5

56

2.8214

2.
3.

4. Middle Managers
In Education

28

Maximum Foints

Possible

Ranqe of Scores
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Graph 32 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 32
points Group

-10

0

1

+5
3&4

+

+7

2

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
managers and program directors in industry.
In the area of Management Science, Question Four, where extent
management development programs meet priority needs in this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors

and

middle

managers in education then between program directors and middle
managers in inlustry. There is greater agreement between program
directors in industry and education than

betWeen

middle managers in

iooustry and edcuation. There is greater agreement

between

program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
To the

question, •rs this area no part of your total manager

development program?• the responses of four groups

invol~

study are found in Table 47.
'mBLE 47
M11NAGE1'1ENT SCI ENC£ INCLUSIOO IN MANAG£.MENT DEVEIJJFMENT P!n>RAM

!!Q

No

5

14

1

Program Directors
In Industry
17

6

0

1. Middle Managers
In Iooustry
2.

Response

Yes

~

Response

in the

-147Table 47 Con't.
lesponse
Yes

No

No Response

).

Program Directors
11
In Education

18

1

'·

Middle Managers
In Education

14

2

~

12

gptimizing Job Performance, Component Nine, that administrative
c)evel~nt

Which would allow middle management to understand and

develop fundamental concepts of job description and effective methods
tor communicating performance expectations.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component should be

considered to a total management development program in your field?"
are found in Table 48.
'17\BLE

48

OPl'IMIZI~ JOB PERFORMANCE FSSENTIAL 'IQ TOTAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENl' PRXRAM

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores -

Co~nent

9 - Question 1

Group

Number
Responding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+14

40

2.3000

2. Program Directors
In Industry
23

+28

46

1.7826

3. Program Directors
In Education
30

+41

60

1.6333

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+35

56

1.8214

28

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

-148Graph 33 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 33
points -

GrOUP

--------~0____~+~14~---+~2~8~--~+~3~5____~+4~1~____+

1

2

4

3

There is a significant difference at the .05 level between
•iddle managers in industry and program directors in education.
In the area of Optimizing Job Performance, Question One, noting
extent this component is essential to a total management development
program, there is greater agreement between program directors in
industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education. 'lhere is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

There is greater agreement beween program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.·
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the second question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your
field?" are found in Table

49.
TABLE 49

OPl'IMIZitli JOB PERFORMANCE - CRITICAL

'l'O

SATISFAC'l'ORY PERFORM.'\NCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 9 - Question 2
Group

Number
Responding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+14

Maximum Points
Possible
40

Range of Score!
2.3000

-149'l'aJ:>le 49 con' t.
Nullber
Responding

~

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

2. Program Directors 23
In Industry

+24

46

1.9566

3. Program Directors
30
In Education

+40

60

1.5000

4. Middle Managers
In Education

+27

56

2.0357

28

Graph 34 illustrates the

point~

given to each group.

Graph 34
points Groop --------~o~---+~1~4____+~2r4_____
+2~7~--~+~4~o_____+
1
2
4
3
There is a significant difference at the .OS level between middle
managers in industry and program directors in education.
In the

area of Optimizing Job Performance, Question '!Wo, where

this component is critical to the satisfactory performance of the
~dle

manager, there is greater agreement between middle managers in

industry and education than between program directors in industry and
education. 'nlere is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in industry than between program directors and middle
managers in education.

'lllere is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question

-15Din this section, "To what extent do you agree the middle manager in

your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development program?"
are found in Table 50.
TABLE SO
OPl'IMIZING JOB PERFORMANCE - EXTENr MIDDLE
MANAGERS INCLUDED IN CONTENT IDENriFICATION

Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 9 - Question 3
Number

20

+1

40

2.9500

Program Directors
In industry
23

+8

46

2.6522

+31

60

1.8677

+20

56

2.2857

3. Program Directors
In Education
30
4.

PoSSlble

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

2.

Maximum Points

Res~ndi~

~

Middle Managers
In Education

28

Range of Scores

Graph 35 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 35
PointsGroup __________o~--~·~1~--~+8~---+~2~0____+~3~1~---·
There is a significant difference at the .05 level between
program directors in education and program directors and middle
managers in industry.
In the area of Optimizing Job Performance, Question Three, where
extent middle managers are included in content identification of this

-151area, there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
~rs

in industry than between program directors and middle managers

in eduCation.
~

and education than between program directors in industry and

e<Jucation.
~y

There is greater agreement between middle managers in

There is greater agreement between program directors in

and middle managers in education than between program directors

in education and middle managers in industry.

Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the fourth question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree that management develop-

aent programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
sanagers in this area?" are found in Table 51.
TABLE Sl

CPI'IMIZING JOB PERFORMANCE - EXTENT MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PRCGRAMS MEE.'I' PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale

Re~nees

and Range of Scores -

Co~nent

9 - Question 4

~

Number
Responding

Points

1. Kiddie Managers
In Industry

20

-6

40

3.3000

23

+9

46

2.6087

In Education

30

+27

60

2.000

4. Kiddie Managers
In Education

28

+19

56

2.2143

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3. Program Directors

Maximum Points
Possible

Gcaph 36 illustrates the points given to each group.

Ra!!9e of Scores

r

-152Graph 36
points GrOUP

-6

0

1

+9
2

+19

+27

4

3

+

'lbere is a significant difference at the .05 level between middle
~ers

in industry and program directors in industry, prograQ

directors in education and middle managers in education.
In the area of Optimizing Job Performance, Question Four, where
extent management development programs meet priority needs in this
area, there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
~ers

in education than between program directors and middle

managers in industry.

There is greater agreement between

progr~

directors in industry and education than between middle managers in
industry and education.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.

now part of your total oanagement

To the question, •Is this area

development program?• the responses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 52.

TABLE 52
OPTIMIZIN::i JOB PERFORMANCE INCUJSIOO IN Ml\NAGEMENI' DEVEIDPMENT PR(x:;AAM

Response
~

1.

Middle Managers
In Industry

Yes

No

No

9

10

1

Response

-153'}'able 52 Con't.
Response
~
~
Program
Directors
2.
13
In Industry

No

No

10

0

).

Program Directors
In Education

25

4

1

4.

Middle Managers
In Education

19

8

1

Response

Labor Relations, Component Ten, that administrative development
which would allow middle

~nt

to understand the organization's

involvement and philosophy in the area of law, role, rights, procedural mtters and future trends.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the first question

in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component should
be considered essential to a total mangement devleopment program in

your field?• are found in Table 53.
TABLE 53

IAOOR REIATICNS - ESSENI'IAL 'lQ
'IDl'AL MAN1\GEMENl' DEVELOPMENT PRXAAM

Likert Scale ResE2nses and Range of Scores - Component 10 - Question 1
~

Nmlber
Respond i!}g

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

+11

40

2.0500

23

+18

46

2.2174

2.

Program Directors
In Industry

Maximum Points
Possible

Range of Scores

-154Table 53 Con't.
~OU£

Number
Responding

Points

Maximum Points
Possible

Ra~e

3.

Program Directors
30
In Education

+36

60

1.8000

.(.

Middle Managers
In Education

+33

56

1.8214

28

Graph 37 illustrates the points given to each group.
Grapt1 37
pOints Group --------~0_____+~11~---+~1~8~--~+~3~3_____+3~6~____+
1
2
4
3
'lllere were no significant differences at the .05 level between
arrt of the reporting groups.

In the area of Labor Relations, Question One, noting extent this
component is essential to a total management developrrent program,
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.

There is greater agreement between middle

managers in industry and education than between program directors in
industry and education.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in education and middle managers in industry than between
program directors in industry and middle managers in education.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the second question
in this section, "To what extent do you agree this component is
critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your

of Scores

-155field?" are found in Table 54.
TABLE 54
lABOR REIATIOOS - CRITICAL 'IO SATISFAC'IORY

PERFORMANCE OF MIDDLE MANAGER
~kert

Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 10 - Question 2
Number
Responding

Points

20

+9

40

2.5500

2. Program Directors
In Industry
23

+15

46

2.3478

Program Directors
In Education
30

+33

60

1.9000

+33

56

1.8929

~

1.

3.

Middle Managers
In Industry

4. Middle Managers
In Education

28

Maxirnwn Points

Possible

Range of Scores

Graph 38 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 38
PointsGroup --------~0____~+~9____+~1~5~--~+~3~3_____+
1
2
3&4
There were no significant differences at the .05 level between
any of the reporting groups.
In the area of Labor Relations, Question 7Wo, where this com-

ponent is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle
manager, there is greater agreement between program directors in
industry and education than between middle managers in industry and
education. There is greater agreement between program directors and
middle managers in education than between program directors and middle

-156managers in industry.

There is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in edcuation than between
program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses and range of scores to the third question
in this section, •To what extent do you agree the middle managers in
your field is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development
program in this area?" are found in Table 55.
TABLE 55
LABOR REIATIOOS - EXTENT MIDDLE MANAGERS
INCWDED IN CONTENT IDENTIFICATION
Likert Scale Responses and Range of Scores - Component 10 - Question 3
Groue

Number
Responding

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

2.
3.

Program Directors
In Industry
23

Maximum Points

Possible

Range of Scores

-3

40

3.1500

+13

46

2.7820

Program Directors

In Education

30

+25

60

2.1667

4. Middle Managers
In Education

28

+28

56

1.8929

Graph 39 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 39
Points Group ----------~3~--~0~--~+1~3~--~+~2~5____+~2~8~__+
1
2
3
4

r

-157There is a significant difference at the .05 level between
middle managers in industry and program directors
in education.

and

middle managers

There also is a significant difference at the .05 level

between program directors in industry

and.

middle managers in education.

In the area of Labor Relations, Question Three, where extent
middle managers are included in content identification of this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
eduction than between middle managers in industry and education.
There is greater agreement between program directors

and

middle

managers in education than between program directors and middle
managers in industry.
directors in industry

There is greater agreement between program
and

middle managers in education than between

program directors in education and middle managers in industry.
Likert Scale responses

and

range of scores to the fourth question

in this seciton, "To what extent do you agree that management develop-

ment programs in your organization meet priority needs of middle
managers in this area?" are found in Table

56.

TABLE 56

IAOOR REUTIOOS - EXTOO' MANAGEMENl'
DEVELOPMENT PKX;RAMS MEET PRIORITY NEEDS

Likert Scale ResP9nses and Range of Scores - Component 10 - Question 4
Group

Number
ReSf2nding

Points

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

20

-12

Maximum Points

Possible
40

Range of Scores
3.6000

I

-158Program Directors
2· In
23
Industry

+7

46

2.6957

3· Program Directors 30
In Education

+19

60

2.3667

+25

56

2.1071

c.

Kiddle Managers
In Education

28

Graph 40 illustrates the points given to each group.
Graph 40
Points -

Groop

----------~1~2~--~0____+~7~---·~19~--~·~2~5____+

1

2

3

4

'lbere is a significant difference at the .05 level between
aiddle managers in industry and program directors in industry, program
directors in education and middle managers in education.
In the area of Labor Relations, Question Four, where extent

.anagement development programs meet priority needs in this area,
there is greater agreement between program directors in industry and
education than between middle managers in industry and education.
there is greater agreement between program directors and middle
aanagers in education than between program directors and middle
~rs

in industry.

'lbere is greater agreement between program

directors in industry and middle managers in education than between
~ogram

directors in education and middle managers in industry.

To the question, •Is this area row part of your total managerrent

development program, • the responses of the four groups involved in the
study are found in Table 57.

r
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IAOOR REIATICNS -

INCWSIOO IN MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENI' PRCG!Wol

Iesponse
~

Yes

~

No

7

12

1

10

13

0

23

6

1

23

3

2

1. Middle Managers
In Industry

2. Program Directors
In Industry

3. Program Directors
In Education

4. Middle Managers
In Education

Iespanse

SI.UI1IIary

In the ranking of components, there was general agreement in the
top three areas between all groups.

Middle managers in industry

ranked the top three components as c:otmunication, leader behavior: and
individual and group behavior.

Program directors in industry ranked

the top three components as leader behavior, individual and group

behavior, and communication.

Program directors in education ranked

the top three components as leader behavior, camunication and indivi-

dual

and group behavior.

Middle managers in education ranked

the~

three components as individual and group behavior, COlmllllication an:i
management contribution.

(See

Tables 1-4, pages 94-95).

'lbere were significant differences in four areas.
ences were:

These differ-

leader behavior between program directors in industry and

education; management science between program directors and middle

-16o,anagers in iooustry; optimizing job perfornaoce between middle
managers in iOOustry and program directors in education; and labor
relations between middle managers and program directors in .industry.
(See Table 6, page 97).

Table 58 illustrates the frequency with which the groups participaling in the study agreed when considering all tour questions in the
survey instrwrent.

11.BLE

58

Frequency of Agreement -- All Groups
Group Corrbinations

Frequency Of Agreement

Middle Managers In Irrlustry and
Prograll! Directors in Irrlustry

10

Middle Managers In Education and
Program Directors In Lducation

30

Middle Managers In Industry and
Middle Managers In Education

8

Program Directors In lrrlustry and
Program Directors In Frlucation

32

Program Directors In Industry and
Middle Managers In Education

31

Program Directors In Education and
Middle Managers In Irrlustry

9

Table 59 further defineds the breakdown into the frequency
of agreement of the four questions contained in each of the ten

CQIP)nents.

-161TABLE 59

Frequency Of Agreement - Each Question Considered
Questions And Group Combinations

Frequency of
Agreement

1. To what extent do you agree thi~ conq:x:ment should be
considered essential to a total management development
program in your field?
Middle Managers In Industry and Program Directors In Industry
Middle Managers In Education and Program Directors In Education
Middle Managers In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Program Directors In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Education and Middle Managers In Industry
2.

4
6
4
6
6
4

To what extent do you agree this component is critical to the

satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your field?
Middle Managers In Industry and Program Directors In Industry
Middle Managers In Education and Program Directors In Education
Middle Managers In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Program Directors In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Education and Middle ~ers In Industry

3
7
2
8
8
2

3. To what extent do you agree the middle manager in your field
is included in the identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's management development
program?
Middle Managers In Industry and Program Directors In Industry
Middle Managers In Education and Program Directors In Education
Middle Managers In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Program Directors In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Middle Managers In Industry

2
8
2
8
8
2

4. To what extent do you agree that management development programs
in your organization meet priority needs of middle managers
in this area?
Middle Managers In Industry and Program Directors In Industry
Middle Managers In Education and Program Directors In Education
Middle Managers In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Program Directors In Education
Program Directors In Industry and Middle Managers In Education
Program Directors In Education and Middle Managers In Industry

l
9
0
10
9
l

-162Table 60 indicates the frequency significant differences were

found to each of the four major questions of this study.

TABLE 60
Significant Difference
All Responses Considered To
Each Question In Survey
Frequency
Significant

(ltM:!stion
1. To what extent to you agree this component should
be considered essential to a total management developrent program in your field?

2

2. To what extent do you agree this component is critical
to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager
in your field?

3

3. To what extent do you agree the middle manager in
your field is included in the identification of areas
of content that will be included in your organization's
management development program?
·

6

4. To what extent do you agree that management develoFUJent
programs in your organization meet priority needs of
middle managers in this area?

7

Table 61 illustrates the specific areas of significant differences
between the four groups participating in the study.

In this Table all

questions in each of the ten component areas of the survey are considered.

TABLE 61

Significant Difference Between Four Groups To
All Questions In Ten Component Areas of Survey
KEY:
MMI - Middle Managers in Industry
POI - Program Directors in Industry
POE - Program Directors in Education
~~ - Middle Managers in Education

I I
11>

~

:I
....
()

0

:I

....
........

g
....
....
0

:I

Significant differences between two or more groups
are identified by the use of the above initials
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0
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0
11>

<
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..,
0
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Question
1.

2.

what extent do you agree this component
should be considered essential to a total
management develotxnent program in your field?

MMI&

POE

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

POE

N

what extent do you agree this component
is critical to the satisfactory performance
of the middle manager in your field?

MMI&

Mr-tl&
MolE

N

N

N

N

N

N

Mr-t!&
POE

N

To

MMI&

To

3. To what extent do you agree the middle
manager in your field is included in the
identification of areas of content that
will be included in your organization's
management development program?
4.

Key:

what extent do you agree that management
development programs in your organization
meet priority needs of middle managers in
this area?

POE

POE&

Mr-t!&

POI
POE
r-ME

nfi&
MME

M-IT&

POE

M-IT&
N

POE

N

N

To

M-IT&
MolE

M-II&
MME

MMI&

l'MI&

IDE

POE

M1E

N

~

N

Significant difference between two or more groups that are identified by below m.unbers:
1. Middle Managers, Industry 2. Program Directors, Industry 3. Program Directors,
Education
2. M1ddle Managers, Education N. No Significant Difference.

N

N

M-IT&

f.ME

POI
IDE

MME

M-IT&

M-IT&

POI

IDI
M-IT& IDE

POI
POE

POE

MME

f.folE
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CQio'J?OOE.'NTS I'KJW

PART OF MANAGio:Mml' DEVELOPMENT PRCX;RAM

The respondents to this study were asked to check either
•yes• or •no• by each of the ten components which were now part of
their organizations's total management development program.

Results

are shown in Table 62.
TABLE 62
Component Inclusion In Management Development
Pr29ram By All Grou12s In Surve:x::

Co!llponent
Management Contribution
Management's Social and
Legal ResponSibility
Business Economics
Support Systems
LeajE·r Behavior
Individual and Group
Behavior
COIIlllUTlication
Management Science
Optimizing Job
Performance
Labor Relations

Middle
Managers
Industry
Yes No

Program
Directors
Industry
Yes
No

Prognm
Directors
Education
Yes
No

Middle
Managers
Education
No
~

15

4

17

6

26

3

20

6

10
10
14
15

9
9

12

5
4

11
12
17
17

18
22
23
26

11
8
7
4

17
18
20
22

6
6
4

14
14
14

5
5
5

16
20
17

6
3
6

26
26
11

3
3
18

20
23
12

4
4
14

13
12

6
7

12
10

10
13

25
23

3
6

18
23

7
3

11

6
6

DESCRIPI'IOO OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENI' PRCXiRAMS
Respondents were asked to check those areas which best describe
their management development program and those areas which were true
of their management development program.
Tables 63 and 64 record these responses in percentage
form.

9
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OESCRIPI'IOO OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRCGRAM-INDUSTRY
Program Directors
In Industry

Areas Which Best Descit>e
The Management Develo~nt Program

.J!_ _t_

Middle Managers
In Industry

.1!..

_t_

A joint function between your organization
and a related professional organization.

6

30

A joint function between your organization
and a university or college.

6

30

c.

A joint function between your organization
and a consultant.

3

15

D•

A joint function between your organization and a related organization.

0

0

E.

A joint function·between your organization and a state or federal agency.

0

0

18

90

A•
1

•04

8

34

6

26

2

•08

0

0

18

78

F.

An

6

26

G.

Field experience or internship.

6

30

4

17

H.

Independent or small group study.

0

0

12

52

I.

Special Assignment/special projects.

6

30

7

30

J.

Job rotation.

15

75

13

56

K.

Management meetings.

18

90

10

43

L•

Individualized programs.

16

80

1

•04

M.

Other.

3

15

.J!_

_t_

9

45

B.

in-house function.

Areas True of Organizations
Management Deve!o~nt Programs
N

_t_
A.

10

43

'lbe management development program is
realistically planned because it is geared
to the organization's present situation and
future needs.

-166Table 63 Con't.
_!..

N

program has the
full cooperation of top management.

'

12

60

OJr management devel~nt program is distinct from other training programs.

6

30

39

D. The management development program instills
the overall management viewpoint in its
managers.

6

30

60

E. The management development program broadens
the managers for their own jobs as well as
for their future advancement.

14

70

4

20

16

80

'

u

47

8

34

9

14

B. 'fue management

c.

devel~nt

F. The results of the management developnent
9

39

11

47

pcogram are appraised realistically and
regularly.

G. 'fue management development program is a
continuing one.
TABLE 64
DESCRIPI'ICN OF

~

DEVEIDl'MEN'l'

PRO::;RAM -

EDUCIITIOO

Areas Which Best Describe
Program Directors
The Management Develooent Program
In Education
_!!_

...!..

u

36

4

13

7

23

5

16

Middle Managers
In Education

.JL

...!..

8

28

and a university or college.

4

14

c.

A joint function between your organization
and a consultant.

8

28

D.

A joint function between your organization
and a related organization.

9

32

A. A joint function between-your organization
and a related professional organization.

B. A joint function between your organization
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_!!_

'

5

16

29

96

F.

An in-house function.

5

16

G.

11

36

B.

16

53

I. Special assigJillent/special

4

13

J.

24

80

12

40

1

• 03

N

_L

8

28

23

82

Field experience or internship.

9

32

Independent or snall group S*..udy.

6

21

15

53

5

17

K. Management meetings.

22

78

L• Individualized programs.

16

57

1

.03

E. A joint function between yaz organization
and a state or federal ager;cy.

~jects.

Job rotation.

M. Other.
Areas True of Organizat.i=
Management Developnent Proqram

.JL

_!_

.JL

'

19

67

21

75

8

28

8

28

11

39

A. The managerrent developrrer1t §lro9ram is
19

63

20

66

5

16

realistically planned bec=se it is
geared to the organizatioo"s present
situation and future ~

B. 'lbe management developne::tt program

has

the full cooperation of t:c;v management.

c.

~r managerent developrrer1t program is
distinct from other tra~~ programs.

D. 'lbe manageamt developnertt program instills
the ove::all management
14

46

vi~int

in its

manag~rs.

E. 'lbe ma:>a9'".sent developmer:lt progra:n
18

60

broadens the managers for tb.eir own jobs
as well as for their future advance;nent.
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Table 64 Con't.
_!L

_!_
F.

9

30

24

80

G.

.J!_

_!_

The results of the management development
program are appraised realistically and
regularly.

10

35

The management development program is a
continuing one.

17

60

l

CHAPI'ER V
ANALYSIS, a:>NCLUSIOOS AND RECOOMENDATIONS

'Itlis chapter will present an analysis of the data found in
Chapter V.

'Itle analysis of data will center upon the six focus points

of the study.

The focus points are:

1.

Identification and description of management development
programs.

2.

Ranking of competencies found in management development
programs.

3.

Investigation of components considered essential to a total
management development program.

4.

Investigation of components critical to the satisfactory
performance of the middle manager.

5. Determination of extent middle managers are involved in
identification of areas of content to be included in management
development programs.
6.

Determination of extent management development programs meet
the needs of middle managers.

'lhe analysis of data will include statistical information from

the questionnaire, information from taped interviews with pcograrn
directors and middle managers in industry and education, and written
and unwritten data which would describe courses, content or policy

related to program formation.
Analysis of Data
Identification and Description of
Management Development Programs
No respondents in returning their survey instrument included any

any supporting data which could be considered course content policy or
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-17oother descriptive

rr~terial.

In the interview situation some materials

of a general nature were presented by both program directors in
education and industry.

In no case did the middle manager of either

group submit written information which would describe the organization's
management development policy or management development program.
There was a vagueness of response on the part of both industry
and educational middle managers and program directors in attempting to
determine if policy guidelines were written and available to middle
managers.
Approximately one-half of the program directors said there were
none, but that there were guidelines of a general nature.
was a board policy or a company guideline viewed.

In no case

Yet, eighteen

people, both middle managers and program directors, noted that policy
could and would be subject to revision.

The policy revision was

handled through: directions; memos; policy change; or administration
and/or board decisions.

In all cases there were no firm time lines

spelled out for policy review.

General responses

to

policy revision could occur could be categorized as:

indicate when
as the need

arises; as necessary; constantly; often yearly or quarterly reviewed.
Respondents from education noted that if change was necessary it
would be a cooperative effort between such combinations as:

adminis-

trators; administrators and staff; or by those involved based on
feedback from those affected.

In one case an unnamed outside agency

rI
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Corrunittees of

managers could, in two cases involving school districts, submit
revision proposals.
'lbe majority of those interviewed agreed that policy guidelines
should be written.

However, four middle managers in industry and one

middle manager in education did not know or wish to state the process
that this may take.

Program directors in education and industry were

for involvement of those responsible and affected

by

training in the

development of written guidelines.
All middle managers and program directors were of the opinion
that policies were generally flexible enough to provide for training
needs.

The impression was left that vague and flexible.were synonomous.

The description of program evolvement again was general in
nature, but six general categories were identified to describe program
evolvement.

These were: develotxnent of what is here1 evolvement

based on needs (catagorical/as need arises)l development from informal

to formal1 development accomplished through additions by the training

director1 development based on objectives1 and development based on
personal growth and personal need.
From the amount of specific programs described, the number of
available guidelines available or from the description of the process
involved to revise programs it is not clear as to

how

reported large

sums of money were actually being spent on managerial development.

r
I
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reported that over six

million dollars was spent on industrial
management development programs in the United States. 137 The
h~dced

educational monetary level of commitment is viewed in relationship to
the number and scope of content of the variety of educational management development offerings in the United States. This level of
cormdtment is reflected in the report of the UCFA-Atlanta Project
138
which grew from those concerns of urban school leaders.
and from
the 1973 proposed

u.s.

Office of Education budget outlay of over six

billion dollars for instructional materials and programs benefiting
educational systems, government units, military groups and private
corporations. 139
Three program directors in industry and one in education suggested
strongly that the key to the organization's success was a "good boss•
or a "good leader." A middle manager's adequate training is essential
since they are instrumental in the success of those under them.
137 Rolf P. Lynton and Udai Pareek, Training For Development,
(Harewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irvin and the Dorsey Press,
1967), p. 7.
138 Jack A. Culbertson, Curtis Henson and Ruel Morrison, Performance Objectives For School Principals: Concepts ~Instru
ments (Berkeley, calif.: McCutchan Publishing Corp., 1974), pp.
1-15.
139 Irwin L. Goldstein, Training: Program DeveloHfient And Evaluation (Monterey, calif.: Brooks-cole Publishing·co., 1974), p.

r.-
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1evels of training; or training for which a man is ready.

Educational

program directors and middle managers saw development as growth or
•better understanding of a problem."
What was not stated reflected on the success of the program.
Middle managers in neither group identified the leadership as being
inStrumental in the success of the management development program.
1he development of managers is one responsibility of those

considered to be a manager's immediate superior.

Industrial middle

managers hinted at this since determining ability to solve problems
and determinin:J when a man is capable of movin:J to new levels of

trainil"'3 is based on the skill and perception of another person.
Direction of the organization's future growth and expansion of
the management development program can be best summarized by statements

of those interviewed.

The quotes could be generalized to the extent

that they incorporate less than direct statements.

Quotations are:

"We think of programs in terms of how to develop people;• "We think of

programs based on organizational change;• "Our program is goi1"13 to be
based mre on problem solving, assessment, climate and procedures;•

•Programs will be based on people not nuts and bolts issues;" and "Our
program will be the same.

It will be based on C0111!1lJnication, feedback

and identification of needs. •

Two people from industry and one from

education at the middle management level did not see any change of

1

-174significance taking place soon.

Industry people often spoke of

different programs for different managers based on their individual
needs and goals.

Job orientation often dictated course content.

In no case did any person interviewed exclusively associate
personal future growth and expansion with horizontal growth.

'lbere

was some indication of this as industrial managers spoke of diversified
programs based on needs or job content.
One implication is that organizationally it is healthy to recognize

that people have capacity to grow on the job, and that a person does
not have to •move up• to grow.
Flori

40

'Ibis concept of growth is seen by

to be sound since the management developrrent process can

function effectively even thOugh there is no •payoff• in vertical
advancement.
Besponses reflected that general areas of growth would contain:
analysis of

personnel~

review of policy programs arrl procedures to

.illp[ove management potential; develot:ment of COlllll.lllication skills;
developrrent of special areas of skill or coqJetency and reviewing of
program methodology.
Management development programs were considered successful by
those responsible for their development and by the middle manager.
Middle managers in industry, on two occasions, considered the programs
only moderately successful.
14

° Flory, Op. Cit., p. 181.

'lbree middle managers in education looked

-175to success if there were adequate structure and adequate funding to

meet

needs.

A difference in viewpoint of the middle managers was perceived.
The middle managers in education were more concerned with costs
of the management developrent program.

Educational middle managers

contended that if there were no programs available because of lack of

funds there could be no measure of success.

did not share this cost concern.

Industrial middle managers

Baldridge and oeal141 viewed the

risks that the school administrator must take as those which will
allow him to institute programs that will survive in the organization's
environment. 'lhe administrator must view politics and costs as almost
inseparable. Many educational plans fail since they do not take into
aocoont all costs

to

facilitate the plan.

Politically, educators

utilize persomel, skill and sources of talent available.

Utilization

may indicate that educators are not alienating colleagues and at the

same time cutting costs.
All those interviewed had a general theme for Success that
included:

development by our own people based on individual/organiza-

tional needs; people orientated; utilization of a team awroach; and
security based on leadership and solving problems/needs of those
involved.
141 Victor J. Baldridge and Terrence E. Deal, eds., Managing Change

In Educational Organizations (Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Publishing
Corp., 1975), pp. 291-292.

r
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Summary:

Tables 63 and 64, pages 165-168, Chapter IV, illustrate some
agreement and comrronalty between the four groups involved in this
studY·

Generally:

programs were realistically planned to ueet needs

of the organization; the management development program has full
eooperation of tot> management; the management development program
inStills a management viewpoint; the manager is broadened for his job
as well as future jobs; and that the management program is a continuing
one.

None of the groups exhibited a great deal of confidence in

evaluation of programs when asked if the program is appraised realistically and regularly.

Middle managers in education indicate they are

not trained for their present or future jobs as are the middle managers
in industry.

There tends to be an inability in any group to consider

the management training program as distinct from others.
Sane training programs were just that.

Training was training.

It may not have been considered management development.

All groups

agree that management development is an in-house function.
reflect special

assig~nt

or projects.

Programs

Programs could meet individual

needs.
Even though there were responses in the category of •other• no
specific example was given to reflect thinking of those responding in
this way.
A greater attention to details of specific policy and guidelines

-177would have been valuable in focusing on specific programs and directions
management development programs may take in the future.
There was reluctance or inability of both program directors or
middle managers in both groups to put forth programs for perusal.
Are actual programs or policy available? Discussion indicated
that programs and policy are available.

A person may have to be part

of or closer to the organization to have access to this program and
policy information.
Those involved in the interviews referred to policy in their
conversation.
be

It was suggested that policy revision could/would

made. 'lherefore, it must be a revision of something, if even a

philosophy or some unwritten policy, that is incorporated into the
thinking of those involved.
Data from tapes indicated that both middle managers and program

directors in industry and education had input for change and revision.
In this context of generality and vagueness came the conclusion
that policy was flexible to provide for training needs. The impression
was left that if a need arose it would be met.
'1he

direction that policy and/or management development was to

take in the future could be described as sound. Corranents of all
groups reflected knowledge of their field.

Problem solving and

personal development were key concerns. A positive attitude was
evidenced in the interview situation towards direction and ability of
programs to meet current needs.

-178It was more difficult for a program director or middle manager in
industry to be less able to relate to the total scope of program(s)
available due to size and complexity of the organization.
Seldom, in the four groups, was there any in-depth discussion
that pcoject the idea that management training programs were designed
to meet specific goals or objectives.
concrete needs assessment.

There was no evidence of a

This needs assessment and goal setting

would be necessary to thP. design of a management training program.
All groups considered, there was a note of concern for subject
matter, skill development and the manager himself.

As the

interviews

indicated, the program's were designed so that the manager met success
at attaining skills, mastering subject matter and in achieving a
better understanding of his ability to understand his own actions and
motivations.
Results of the survey indicate that there are a number of management developnent programs in operation in both industry and education.
Results to the question, for each of the ten components, "Is this area
now part of your total management program?" were shown in Table 62,
Chapter IV and are reproduced on page 179.
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Component Inclusion In Management Development
Pr~ram Bl All GrouEs In Survel

Ca:lponent
Management Contribution
Kanagement' s SOcial and
Legal Responsibility
BuSiness Economics
S~rt Systems
Leader Behavior
Individual and Group
Behavior
Camulication
Management Science
Optimizing Job
Perfonnance
LabOr: Relations

Kiddie
Managers
Industry
Yes No

Program
Directors
Industry
Yes
No

Program
Directors
Education
Yes
No

Middle
Managers
Education
Yes
No

15

4

17

6

26

3

20

10
10
14
15

9

11
12
17
17

12

18
22
23
26

11
8
7

17

9

9

18
20

6
6

4

22

4

26
26

20

4

23

12

4
14

18
23

7
3

5
4

11

6
6

14
14
14

5
5
5

16
20
17

6
3
6

11

3
3
18

13

6
7

12
10

10
13

25
23

3
6

12

'l'be areas generally ranked highest by the four groups were

leader behavior, individual and group behavior, and communication.
These also were those areas in which many of the programs are in

existence. Areas generally ranked lowest by the four were labor
relations and management's social and legal responsibilities.
t1110

areas contained fewest programs.

'lllese

(Tables 1 throught 4, Chapter

IV. pages 94-95. )

Eoth groups in education consider they have 100re programs in
operation than do both groups in industry.
It was not clear from this study what-constitutes a program.
Results of the interview show those groups in education loosely

6
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oefined programs and thus would consider themselves to have many
~ement

develoPQent programs in operation.

Based on the resronse of all thOse interviewed from educaiton, an

imPlication may be that both those resronsible for the development of
~ement

training programs and those participating in these programs

are more interested in conducting and attending programs than in
assessing needs and formulating sound programs.
Middle managers have a resronsibility to assist in determining
pcogre~~~

needs.

'llle program directors and the middle managers in

education may base this assessment about organizational analysis, task

analysis and personnel analysis.
ProgrCIII definition and function may be facilitated and/or
strengthened.
At no time was there an actual indication of the numbers of people
in attendance in any particular

pcogre~~~

during a specific time period.

An Observation was that a program may be carried by title only.

Generally, there was no

~rent

follow-through evaluation

resulting from individual attendance at management developrent
prograns.

Superintendents did indicate that they may require a

principal's attendance.

'lllis lack of follow-through or as in

industry of total knowledge of who attends management development
programs could reflect a negative value to the educational middle
~~anager

who may question the value of the management development

-181peograms offered by his district.
into focus.

'1\olo a:lded dimensions were brought

One, the size of the educational organization allowed the

peograrn director to realize the number of people in attendance
·at in-service programs at any given time.

A person who could be

considered the superior could send out "signals" that are clear in
IJI?<Iling.

In education the signal was sent by the program director who

wss in most instances, the "ultimate• superior. second, educational
program directors saw their team as one that takes part in management
deVelopment.

CNer a given period of time those in education avoided

uaining only the "pranotable" manager.
Only in the area of management science did industry offer more
programs than did education.
Ranking of Competencies Found In
Developnent Programs

~ement

Four groups involved in the study preferred similar components
considered critical to the management development program.
coefficient of concordance indicated agreement among groups.

Kendall's
These

CQDPOnents were cannunication, lea:ler behavior, individual and group
behavior, and management contribution.

(See

Tables 1-4, Chapter IV,

pages 94-95.)

Similarly, the four groups involved in this study saw labor
relations, management's social and legal responsibilities, management
science, and business economics as being less necessary to the total
management development program.

-182Nineteen members of the total group interviewed viewed communication
as being a critical component necessary to be a successful manager.
Sixteen members of the total group indicated that leadership course
work was an essential competency that should be refined in management
deVelopment programs.

There was no indication in the interview process why

there were differences between program directors in industry and education.
in attendance in any particular program during a specific time period.
An observation was that a program may be carried by title only.
The four groups involved in the study identified those areas

which viewed management development as a

means

to develop the leadership

function as opposed to the concept that development improves basic task
efficiency.
'1\lose interviewed said that the ranking of the components was
difficult.

•They are all

~rtant•

or •it is difficult to choose

a100ng equals• could reflect the point of view that of the many courses
offered, each could be of value to an organization for specific reasons.
The wide variety of courses offered and the difficulty in ranking

could suggest that while offerings vary widely the importance of
gaining knowledge through management development was critical.
In their ranking of the competencies, no person interviewed could

identify when their choice of a top ranked component was made part
of the total management development program.

Being unable to identify

Wen a component became part of a program may be attributed to the

fluid movement of the managers at any level in and out of the organization.

Difficulty in determining when a component became part of a

-183program may also be a low priorty item as to accomplishing work
required by the job.

There were hints that "it changes year to year,"

or that "it depends on program emphasis." Those interviewed gave the
general impression that these top ranked components such as communication have been and will continue to be valuable since concrete tasks

can be tangent while communication

and

other skills must be developed.

TWenty-one of the twenty-eight interviewed indicated that program
administrators and middle managers participated in the prOcess that
would allow them to rank ccmpetencies found in the management development program.

Four middle managers in education did not identify with

the process of ccmfOnent evaluation.

Three middle managers in industry

shared this viewpoint.

All interviewed, with exception of those seven middle managers
noted, held the opinion that both top and middle managers participated
in the ccmfOnent evaluatio.n process.

Program directors in both groups

were seen to have final resfOnsibility and authority to change the
~ement

development program.

The resfOnsibility to change the

~ement

development program falling to the program director is in

concurrence with statements of Lynton and Parteek.
state that training involves three groups.

These writings

These groups are the

organization, the participant and the training institutions, Lynton
Pareek favor involvement of superiors in management development
142
program decisions.
and

142 Lynton and Pareek, Op. Cit., pp. 6-24.
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The process of ranking components

normally took place during a face to face evaluation and/or interview.
Informal communication in the form of a memo to the "boss• or director
suggested a process.

The process involving informal communication was

noted when, of the total group, seventeen program directors and eight
middle managers viewed this in the interview as being an effective

way to give opinions or to make suggestions relative to nature and
c:ootent of the program.
Evaluating the interviews, the participation of the middle
managers in the component evaluation could have illustrated that
program directors did receive input regarding management development
pcograms.

While program directors did exercise final responsibility

the drawbacks associated with one person determining what was •good

for all• was avoided.

CommUnication indicated that the learner

accepted some responsibility for design of the program.

This collec-

tion of information could influence the nature and content of the
pr:ograms.
Another implication is that communication did take place.
Management development does depend upon a sound superior subordinate
relationship.

The exchange of ideas, the development of stable

attitudes and the ability to deal with the uniqueness of individuals
sterrning fran the informal communication may lead to a sound program.
The ranking of competencies was done by all groups at least once
per year.

Educators placed emphasis on S\JII'arer evaluation and planning.

-185Eight program directors in industry did evaluation and ranking on
a semi-annual basis.

The remaining group responses ranged froo "ad

hOC" to •any time at all."

In four cases, program direcctors in

education said they ranked competencies "as needed. •
Program directors in education and industry saw an opportunity
for all middle managers to participate in the top ranked component
program in their organization.

TWo middle managers in industry

indicated that all managers could but there is a need factor involved
in participation.

Industry program directors on two occasions noted

that •senior staff middle management does not take part in all reetings. •

It is assumed that the interviewee was referring to another

level of middle management.
management was not done.

Probing of this unfamiliar area of

Awareness of this being taped was not

recognized at the time of the interview.
The percentages varied as to how many middle managers participated in ranking of components, but it was seen as high by all those

interviewed.

There was no change seen in the nurrber participating or

in any percentage participating in the future.

The SU!Iiler ax>nths did

provide a time period free from school year distractions in which
evaluation could take place.

Industry did put greater eqphasis on

JIX>re formal time arrangements to accomplish this evaluation.
There was a recognition that growth is a long term process.
There was no evidence of the type of thinking to indicate management
development is dominated by great preoccupations with one's self or

r
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An implication for training is that there were less "older"
attitudeS prevailing that would make management developrent difficult
~

persormel could not deal with issues or content in a flexible

an:1 open manner.
1he number of participating opened the way for the variety of

opinions in which the organizations could view their management
oevelopment programs realistically.
1be size of the organization affected the nature of the response

of industrY program directors

and industry middle managers.

In iOOustry managers personally knew only thOse in their immedi-

ate area.

Directors in industry had limited knowledge of extent of

personal participation.

'ltley did know selected persormel.

Program

directors and middle managers in education were members of an organization snall enough to recognize and know each other.
included in ranking and evaluation.

Most would be

'ltlis factor was not evident in

irdUStry.
"No, probably not, don't know, not really,• and •1 doubt it,•

were Sl.imlary answers that illustrated that all but one middle manager

am

one ptogram director in education recognized that components do

not remain static.

•The needs of many people are critical to opera-

tion of this business- from the top down!" illustrated to some extent
a calC'ern for personnel.
01 all groups interviewed replacement of conponents on any list

-187•t any time were seen to be caused by:
~ers;

social change; needs of

supplication of needs and knowledge; needs of subordinate

staff; demarrls or changes in job structure; needs of the organization;

.tnd expectations of those with

whom you are responsible.

Realization

that COIIi'Onents could be replaced reflects a concept of growth.
~~teas

'lbe

noted by the groups interviewed illustrated that management

deVelopment affects and is affected by a myriad of factors.
!_eetion 5Uillllai'Y
'lbe evaluatim of conponents critical to a management development

program does take place.

Based on all interviews this evaluation

seemed rore informal than formal.
'lbere was agreement aiOOng all groups as to which COI!p)nents
were considered critical to the total management develqxrent pcogr;w.
'lbere was agreement am:>ng all groups as to which COI!p)nents were
considered to be less critical to the total management develqaent
program.

All groups were in agreement on those <Xlllp)nents considered

critical ard less than critical to the total man.:3eJDent develqaent
progrcn.
Personal consideration of the components in the study were given
by those participating in this study.

'lbere was a high degree of

degree of agreement 500ng all groups that COI!IIllllication was a mst
critical coaponent to include in a

manag~nt

development program.

'lhere were a few differences in attitudes, as perceived by the
interview process, regarding the value of the carponents to the
total program. or the reasons given as to why COI!p)nents change, or
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need to be reevaluated.
Educators did reflect a summer preference to do the above tasks
while industry persomel viewed the tasks as something that had to be
comPleted at their industry's time table.

Size of organization had

bearing on the aroount and nature of personal involvement.

Interviews

indicated that the groups viewed themselves as competent.

Groups were

concerned with refi.neuent of skills and

~iring

new knowledge.

Philosophy was part of tne ca:petency content consideration as it
related to personal, organizational or subordinate needs.
Investigation Of Caxq;;onents Considered
Essential To A Total Kanagetent
Developnent Program
'1'0 the guestion, "To what extent do you agree this COI!q)Onent should
be considered essential to a total management development progr an in

your field?• there were

two significant differences.

'lbese were in the

areas of Marlagement Contribution and ()ptililizing Job Performance.

In

both cases, the middle manager in industry did not agree with the
progran director in education.

(see

Tables Fifty-nine, Sixty and

Sixty-one, pages 161, 162, 163, Chapter Four.

Middle managers and

pcogran directors in edu.:ation viewed these two areas as being more
essential to a total JDana9E5i1ef1t developnent than did those groups fran
imustry.

Application of the traditional

~incipals

of management has

been part of the industrial scene longer than it has been in education.
Formulation of job descriptions and camunicating m:>re formal job
expectations is a relatively new phenomenon in education.

'lbere has

-189been progress shown as universities are incorporating management
concepts into preparatory programs.

r:uring the latter part of this

decade an array of forces affected the school and university systems.
Pressure from urban administrators was one factor that allowed manage143
ment concepts to be allowed into university programs.
One possibility is that education in view of Culbertson's remarks

related applying knowledge and technique in the interview which have
been part of management's traditional training and structure.
'!he responses, borne out in the interviews and in the survey
instrument, to be trost essential to a total management program were:
leader behavior; individual and group behavior; and communication.
(See Tables Twenty-eight,. Thirty-three, and 'lhirty-eight, pages 123,

124, 129, 135, Chapter Four.).
Twenty interviewees noted oommunication in some form such as:
memos, staff meeting, and discussion of d;rf to d;rj problems, as being
essential to the management process.

Closely associated, in seventeen

of these interviews, was leader behavior.

It was difficult at times

to disassociate leadership behavior and individual and group behavior.
Respondents often assumed that •leaders can influence actions of groups. •
Respondents were viewed as those whose leadership was used to
influence groups through the use of action or words indicating praise
or satisfaction.

'!heir positive approach extended to the interview

since there was an attenpt to make the interviews canfortable in the
interview process.
143 Culbertson, etal., Op. Cit., pp. 1-3.
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Another observation was, that of

b~se

interviewed, one theme

evident throughout was the capacity of both middle managers and
program directors in all groups to be able to deal with situations and
personalities.

Illustrations used to reinforce a point of view

reflected an ability to utilize a person's or a situation's strength
or weakness to illustrate the specific point being made at that

time.
One program manager in industry noted business economics and
support systems as being critical to a management program.

No

one in

education considered this in their discussion.
All program directors and middle managers in industry and
education spoke of evaluation, be it evaluation of the manager or
program.

'!heir assumptions were that leaders, as managers, should act

in a managerial manner, and on that basis they will be judged.

'lhe

overtone was that the manager is constantly being evaluated by many
groups. 'Ibis evaluatio~, formal or informal, will influence his
behavior or success.

Emphasis was that the manager deals with a "need

and people oriented problem."

Labor relations, as a topic, was only mentioned by one middle
manager and one program director in industry.

-we don't concern

ourselves with that, there is a legal staff that takes care of all
negotiations" was the response of one program director in industry.
'!hose in education, while not noting labor relations directly as
a topic, alluded to this area in the interview.

Four middle managers

-191in education noted such things as, "labor problems can often be
settled quickly if the principal is a good manager• or •communication
is critical when you sit in on negotiations or deal with a grievance.•
Educators noted above, viewed "bargaining" being positively
effected by improved communication, leadership and knowledge of
individual and group behavior.
TWO implications stem from educational middle manager's concern
regarding labor relations.

First, the middle manager has been newly

placed in the front line of responsibility of dealing with union
employees.

The management in industry is more accustomed to handling

this responsibility.

Industrial organizations have hcd experience in

setting up machinery and departments to deal with union related
problems.

Second, the responses of the middle manager in education

were not sophisticated.

Through experience and participation in

current training activities this sophistication could develop.

The

humanistic approach will need to be tenpered to deal with .the scope
of problems presented by professional and white collar unionism that
will affect the middle manager in education.
0/erall, those interviewed saw the inclusion of aforementioned
leading components in terms of growth, additional knowledge taught
to the manager, review of what he already knew to be used in a prac-

tical way on the job, or in terms of helping develop another person's
abilities or skills.
three program directors in education related that the organization would benefit by managers trained in critical areas they
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cansider important. One superintendent related, "growth of his
district would take place if good people become better."
TWO middle managers in education invisional training as "making
their job more interesting.•
'lbe major concepts that all of those interviewed would wish

to be mcluded in manage~rent development programs could be sUIMled into
twO areas:

formal management skills and problem solving techniques

afd/or experience. Of these two, there was more interest

exp-~c:sed

in

problem solving, games group ski.L. techniques, or discussion of
specific leader behavior as related to solving personnel problems.
One

iOOustrial manager stated, "I want a

how

to do it approach for my

new managers and I want leadership from the others.•

All groups interviewed cited similar training goals and techniques
of training.

From these interviews a conclusion may be advanced that

sound methods and approaches to train managers is sought.

Both

educators and industrial managers are subjected to similar techniques
in classes, seminars, or other training sessions.

~ile

there is

information dissemination skills provided there is also that type of
training provided which could allow the middle managers to develop
skills related to handling problems on a here and now basis.
All middle managers and program directors from industry and
education were of the opinion they worked together to determine what
is in the program and whether it will remain.

'!hey also agreed that

both groups evaluated together to make these decisions.

-193'lbree program directors in iooustry noted that managers, at

all

levels, attend management training progams.
Program directors in education spoke of programs for others.

Inclusion of the superintendent took place on a basis of his availability, interest, or coincidence.

Coincidence here is defir.ed as

being part of a group where there happens to be a meeting or in-service.
overall, superintendents did not avail themselves of •in-service
programs.•

No presidents of industrial organizations were interviewed

to be able to determine if the same thing would be true of their
participation.

Organizational structure is different and criticism of

the superintendent should not be ilrplied.

Hc'..-:-.:er, the superintendent

is more visible in a small organization and nis inaction is noted more
readily.
Qle

illplication is that the superintendent, unlike a top level

manager in industry, has knowledge of the field.

He cannot be excused

from attendance because the meeting topic is not his specialty.

'lbe

participation of the superintendent may insure that future programs
would contain concepts valuable to both the manager and the organization.
Bis input and evaluation would be valuable.
the leadership person in the district.
with his leadership.

He should be viewed as

Middle managers coold identify

For exarrq>le, if the management training centered

about decision making, he could be looked to as a decision maker.
participation in the teaching learning process may be valuable.
'lbere was virtually no difference in the types of responses

His

-194from industry and education when reasons for working together were
given. Basically, mutual trust and confidence were built when cooperation took place.

'Ihose interviewed eXpressed responsibility to the

organization and to themselves to de a good job.

Middle managers

expressed an interest in •policy making• when this cooperation took
place.
1be process by which directors and middle managers worked together

to determine content of the programs and whether content will remain

and the related evaluation did not vary in the groups involved in this
study.

According to nine program directors in industry and seven

program directors in education the process was formal.

Middle managers

in education and industry did not vary greatly in this appraisal.

Eleven middle managers in education and six middle managers in industry
viewed the process as formal.

'Ihe formal process was defined by both

groups as a face to face meeting or written communication in which
c:cntent was described or in which rE!CO!l1lleildations were made.

Program

directors in education usually placed evaluation on the agenda.
1be use of formal or informal could be questioned.

implied could not always be proven since written

\oalat was

evaluation~

were not

available. Greater doc:u!oontation would have assisted the formal
versus informal definition.
Examination of this documentation could have provided criteria
upon which program decisions were made.

'Ibis documentation may have

also provided a basis for change resulting in program spin-off

o~

-195aW'oach variations.

Doct&entation may have pr:O'Iided a basis to

illustrate which factors are involved in value no value judgment.
'l1'le realistic outcaDes or false expectations of programs resulting

from correlation of efforts of pcogram directors and middle managers
IJa'/ haVe pcO'Iided insight into pcogram evolution.

cne

pcogra~~

director in irdustry

\laS

of the opinion, •Push

_,a.y, keep them on their own ani force them to make their own decisions. •
1'bis attitude was

not

a general one of any :oLOCJP.

reasons for this attitude.

'lbere could be many

Some may be lecdership style, an.;er,

frustrations cc reflection of an attitude found more often in industry

than in education. I t wuld be difficult to determine reasons based

on data available.
tibile industrial cciented peq>le spoke of loyalty, decision
..akif¥3, pcoblea solving at a mnagement level, or ability to handle
pcoblems and need to request assistance i f necessary, educators spoke
of active participation, 9ICK4' decisions, hands on activity and
talkir¥3 it over.
'lbe vocabulary to describe differences was evident.

'Ibis

difference, in part, .ay stea fran dissimilarity in training, back-

ground, and problems faced.

In education there appeared to be greater

personal knowledge of the peq>le directly involved in a given situation.
Irdustry reflected frta a variety of different management areas and
problems. 'lbe size of the ocganization led to more i.rrp!rsonal observation enS reflection.

lbieYer. industrial middle managers knew personnel

in their illlllediate area.

-196The response to description of changes to provide for continual
effectiveness of cOilp)nents for manager training was disawointing.
Generally, the answer was, •the same as usual•, or •no change at
this time,• or •our system works good as it is. •
Program directors in industry did on three occasions note that
job reviews, job descriptions, or review by the vice president (in
this case - training officer) will take place.

not aware of

~es

Middle managers were

to provide for continual effectiveness of corrponents

tor ma11c1ger training.
Program directors in education saw greater participation by
total staff and greater participation of the administrative group

to determine direction.

Ole middle manager in education viewed the

change to provide continued effectiveness as, •reading more critically.•
In education middle managers were not aware of a change in process to

provide continual effectiveness of conponents for manager training.
Section Stmrnary
OVerall, there was more agreement than disagreement among the
groups involved in the study.
were similar.

The conponents of concern to each group

Significant difference was between middle managers in

industry and program directors in education in the component areas of
management contribution and optimizing job performance.

'Ihe most

essential Components were leader behavior, individual and group
behavior, individual and group behavior and cormunication.
Labor relations was more critical to both groups in education
than to both groups in industry.

-197Both groups of middle managers viewed inclusions of lea<Hrg
conp:>nents in the management developnent programs to provide for
growth, additional knowledge, or for· review of that which he already

knew·
Middle managers in industry appeared to be more independent in
their responses to problems.

Middle managers in education viewed

their responses to problems in terms of a group.

'ltlere appeared to be

a closer middle manager role relationship with the program director,

in most cases at the superintendency level.

While they take independent

action they can receive support fran the •top• as a back up.

The groups involved in the study saw inclusion of certain components
in their Jll<1M9ement training as helpful in teachirg that knowledge
which would be essential to the manager's growth.

All groups looked

for additional, fresh ideas to make them rore productive.

'ltlere was

little to support the idea that the organization is capable of

ass~sting

the manager, or of providirg organizational resoures to the middle
manager to carry out specific tasks.

All groups viewed the process to

determine or evaluate course content to be a formal process.
Investigation of Components Critical To 'ltle
Satisfactory Performance· of The Middle Manager
To the question,

~

what extent do you agree this component

is critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle manager in
your field?• there were significant differences.

'ltlese were in the

areas of Management Contributions, Management's Social and Legal
Responsibility, and Optimizing Job Performance.

In two cases the
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managers in industry did not agree with the program director in

education.

In the other case, Management's Social and Legal Responsi-

bility, the middle managers in industry and education did not agree.
(See Tables Fifty-nine, Sixty, Sixty-one, pages 161, 162, 163, Chapter
rour).
OVerall agreement by the four groups involved in the study
were greatest in the areas of support systems, leader behavior,
individual and group behavior and COIIUlllllication.

{See Tables 'IWenty-

four, 'IWenty-nine, Thirty-four and Thirty-nine, pages 119, 125, 131,
137, Chapter Four).
With one minor exception, this agreement was evidenced in the
interviews.

The exception was that seven middle managers in education

discussed the fact that labor relations is a critical component to
their satisfactory performance.

alsO

COmments relative to labor relations

were pertinent to optimizing job performance.
There is a correlation between focus point C and D of the survey

instrument in that COIIUlllllication, leader behavior, and individual and
group behavior were considered critical to both satisfactory performance
of the middle manager and as components necessary in a total management
development program.
Qle. component, managements social and legal responsibility, was

considered by both groups in education to be oore critical to the
satisfactory performance of the middle manager than it was by either
reporting group in industry.

-199Results from the survey instrument and interviews would indicate
that both groups in education are more aware of social change and its
ramifications than are both groups in industry.
It may be possible that educators are more directly affected by
reverberations of forces such as racial polarization, group pressures,
social issues, student and parent unrest or those many other things
which brin;J issues caused by social change directly into the educational

unit.
'Ibis is not to say industry is not influenced by these same

social forces.

Davis144 summarizes arguments for and against

industry pursuin:J social responsibilities.

Arguments against are:

conflict with the profit goal of business, prohibitive costs of social
involvement, lack of skills to solve social problems, weakening of
economics productivity, lack of broad support, lack of accountability
of management in social areas and the fact that business already has
enough social power.

'lbe arguments for are:

long-range self interest

and viability of business, avoidance of government regulations,
stockholder interest, resources to solve problems are at the business
level, strenghtening of public image and assUIIPtion of social responsibility can be profitable.
'1be managerial level of involvement does not appear to be at the

individual middle management level.
144

Middle managers are affected by

Keith Davis, "The Case For And Against Business Assumption
Of Social Responsibilities," Acpderny of Management Journal, 16
(June, 1973):

pp. 313-321.

-200what Davis notes, but their involvement, based on the interview
process i.s minimal.
in the survey.

Industrial management concerns were not registered

Based on these two things concern was not evidenced.

FOur middle managers in industry related that what is critical is
defined l:7j the superior or l:7j the "boss".

\lllat is critical is also

that which is appropriate for career advancement.
Five middle managers in education identified the superintendent
or district office personnel as being instrumental ·in deciding what
areas could be considered critical.

No middle managers in education

reflected that career advancement was associated with management
tn-service training.
Based on interview results as reported in the sections:

Investiga-

tions of Components Considered Essential To A Total Management DevelopJII!!nt Program and Ranking Of Competencies Found In Management Development
Programs the concept of extensive involvement of the program director
or immediate superior is again evident.

The drawbacks noted previously

would continue to hold true.
With only one exception l:7j an industrial middle manager, all
interviewed noted that a variety of exposures to different methods and
concepts were provided in the management development programs.
'!bose types of exposures which were stated in the interview

correspond to the results appearing in the survey instrument.

All

groups mentioned management meetings, speakers and/or consultants,

-201problem solving, gaming, and/or simulation techniques as, presented in
the district or industry.

(See Tables Sixty-three and Sixty-four,

pages 165 through 168, Chapter Four).
'!here was agreement between the groups interviewed that teaching
exposures most effective and the degree of carry over to actual job
experience was similar.
Exception to this was that five industrial middle managers
viewed on-the-job training as being effective.

'1he middle managers in

education were not as direct in their wording.

TWo defnitely hinted

at this with statements such as "just getting in there and doing the
job was important to me.

It taught me a lot," or " I learned I didn't

know everything once I got the principalship."
One exposure .~ntioned in three interviews of middle managers

in education was visitation to other buildings or districts.
was no equivalent response from those in industry.
of the organization determined this response.

'!here

Here, the uniqueness

Industrial inter and/or

intra visitation is a reality.
Other exposures noted in the interviews were:

case studies,

small group discussions, course work, decision making techniques,
speakers, films and seminars.
~

carry-over was seen by middle managers in both industry

and education to be most effective when "something practical" was

taught.

Educational middle managers related that the carry-over was

-202great when they were •face to face• with teachers and they felt they
could solve the problem at harrl.

'JI,o

program administrators ir.

i,ndustry related to the •personal approach• as a way to solve problE!IlS.
Middle managers in inciustry did not resp:>rd in such a way as to
indicate that their concerns were tilat personal.

~i.r

effectiveness

was seen in terms of pcoblem solvillg. '!bey did mention people, but
direct feelings were not perceived.

For exan:ple, one middle manager

in industry related how he could help "his sales force solve problems. •
Results from the interview and the questionnaire i.OOicated that a
wide variety of instructional awroacbes have been used in management
training prograns.

All grcup; were exposed to similar techniques.

All Jni.ddle managers were seardling for a results in the form Of

practical awroaches, or experience that could be transferred to the
job.

No one interviewed noted that oo mtter 'What exposure is provided,

exposure itself cannot substitute for a well designed management
training program.

It was difficult for any of

the

grcup; interviewed
145

to identify which exposure vas mst effective is suworted by Goldstein

whO identifies numerous studies alli.XIil'l3 to the difficulty of deterndnil'l3

which method was JOOSt effecti'le in trainirlg personnel.
Defining satisfactory performnc:e was seen by all interviewed as
a joint pcocess with the person considered the superior as the final
authority.
145

Goldstein, Op. Cit., pp. 139-182.

-203Those in education saw the definition and review process in a
less formal manner than did those in inClustry.

In nine interviews,

ttx>se in industry suggested fonnal evaluation to determine sati&factory performance.
In five interviews, progrim directors in education said that
people other than middle manogers participated in managenent develotr
ment programs. Usually these were
level.

s~rt

staff at the district office

Ol one occasion the "olltstaooing teachers were selected

beCause they could profit from the

eiC!;Jerience.~

Both middle managers

and program directors in education reElected the concept that there
was a need for direct contact ..,ith others in the system.
Middle managers and progrCITl directors in industry did not note
others, except upper levels of nanc;genent. participating in managenent
training programs.

They lrdi(}ated in their discussion that there were

definite career line and

responsibilit~

reguirenents prior to being

accepted into managenent developnent prQ3ra11s.

It was noted that

"levels as far down as foremi.!lll sllolll.d l:e considered."
suggest more formal progr<W!ls

m

This may

participation requirenents.

It could

also suggest that the organl2:ati.onal design and size influenced
resp>nses.

If teachers coW.d be

eg~Jated

with forenan or if upper

levels of managenent in industr:r coW.d l:e equated with district
office personnel, the differ e11c:es of responses may be senantic.
career line or level of responsi.bi.Lity was not directly noted by
either group in education as

be~

a factor affecting attendance.

'Itle

-2()-4Industry, more than educ.a t ion, in the interv lew process suggested
defined goals of the organiUltion and degrees of progress be specified
tor those who attend

rnanagro~nt

tr aLni~ pr-ograns.

This suggests,

again, the more formal approach to lllancqement development found
in industry vs. that found in edocation.

Ct1 five occasions industry

noted that the personnel directors influen::ed attendance at management
development progr CIIIS.

Six people fran ittlustry at the middle manage-

Jnent level suggested this ard/or the fact tllat their immediate supervisor made participation recommendations.
Neither industry nor edocation SU3<)ested a written policy as a
guideline that would be part of the process of choos lng selected men
for participation in managBilent

develo~t

prograns.

Both program directors and middle managers in education suggested
general guidelines such as. "all are eli(]ible," or "they can do their

own thing as long as needs are met. •
Each of the people irlterv iewcl did rention that placement in
some program 'of management develo}lllent could take place as a result of
evaluation of them as rnana:JUS or as a result of evaluation of their

work.
Sect ion 51.llmlary
There was general agresent as to loohat canponents could be
considered critical to the satisfactory performance of the middle
managers in industry and edocation.
There was significant <li.fference betweEn middle managers in

-:2CJ5-

i,ndustry and program direct<>rs in educatiC>Tl in the areas of management
contribution and opt irn iz itlg job per fonnilflce.
industry and education in the area of

~iddle

na~n~enents

managers in

social and legal

resp;:msibil ity.
There was agreement by all four groups in the area of support
systems, leader behavior, lndi'TidiJal and group behavior and COOlIJII,IIliCation.

Labor relations renained critical to the middle manager

in education.
Those components that are

usuall~

decision made by a specific person.

considered critical is a

'ltlis (:Erson was the one who set

the goals or expectations for the person cn;jjc;r <>rqanization.
end program directors set organ i2at ioN]

~liS

To this

istency as a pattern to

be followed.

'lte influence of the progrcrn d ir~t<>rs <1Ver the program was
evident and corresporded to s irn il.ar CJtVolve:tent noted in other sections of this study.
Both educational gr<>ups in te rv Le\ole'd related a need for knowledge

of how to get things accropl is~.
problem solving techniques

S\1<:11

as:

n.e Jo»vledc)e focused about
a~pproaches

about blrlgeting methods and pre>cedllresr

00.,

to scheduling: facts

to improve appearance of

grounds or how to handle specLElc task;s such as procedures to discuss
personnel. All groups

sta~ted iiiTl

interest in a 11ariety of methods or

approaches to management de'Telopnent t:rainirg.
Middle managers in both groups irdicated an interest to learn

-206on the job.

To what extent on the job training was reality orienta-

donal is only conjecture.
~at

Man(I:Jers co not recognize the neeCl to know

people are saying, to tmder s::taoo trenCls or movements, ana to make

judgments based upon interpretation of what is happening around

them·
Based on the responses to the questionnaire (see Tables 63 ancl
64,

pp. 165-168, Chapter

tv) and

upon the interview all groups

relateCl they observed valtJe in other preparation outside of actual
mana3ement developnent prograns fourld at the organizational level.
These progr ans may or may not fall under the umbrella of man(I:Jement
development programs.
'ltlere was a greater managerial Efllphasis when determining who
participates in the

manag~ent

development prograns in inclustry than

that found in eClucation. 'Ihis may be relateCl to commitment to the
organization, the

tr~:Htion

of industrial management and that of

developing a dual role soch as engineer anCl manager.· A more formal
approach was evident in irdustr:y than in eClucation when determining
~

was to participate in mana3ment development programs.

Determination of Extent Middle Man(I:Jers Are
InvolveCl In Identification of Areas of Content
To Be IncludeCl In Nanagerr.Ent Developnent Programs
To the question, •To \ltlat extent do you agree the middle manager

in your field is inclucleCl in the iilentification of areas. of content
that will be includeCl in :your or<]anization's management developnent
program in this area?•, there were six significant cifferences.

-2D7~se

were in the area of l1aTla<Jement Contribution, Management Social

~Legal

ResponsibLlLti.es,

~imizing

B~siness

Economics, Leader Behavior,

Job Performar1ce, and Labor Relations.

'lbe middle mall<WJer in industrlr' did rot agree with any of the
other three groups in the area of mancgment contribution.
JDM~ers

Middle

in industry and education did rot agree in the area of

man~ement's

social and legal

res~r.sibillty.

Middle

man~ers

in

industry did not agree with pn:grm cl ire<::tors in education in the
areas of business ecoromics ard le.ac:ler behavior.

Middle

man~ers

in

industry did not agree with prClCJUI!I cl Lre<::tors in industry or education

in the area of Optirni:zir:g Jdl

~r font~ance.

Middle managers in

industry disagreed with prClCJ r .wn d Lr ectors and middle managers in
education in the area Clf Laoor Relations.

Progril!l directors in

industry and middle lllalac]er s Ll\ edliCation also did not agree in this
area.

(See Tables Fifty-l\Ll\e, SLx::ti' and Sixty-one, pages 161, 162,

163, Chapter IV) •

Overall agreemel\t oE tile

in the areas of:

Eo~

groups involvifl3 this sti.Xiy were

SuP!»rt Sj'stems. Individual and Group Behavior,

Ccrtlnunication and lfall<WJement Science.
pages 120, 132, llB and 111.

Cha~ter

(See Tables 25, 35, 40, 45,
IV),

'lbe results of the lntenliew process, with sane exceptions that
will be noted, did not confir111 the e::Kistence of disagreement or
discord among the four groUfS

invcl~Ed

Reasons for this failure to

in the study.

~mfinm

disagreement or discord may

-208inClooe:

an anonymous survey that could produce different results

than face to face contactT time

s~nt

with

~rson

interviewed was not

aJeqUate to gain trust or confidence relative to data usage; loyalty
to organization may have prevented the revealing of more precise data;

or that incorrect questions were asked to further probe for insights.·
'!be data offered in this section is similar to that previously

presented.

'ltlere were sane vague resp:>nses that may suggest other

implications.

Ole implication suggests a side issue middle managers·

in both groups desire greater participation in the identification of
areas of content that wuld be inchrled in management devel()fl'Oent
pcograns.

'ltlis participation could lea:3 to another problem. As

participation is achieved proqran directors and middle managers may
bave more conflicting viewpoints to resolve.

'ltle middle manager in

in:Justry reflected conflict in the survey instrunent because he did
rot feel as greatly involved as did the educational middle mes1agers.
With three exceptions of middle managers in industry, all th>se
interviewed noted there is identification of content areas to be
inclt.rled in the management develoJ111ent prograns and that this identi.,;.
fication is a joint function of progran administrators and middle
~~anagers.

Qle

middle manager fran industry noted, •There can be our

needs and those of others.

we seem to be left out 1• In further

conversation he suggested that he and his i.Jrmediate

s~rior

did not

see •eye to eye on canpany issues.• '1\o'O other industrial middle
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indicated there was a process, but decisions were left to

others.

•Their depart:nent got sorre itEill.S through the papen.oork, but

not many •••• •
l(oontz

and O'[)Omelll.ol«i stcte t.h<l t planning helps the manager

shape the future.

l'lanllillCJ prevents the manager tran reacting to

immediate crisis. lnvolvenent of the niddle manager would commdt both
the organization and tbe

ei~dle ma~ager

to a plan of action that he

would be part of free the very f>e.gi.ooi.ll'J.

'1he pcocess

u~ ~

needs were similar.

both industr:f <1/'rl education to identify

'l'llree (>r()(Jram (!i.r:ectors and two middle managers

in industry indicated there were organizational goals to be met.

'1'hese sanie people also stated tllat regional offices or their equivalence were instructed to set their:
department heeds

m

Olo'l1

goals.

Feedback cane fran

were transmitted to management in what

~d

be

considered the llolre offices. r.wo supetdr1tendents alluded to goals of
the district.

'lbeir: data gatherirt9 precess was very informal.

'1he

superintendents put for:th efforts to dE'Yelop general district goals.
Middle managers aril progran1 djrec:tors in education considered
Sllllller brainstormirt9, personal coll::fere11ces, administrative type
meetings, suggestions

fran prwcip.1ls in

Managers irl :irdustr:y

Sl.lggESt~

me!OO

form to be a pcocess.

t.b<l t •manager reviews• contain

146 Harold l<ooot:z and C:yr ie ()'))()nne 11. Principals Of Managelnent (New
York: Mc:Gril>l llill ll«>k Co. , H 72.) , pp. lJQ-134.

-21.()goals.

Follow-up meetinqs at staff levels or at personal levels

suggested, at tUnes,

train~

pDSsibilities.

Both groups, edocation and

irilustr~.

said that superiors suggest

trainio:J needs.
Middle managers in education suggested that most materials and
d~eJ.c>pnent

mettxlds to be inclwed in the Jr1ancgment
program directors in

industr~

stated specific

which middle mana;1ers could utili2e.
mcde ge:;·,eral renarks su::h as. "lies,
can recarmeoo someone

~oe kno~o~

progran. Two

~aterials

and methods

foliddJ.e 11\arl<f:Jers in iOOustry only
w; C:al

sugogest speakers,• or

of to SpEa1<. •

•we

ln the full context

of the intervie~oS. their resEXJI1Se "'as Jl()t s.oe~n as p:Jsitive.

One

implication is that !ohile the process ()f involvement of middle
ma1agers in both grot.JpS is sm iJe~r
education was less stru::tllrEd.
ceived the

relatio~~Stlip

th~ pr~ess

of involvement in

'I'ile s i ~e of tile organization, per-

ni.ddle rn.ar1aogers

L~

edlication have with the

superintendent, tile irlf()ma] Jlature of tile Lrlvolvment process and
faniliarity "'ith natEr iaJ.s .ar1Cl te<:lutLq1.1e15 colll.d suggest reasons why
the process in Edu::ati()n is l~ss. str~JC:tllred.

'1he progran cl inc:t()rs clo have a resp:»nslbility for planning.
In this context t1lE lmr()l'venen.t of tlle nidcJLe Jr\an~er is decreased.

What middle managers clo is bas.ed IJFOil the thinking and planning of
higher level

manag~s.

to day operations

vhil~

"MMe lllLdclle n<ma)er is 1t10re concerned with day
tile pr()<JraiT'I directors are ir.volved in br<>OOer

planning and or<Janlutiollal <y<»aL settin;.

-211Program directors i.n lndiJstry ha:J the 1110st positive resfOnse
to utilization of

o~tside

people or personnel.

in industry indicated OIJtside personnel

~<~ere

Five program directors

brought in, and

t:\40

others indicated that lt1oney/tillle ....as no oi:JjECt.
Program directors in Wustry l"11a:le refereoce to annual reviews

and S1J3gested a formal

e~.~aluation procedt~rE.

a written form and/or fomat tile

ar1s~r

l'lhen asked if this took

'Was •:ye s. •

No evidence of

forms or format were given.
Five progra11 dirECtors in educa t.i<>D.
agencies.

'Ihe differeoce in tlle

amounts of of mone:y spent;
location.

us~ o~tside

intervLe~~S

indicated variations in

tin~; dist.a~tce trCl'leled~

Progran <lirectcrs in

~\IC'iltLCJn

people and

and program

liSed the most available

people, usually co-cp personne-l IJili.'l'ersi.tr people, or •experts• in
the fields of law, c •1rr Lc Ill \1111 CJr CJther fields of inter est.

Both

groups in education colls.Lde-recl co!W'entions as in-service, as they did
administrative meetings.

r-tLd<ILe II1and3ers in education were 1 imited in

the amount of time Cl'lilLLilbLe d1Jri119 the

~ar

to attend meetings

or other types of pr01Jnms c:onsiderea b' .tl:im to be part of their
managenent developnent progra1t1.
cne program director in in:Justrlr' stated,

"we

get the best there

is in the field, if there is anjr'One !::Etter w will get him. •

Two

program directors in::Jicat..od they l:ia:l q:Ec:if ic programs •on the boards"
and will present thell to the n1anagme•rt SCle>n,

directors also ln::Jicatecl his

One of these program

ccn~:y }~ acc~ss

to a specific geo-

-21Zgraphic location where
Middle

man~ers

L~servlce

indicated

011

developnent could take place.
t...o occasions they were limited by

their specialty, bllt that they did attend

mana;:~err.ent

develOliTlent

courses in their area of e!Cpertise.
'!he results of the inter11iews with all groups did indicate a
desire to

br~

canpetent

developnent pro:Jrans.

mana;:~SI\ent

cor1SW.tations into the management

'lheir knowledge, ElK(EI'ience, and viewpoints

were portrayed as being an asset to tJelp rn icldle

rnan~ers

deal with

p-cblems.
Because of 1110ne:Y and staff ave. il.allle, ii!Clustry could select
irdustr ial COr1Swtants fran

i!

"'ider ".ar ie tj' e> f places.

greater flexibil it:)' of prC>gr.:rn
Individuals ~o

i!IE

C~Va

il.ab l1 i ty to the middle managers.

llre>lJC3llt into Lndllstrr and education manage-

ment developnent prC>gr.:rns e> f fex
helping evaluate tlle

Industry had

e>ut~(llles

of

tl~

ir assistance to the group by

t~e

pr ()(fr Cllls.

A majority of those in c..ll crr()!J?S i!ltervieloled indicated informal
ancVor personal CUIIII1ents wr e nade ()r hlearil concerning a person's
wrth to the group ill thle

~service

si.tllati.on.

Other more fomal. eval.lli.lti.CJllS toolt: place similar to those
evaluation methods 11!\11 tecllrli.cpes Eotn3 in the evaluation of the
management developne11t prCIIJran.
Interview dill not yiela the same

res~nses

as the. survey instru-

ment in the area of e'#all.lation of the in-service progran (see Tables
Sixty-three and Sixty-four • pages 165 thro1.8b 168, Chapter Four) • The

-Zl3interview process irrlicated an eJaluat:ion process.

'l'tle progran

directors in both groups were again responsible for identification and
evaluation of content of the l'llar1ag611ent

d~elop11ent

prograns.

docl.lllentation ws offered to il]ll5trate a formal evaluation

No

'l'tle evaJ\Jatioll of tile progi'CJ11:s v.a:s d i5Cussed.

process.

Changes that

took place as a re5wt cf UlE pogrCJ11 YEIE mt d iscussea.
No

one per ron interv iE¥ed incl ic.a tEe! t1la t

~y

!lave not been

exposed to some f<>m <>f <>utsidE assist.1n« as a me<W\S of management
developnent.
'nle specific perso!l, in t.ae flnal
identification of areas of

cor~tellt

w

~~rsLs,

resp:>nsible for

!.Je i.rlcl!ded in the industrial

management developme11t prOIJralllS 'rlilS tile prOCJrCITl director or vice
president.
ment. •

The other respllllSeS i.llCl.oied t:he •ooss• or the •manage-

In education, the StJFerinterrlent oc: assistant superintendent

was finally responsible for the identification of areas of content to
be inclooed in the manag911ent dENelo~t ~;Ccgrms.

Qle middle

manager in education statecr ttet identifkation of content to be
included in a manag611ent

d~elCJElllent

superintendent rne11t ioi\Ed, •tllt4 a5

pc:g1:;n W5 a team effort.

~ll

One

blew, tile board is aware of the

total progr an, al'ld a5 SllCil lla:s f i11aJ aJ?Ill'"""aJ ••
Eiqhteen 111unllErs c f tilE grCJllpS illtEIV ie¥ed suggested practical,
realistic case :stoo)' of rEal it! rt<JtEI i<JJs
be orqanized.

~rs

~ut

which content should

of <111 e;JToups c-QIIt]>iJI.ec! these reality materials

with conceptual material.

'l'oo

J>!<l(Jra

d~r~t~rs

in edu:ation and two

-214program directors in

LAd~stry

suggested content to be organized about

Skill buildL!l<J l!laterials were roted by three middle

need.

education and

ind~stry

as that about

Wbic~ co~tent

mana:~ers

in

areas should be

built.
'lbree middle mana;ers in .inclustr:y d id
general]~

caranentary, that it owas
mana:~ement.

as part of their

difficult to be motivated by upper

Progra11 directors wre

steady" movers.

l~c1 ude,

'Ihey ..ere seel\ .as

se~n

as conservative and "slow but

~pole

lfh<> were "less comnitted to

progran of education ttJarl tlle:y sll<>lll<l

~·

•

It may be possible that

because of size of ti'!E district, per S()fUL C()Btact with the superintendent or because of JIEI'C:e ivoo lnv()Lif'emellt, niddle rnana;ers in
education did not desc:r

their SIJPerilltender1tS or program directors

~

in this way ..
'lbe middle

rnanaq~r ~

ver e 'l'leloed as be in] mot iva ted because they

perceived thmselves to be part oE a tea11. 'lhe availability of the
superintendent or

t~

reLC~Jted SI.JI'Irer

llt()re

are shared, was vlewd

~ il

atrospllere, at what ideas

\TlOtivatirg factor.

The educational

middle mana;ers Lllv()Lif'ecl, Eelt a level of acceptance or perceived
mana;ement developnertt in ter111s of fubJre I:Je:l\ef its.
Section

SLDTr.~ary

'1be tone of the res!;X)nse of ti'!E t-Iter" iev - s not the same as the

response of the

sucv~

instrme11t.

reveal this d isagree~~ent.
were noted.

"11le lJ\ter" lew process did not

'ltle \'.ar i.a tlo ns l:n the interview process

'Ihese could jrdic:ilte 111t.l.dle JllaJ\a<)ement dissatisfaction in
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the industrial

~ro~p.

Edu~ational mid~le ma~rs

generally were of

the opinion they were lllOre involve-d Lll tlle tw"erall management development program.
There were six areas

~t sLgllLfLc~t

difference.

Middle

ma~ers

in industry did not agree 11itll tile other: t:nree IJCOUps in the area
of

ma~ement

colltrlbutiO!l.

~l~dle ~anager:s

in industry and education

did not agree in t:lle area of mnagerrent•s social ard
sibilities.

Hiddle manager:s in

industr~

l~al

respon-

ard progr:am directors in

education did not agr:ee in the areas ol b.Jsiress economics. ani leader
behavior.

Middle manager:s in

indust~~

pcog~am

and

directors in

industry did not agree in the area of qptiD±aimg job performance.
fo\iddle managers in industey aC1d b:Jtil giC>liJlS
in the area of labor relat:iom.
systems, individual and graJp

'111E arE.as

jJl

()j

ECllJCation did not agree

cqrE6llent were support

~.N...,ior, ~ic:.ation

and nanagement

science.
Middle

fllallCit;Ers

large organizati()ll,

ill

illcl~strj ~ t~

"Jtlis v.as :not

comparison were mall and

~

be a

S~Mll

part of a

L111 e<Dc:atl<m 111lere disUicts, by

inY~l V'e~llt. ~

However, some super inte!ldel\ts woere fi.m

perscmal. contact was easier.

lii.rect:i.~ll

setters ani worked

skillfully with the ?t lru::l?llls i.lll mk;i.f')) t11ea Eeel part of t.he total
process.
Goal setti.Jl9 ~ e.,.ti.IUti.oo todc on a 10r:e forll'al if not meaningful

stance in i.ndustrr t!JM in e<3ilcation.

Che Dp:ession was that results

in performance 11ere eJCpect:e9 at the .industdal area that were not expected

at the educational lEVEl.
inclooed in managmEnt
between middle

dEVElopn~nt

man<JCJ~rs

'lbe prOCEss to

]dEnt i fica t..iol\

0

f areas of content to be

pr()(JraiTls vas seen as a joint flD1ction

c1llCl pr()(Jram dLrectors.

id~n t

i fy ne00 s vas si.lllLLar.

Educators had a more

informal prOCEss of identLfLcatio!l oE 11ee<Js.
Industry was

l~ss

r estrlcted tilarl e<Jocation in selection of speakers,

availability of money and tile seLection oE sites to hold prograns.
resource people were cwailciliLe

::c.

Outside

ooth i.mLJstry and education to help

evaluate progr ailS.
&:locators at tile pr(J!Jram <li.rectoc leOJel and at the middle

ment level looselY" deEine:J the area of ltlal"la;!S!lent cevelopnent.

mana;~e-

At times,

throu:Jh the interview proc:essr the im!:Jression was that if anything was done
it may be considere<J !MI1cgenent de11elogrent.

For exanple. administrator's

meetings were viewed as Jrencgenent develq;ment.

Based on interviews this

did not appear to be true in the industrial sector.

All those inter11ie...ed could ident:it., trose responsible for progran

development. Thece were different perceptions of the program directors by
the middle managers in industcy and edt.JCatioll.

Determination of E><tent l"ana:.::JS'IIent tlevEJ~p-lEilt
Programs Meet the Needs of the ~icdle ~llagEr
To the question. •To lobat ell<tellt

ment prograns in

~ur

d~ ~~ i!gi~

that

mana;~ement

oagc;.-d:Jat:ioll mEEt p ie>r ity needs of middle managers

in this area?•. there ..en SENEil s ig11 ii ica1t cl ifferences.

These were in

all areas except SLHJOrt S,Sterns, Jlld i'V ichJ.al .and Group Behavior and
Ccmnunication.

develop-

The middle manager in loollstry did not agree with any of the other

t;hree groups in the areas oE Optill1izir13 Job Performance and Labor Relations.
The middle manager in irdllstry did not agree with the progr an director
or middle manager in edocation in the areas of business economics and
lecder behavior.

'Ihe middle manage[" in edocation did not agree with

the middle manage[" in edocation in the areas of management contribution

or managenent' s sx:ial

ana

legal reS(OilS ib i1 i ties.

The middle manager

in industry and the pcogra11 Clirector irl irodustry did not agree in the

area of

~

,Jenent s::ience.

OVerall agree11er1t of all

grClllpS "WEI~

in the area of Support Systems,

Individual and Grol.lf Eleflav iClr C1l1d C<liJillun kat ion.

(see

Tables Fifty-nine,

Sixty and Sixty-ol'lE, pages J()J, J():2, HJ, Chapter IV).
'lbe results of tile

illt~rviev proc~s.s

again, with some exceptions, did

not confirm ex istellCf: of cl is.aq H~ent or discord among the four groups
involved in the study .. :Reasoru; pore'V"LOiJSl.]' noted apparently may be valid in
th!.s s;:ortion of

t~

study.

Middle managers Ln edocatLoll ail<l t:tlree midole managers in industry
Stated that their
middle manager.

SlJ!)ef

iors

~reei.ved acU/0["

identified the needs of the

It vas IJ!»Il tllese needs that many of the programs were

built.
A progran director in irdllstry on one occasion concurred that they
identify needs oE tlle nWl.e Jnalla)e[".

Hc:ll.eVer , other responses fran

progran directors iooicat:ell other ["esources could be utilized to determine
needs about which pr01Jr21tls could be built.

For cxanple, progr an directors

-218mentioned personnel deparonent cooperation, personnel jackets availability,
set programs, face to Eace meetings

~otiose

purpose is to review performance

and formal evaluation as basis upon lohich programs can be established.

Program directors in education perceived a cooperative effort with
middle managers could assist in needs.

'l'his cooperative effort occurred at

meetin:Js lohere "needs are brolJI9llt o\lt. •

Program directors in education, on

two occasions, said that in-service is "happening all the time."
year evaluations, availability of

c~urse

End

of

work and proximity to universities

were means by W'!ich priority 11eEds collld be identified and met.

Face to

face meetings were identified by f Lve progran directors in education as a
method to determine prior it:y Moos,

11lere meetings were less formal.

For

example, one super inter.dent 111entio11ed that, "he hears things fran the
community ••••

he then calls in the principal •••• if there is a need it can

be identified."

Program directors

ass~ed

the

res~nsibility

of middle managers in botll i.oo11stry and edllcation.

to identify priority needs
The program directors

in education were less fornal i.11 the 111anner in which they identified needs.
The program director in

ed~~Catlon

could, from the interview, relate better

to his middle manager sL11ce he was in direct contact with them.

The

industrial program director may have had others between him and the middle
manager, a factor, wllLch could affect the i.dentif ication process.
Manager behavior
tors in education.

~~~as

seen to be

il

pr Lority need by two program direc-

lilot one person fran industry noted behavior as a

-21CJspecific need.

Four principals noted leadership and group behavior as

personal individual needs.
there was a difference of responses to the question, "To what extent
dOeS the identification of priority needs determine if a person is to

take part in a program?"
Program directors in botll qroups were of the opinion that what they
observed as needs were dealt with in some 116nner.
development programs.

'n:lis did include management

In the interview tJrocess three program directors from

industry and five program directors from education included face-toface evaluations as a form of •manager development."

Industry "face-to-

face" was more formal that that of education.
Middle managers in education on all IJut two interviews suggested that
by the end of the year they

bad "an idea• of where they are weak or where

impcovement could take place.
One industrial middle manager said he Bad no choice in what inservice program.he was to take t>Srt.
Middle managers in all groups indicated that they received direction
or insight from their superiors.

I. oost interestil'l9 factor presented in

the interview was the reaction of tl1E program director.

Not only did these

program directors assume responsibility foe identification of needs they
also assumed that personal contact to point out weaknesses and strengths
was a form of 116nagement

dev•~lopment.

All those interviewed indicated evaluation takes place to determine
if priority needs of the middle manager are llei1'19 met.

'lbere was general
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consensus as to type of evaluation that occurs. All program directors in
education indicate informal evaluations take place at one time or another
during the year.

Five middle managers in education indicated the same

idea. A conflict was perceived at t:llis point.

These same people inter-

viewed mentioned that some evaluations were writ ten, some were formal and
sane were face-to-face. Ole asswnption may be that, in education, there is
no clear cut manner of evaluation.
Industry had more definite responses.
program directors noted:

Three middle managers and five

goal setting, formal interview and/or evaluation

and evaluation based on performance. 7Wo program directors indicated that

on-going informal evalutions took place throughout the year.
When asked about evaluation a rnicdle manager in education noted that,
•it is up to the superintendent".
All people interviewed in

educatio~

and industry indicated in some

way that success on the job is the way in which the organization determines
if the priority needs of the

mana~er

are being met. Program directors or

superiors in both industry and education were instrumental in determining
of priority needs were being met.
process that would involve the

Interviews indicated a direct process, a

mid~le

ma;ager.

It was also the opinion of t:llose interviewed that identification
of priority needs is a definite part of the overall management development
program. Consensus was that without identification of needs there would
be no management development progr:ams.

1he most often identified priority needs of those involved in the
study were:

-221Middle Managers in Industry

1. Communication
2. Lecdership
3. Motivation of people
Program Directors in Industry

1. Oommunication
2. Leadership
3. Management skills
Program Directors in Education

1. Camunication
2. Leadership
3. Group dynamics
Middle Managers in Education

1. Leadership
2. Camunication
3. Problem solving abilities
All middle managers in education related their choices in some way
to staff developaent, curriculum problems, evaluation, group dynamics
and the general area of concern as to bow to solve problems that arise in

the blildir¥].
By contrast middle managers in industry related to motivational

skills, job needs of various types, and the reasons why COIIIlllnication or
leadership is valuable to the manager.
Both middle management groups need job skills to handle problems.
'!be industrial middle manager reflected a need to i.nprove and to be a
better manager.

'!his management orientation that was not apparent in the

middle manager in education.

Q1e

conclusion that may be drawn is that

industrial managers perceived a need to improve and/or to be successful.

-222This perception did not appear as strorgly in middle management in education.
'!he two processes that all groups intervie1ooled mentioned as a method
bY ldlich a priority need beccmes p:!rt of the managenent developnent
progran were goal

settirt;~

and detailed evaluation of mana:jers.

In all groups interviewed goals were set both individually and collectively by the group.

'1\io middle mana:.3ers in industry saw their superiors

as the final authority ldlo determines when priority needs becme part of
the management developnent programs.

l'tiddle

mana:~ers

tendency to say "we set goals •••• " indicatirt:] they
this group process.

in education had a

~ooere

a definite part of

Yet, there was dependence as noted in the interview

process.
With the exception of two middle managers in industry, there was
a general acceptance that awareness of goals was ma:fe evident throu:Jh
agenda items, staff anool.llcements, listirt:] in evaluations, and
evaluations to determine if goals were accanplished.

checkirt;~

Recalmerdation for

any future action were part of this evaluation process.
Section Summary
Priority needs are determined in a variety of ways.

'fthile there

are similarities between industry and education, there is more m..">ney,
time and personnel available to industry that are rot available to
education to determine priorities and prograns.

Industry is more

formal in its approach to identification, participation and evaluation of
priorities.

-223When all questions were considered by the four groups involved in
the study, the greiltest agreement was between:

1.
2.
3.

Progran directors in irdustry and education.
Progran directors in industry and middle mana:,ers
in education.
Progran directors and middle mana:,ers in education.

The middle manager disagreed more often with the other groups in
this study.

The greatest disagreement was between middle managers in

iroustry and education.

Middle managers in industry disagreed with the

other three groups in the areas of optimizing job performance and labor
relations.

Middle managers in irdustry disagreed with both groups in

education in the areas of business economics and leader behavior.

Middle

managers in education and industry disagreed in the areas of man<rJenent
contribution and man;;rJcment's sx:ial and legal :esp:msibilities.

Progran

directors and middle managers in irdustry did not agree in the area of
man;;rJement science.
process.

This disagreement was not evident in the interview

(See Table Fifty-eight, page 160, Chapter IV).

Another example of this is illustrated in Table Fifty-nine, page 161,
Olapter IV, where the breakdown is in each area of questions.
O'le assumption may be that greater indeperoence of trou;ht of the
iroustrial middle man;;rJer is based on self perception or type of skills
involved in job or trail'l ing.

'nle middle manager in education considers

himself to be more involved in decision making than does the middle man<rJer
in iroustry.

From this study the size of the organization may foster or

encour;;rJes deperoence upon, in this study, the progran director.

'nlrotJ;Jh

the interview process it was observed that there was greater responsibility

-224and rore formal evaluation of the industrial middle manager.

This may

foster less dependence.
'Ibis clegree of independence is also observed as middle managers
and program directors in industry agree only one time in all questions in

this portion of this study.

(See Table Fifty-nine, page 161, Chapter IV).

There is corresponding disagreement of middle managers in industry with
program directors and middle managers in education.

'Ibis pattern is

evident throughout the study.
Significant disagreement was found most often in this section.
(See Table Sixty, page 162, Chapter Four).

Program directors in both groups influenced how needs are identified,
who takes part in the program, evaluation of extent priority needs are met,
methOds of evaluation and process by which identified needs become part of

the pcogram.

'lbere could be a variety of methods and/or tools to help

determine middle management needs.
~

identification and evaluation process was more formal in industry

than in education.
e<:NCLUSIOO
As

a result of collection and analysis of data, the following conclu-

sions could

be made:

1. 'lbere was lack of programs, interest and
of management's social and legal responsibilities.
critical considering the climate of the times.

COI!llren~

in the area

'Ibis awareness is
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There was a general agreement among all groups in the ranking

of comp:>nents critical to a total rnana<.Jement development program.
3. There was a definite lack of materials available that describe
program content or identify contents of programs.
4.

Middle managers in industry are rore independent in their

thoughts, actions and responsibility to accomplish job goals than those
middle managers in education. 'lbe reasons, at this point, are not clearly
identified.
5. There was general agreement as to what components were considered
essential to a total management development program.
6.

Components in the study were viewed as helpful to those managers

wishing knowledge that would enable
7.

them to do

a more adequate job.

Middle managers in education do oot see management development

programs as career oriented as do middle managers in industry.
8.

Management development programs are, according to those groups

participating in this study, for management people.
9.

Industry is more goal oriented than education in the area of

management development programs.
10.

All groups involved in the study saw the value of additional

knowledge both to them as people and to ilrproving their job capability.
11.

Evaluation was more formal in industry than in education.

12.

The extent middle managers are involved in identification of

areas of content and the extent middle management
of

th~

middle managers were

two

progra~

meet needs

areas of greatest disagreement.
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Middle managers in industry gave lO'iier overall ranking in all

categories than did any other gro1..1p involvE<l in the study.

14. Middle managers and program directors in education have closer
relationship than do those groups in industry.

Those middle managers

in education are more dependent upon their progran directors than those

in indllStry.

15. There are greater cmounts of money for managenent developnent
at the industrial level than at the Educational level.
IMPLICATIOOS FOR f'URT!JER S'IUOY
This study did s1..1pport the concept that there are similar canponents
that are included in managerneflt developnent programs in both industry and
education.

There was a unifomity of ranking of these canponents by those

involved in this study.
There are, within the canponents, different levels of skills and/or
knowledge.

These levels are related to the specific diverse tasks of the

middle marrager.

Specifically, industryhas rnanagers in areas fran engi-

neering through personnel.

r.docational middle managers' diversity relate

to educational tasks fran clJ!riculllll throu;Jh cOit'll\unity relations.
There is a lack of precision in the definition of management development in each area.

Even thol.J}h there is this lack of precision there is

also a broadly acceptable range of coopetencies that make up the management ·
developnent program in industry and education.

It could t:e argued that

middle managers may benefit frcrn sirn ilar colJ!ses.

It could also be argued

-227that both those in industry and

educatio~

may make contributions to inter-

organizational management developnent programs.
There is a definite need to improve management developnent programs
through more adequate assessment and identification of needs, understanding
of involvement and more thorough evalootion of

~rsonnel

and programs.

The role of the program director, while significant and critical,
should be re-evaluated to allow for <Jreater middle mana)er input.
Better definition of the management developnent program, definition
of general areas of competencies, ability to interchange personnel for
teachio:J purposes, and more adequate planl'l irlg may allow those who plan or
participate in a management

developr~ent

pr<Jgr am to do so on more than an

intuitive basis.
A concern of these same people ma:y I:>E to determine how adequately the
programs, as they exist, train the middle mana<)er.

It is not clear, as a

result of this study, who should take part ill ident·ified areas of management developnent

progrC~T~s.

Progrcrn

c irectors,

middle managers or organiza-

tion philosophy may decide who participates i.n pr<Jgrams.

It is also

possible that levels of rnana:Jer ial tr aL~L!l<J could be developed based upon
such factors as:

orientatiol'l, organiuti.onal goals, assessed needs of

middle managers or personal needs assessnent.
If there are a limited number oE top lllana:Jement positLcns available,
then program directors may cClnsider the im!;X)rtance of a management trainio:J
program which will develop personal and professional needs of middle
mana<)ers.

'11lis type program

l~corporating

Utese noted needs may provide a
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dual purpose.

Its purpose may be a pool to replenish leadership; and to

aeet specific needs of middle managers.
It is essential that individual units within each group, industry

and education, review their management development program to determine if
it meets the need and goals of their organization and/or middle managers.
Programs should reflect changes in society and teChnology.
~CNS

As a result of this study the following recommendations are suggested

for further inquiry for thOse interested in the area of comparison of
middle management programs in industry and education. These recommendations are:
1. Use the study, but limit the StudY to peq>le-oriented groups
in industry, such as banking or insurance.
2. Select specific industrial and educational organizations and
corrpare and contrast specific scope arx:J/or content of one or m:>re components found in this study.
3. Determine which specific skills, concepts or attitudes are being
developed in educational management development programs in education
or industry.
4.

Review and analyze in depth all written materials that relate

to management development programs in education or industry.
S. Develop a study which ..ould analyze attitudes and background
of those in education to determine if there is an industrial or business
orientation.
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6. Survey extent select universities share course content and/or
tnstructors in the area of educational administration and industrial
managenent.
7. Survey a school district
managers.
8.

to

determine needs of the middle

Formulate a model program.
Develop a model and/or make recommendations after surveying

inStrunents and procedures of pre-post test participation in managenent
developr.-ent programs.
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of a doetorC'~ study beingcompleted"otxn::t<~l.:>. th•~v~sity, Chicac;:o.
This study will include responses fEnrn bot~ th~sc responsible fer the administration of 1:\ana<Jement development prog:ra11s ud selected middle· l!'.ana'}ers in
your organization. It is further r~est~d that one of the t~~ enclosed
suTVey instruments be·<Jiven to a middle ~~~1c~ in ycur organization. To
facilitate a rand~ sample it is :r~estcd that this niddlc mana~er's name
begin with the letter •A" or that letter ..,tli~h is closest to the letter ''A".
lf lll':)rc than one person at the middle na.tla']e:::;cnt l£,vel ':<ho::t you w-::.uld select
~respond has a last n~e be9innin~ .vLth the selected letter, please select
that pers"n who has been with your <>r-qani:~:e.tion fer the lonqest nu:lber of
yea-rs.
Briefly, the purpose of the paper ~ill be to cet~~inc identification
and investigaticn of co~nents of nanagernent development progr~ and the
r~inq of those coopenents investigated.
1 thank you in advance for your
ated.
Jtespectfully,

'·

. ·~: /.
,_. . A •
.• t"u._,.,:,_o 1'/.

' H. Hayes
Charles

considera~ion

and time.

Y~ur

help is appreci-

SURVEY nrSTRU!-IE!I'l'

Name of Organization: ________________________________________________________
~ltle/name

of person filling out questionnaire: _______________________________

Attached is a q'.lestionnaire containing ten areas in which

Directions:
~ement

1D

the

development progrill:ls

o~cur.

Ynu are asked to:

(1)

Rank all ten

order that they are =nsieered critical to a total management develop-

Ment proc;rar.s.

~e

II!Ost critical area would

r~ceive

a one (l) while the least

critical area would receive a ten (10).
(2)

Cheek yes or

total nanagecent
(3)

no to the question, •xs this area n&., part of y()Ur

dcvelo~ent

program?"

Respond to each question listed under each

e~mponent by

response to indicate extent of agree111ent. 't'he responses tl)
SA • Strongly Agree;

SD - Strongly
(4)

A - .ngree;

ch~se

N - !feither ~::;ree Mr disa«;ree;

circling one
from include:
D - Di5a9ree;

Disa~ree.

Include any

su~rting

data which would be considered course eon-

tent, policy, description or other written inf:>rmati•m to C!cscr.ibe prO']rUt(s).
I

(5)

Jllent

Check those areas \olhich best

dcscr.ih~

and arc true of ynur mana<;c-

develo~nt prCY,;r.u:~.

'.l'bank you for your assist<lnce.

It is qreatly appreciated.

Please return

all data in the addresse<l, stampe-l envelope to:
Ch~rlcs 11.

Hayes
IP. O. Br.>x 90
Orlana Park, IL 60462

~·fh

.._ . , . . .'".

,.,.Mli\GEm:NT CO!!TP.IIlUTIOII - Thnt ndmini!ltrativc dcvelormcnt which would
niddlc nan~qcmcnt to undcrGtand what managc~ent docs in the areas

ilJlow

RI\NJ< ORDER

of planning, organizing, controlling, coordinating, staffing, and
p::ltivatinq.

l•

To what extent do you agree this component should be considered
essential to a total mat~gement development program in your field?
SA

2.

D

SD

To what cxtrnt do you agree this component is critical to the
satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your field?
SA

3.

A

A

R

D

so

To what extent do you agree the middle nanagcr in your field is
included in the identification of areas of content that will be
includE~ in your organization's canagernent development prograo
in this area?

SA

4.

A

R

D

SD

To what extent do you agree that management developcent prograas

in your organization meet priority needs of miqdle managers in
this area?
SA

s.

A

R

D

SD

Is this area nov part of your total manag=ent dcvelopm!nt progz:am?

Yes_

Ro_

SOCI;u. A.'"D LEG;U. RESPONSIBILITIES - That adMinistrative
which ~~uld allow middle ·management to understand contribution and power of government, interest groups and other segments
outside of the organization.
AA!IAG~!ENT'S

develop~nt

1.

To what extent do you agree this component should be considered
essential to a total management development program in your

field?
SA

2.

•

D

SD

To what extent do you agree this component is critical to the
satisfactory performance of the middle manager in your field?
SA

3.

A

A

R

D

SD

fi~ld is
included in the identification of areas of content that will be
included in your organization's management development program
in this area?

To what extent do you agree the middle manager in your

SA

A

R

D

SD

RANK ORDER

..........

••

TO what cxt.cnt do .you aqree that manaqcmunt development proqrnms
in your orqanizat1on meet priority needs of middle managers in
this area?
SA

s.

A

N

D

SD

ls this area now p4rt of your total aanagc:nent 4evclofilt1cnt pro<J!=lll'l?
Yes_

No_

That administrative development which would allov
management to understand basic economic issues facing the organization and the impact of local, state and federal nonics on the budget
end the general economic outlook of the orqanization.
l!liSINESS ECONOMICS -

~iddle

1.

TO what extent do you agree this cOI!Iponent should be considered
essential to a total =anaqement development progrum in your field?
SA

2.

SD

A

•

D

SD

A

•

D

SD

TO Vhat extent do you agree that management development progra!:lS
in your organization meet. priority needs of middle managers in
this area?
SA

5.

D

TO what extent do you agree the ~ddle manaqer in your fi~ld is
included in the identification of areas of content that will be
included in your organization's nanage~ent development progr~
in this area?
SA

4.

R

TO Vhat ~xtent do you agree.this ccrnponcnt is critical to the
'satisfactory perfor=ance of the aiddle manager in your field?
SA

3.

A

A

•

SD

Js this area now part of your total manaqement development proqraz:a?
Yes_

No_

SUPPORT SYSTEMS - That administrative development which could allow
Diddle 111<1nagemcnt to understand and explain: orqanization, philosophy,
apprais~l system, canpensation system, development system, policies.
1.

TO what extent do you a9ree this component should bo considered
essential to a total 111anagement dcvelopocnt program in your field?
A

2.

R

D

SD

To what extent do you aqree this component is critical to the
satisfactory pcrforman~ of the aiddl~ manaq~r in your field?
SA

N

D

so
-2-

RANK ORDER

,,

'1'0 vbilt extent do you a9rce tho middle rncnaqcr in your field is
tnclUdcd in the identification of areas of content th~t will ~

tncludcd in your Or9illlization's l!lalla9CIIICnt dcvclopmcnt progriiDl
in this area?
A
•·

•

SD

D

'1'0 what extent do you a~co that mana9cm¢nt d.::vclopmcnt pr~ai:lS

in your organization meet priority needs of zniddlc mana9ers in
this area?
A

s.

•

Is t:h1s area now part of

Yes_ _

SD

D

your

total

~~~anaqc~:~ent

development

p~aD7

&o_

JPJ>Elt BDU.VIOR - That .;_dl!dnistrative development which could allov
manageoent to be faciliar with leadership assum~tions and

~ddle

tbei.r implications for wo.rk productivity.
1.

'l'o what extent do you a~ec this COI'Ilponent should be considered
essential to a total manage!llellt development ptogram in your field?
A

2.

D

•

D

SD

'l'o what extent do you a~ the middle ~~~anager in your field is
!Deluded in the identification of areas of content that will bo
bel\lded in your Or1;anization'.s management clevelopoant progrJA this area?

•
4.

SD

'l'o what extent do you agree this component is critlc<:l. to the
satisfactory perfo=ance of the middle manager in your field?

A
).

•

'l'o what extent ao you

D
a~

SD

that manaqemel\t Clevelopment programs

in your organization meet priority needs of cicldle manaqers in
this area?

•
5.

D

SD

Js this area nov part of your total managc~~~ent development prograJD7

Yes_

Ro_

INOIVIDUl\L AND GROUP BE!ll'.VIOR - That administrative developaacnt which
could allow middle management to understand the ~caning of personality,
behavior and human needs as they relate to motivation,· job perf~
· anc:e. conflict, group formation aDd impact upon organization,

-,-

,trlltc«Jics, chan«Jc and pcr!oJ:lllan(:e.

J•

'1'0 what extent do yoq aqre:c this ccnpone:nt should be consi-dered
essential to a total aana«JCDCDt dcvelo~e:nt program in your fie:ld?
A

SA

%•

•

D

so

'1'0 what extent do yoq aqree this c:cftponcnt is critical to thol

satisfactory perforaance of thl: Diddle mareger in your field?
A

SA

3.

D

so

'1'0 what extent do you aqree the niddlc cana<J~r iii your field is
included in the identificatioa of areas of content that will be

included in your
in this area?
A

•·

•

~anizatioa's

•

aanageme11t cievelop::tant progr<!lll

D

'1'0 what extent do you agree that J:lalla4gC)IIle~t cl.:!"elopmcnt prO«Jr=
in your organization Daet priority 11eecis of nic!dle managers in

this area?
SA
~·

A

•

D

Ia this area nov part of your total Dana<JeNnt

develo~t

progran?

COMMUNICA'):'ION - That ~stratiYa ckvelopnent t..'flich .could allo-.t
lliddle 101anagernent to Wlderstancl t:be sicrnificance of co=unicatio."\
and the leader's role in the c:az:mu:dea.tioll process.

1.

'1'o what extent do you acjree this COI!lponent: sllculd be considered
essential to a total DaDaCI-t de'l'elop:.lellt ~ZO<Jl"illll in your field?

A

2.

SD

•

D

SD

'1'o what extent do you &CJree t:be aidalc aa'llaCJ~ in your field is
included in the identific.:ltioa of areas e~f CGntent that will bi!

included in your
in this area?
A

4.

D

'1'o what extent do yea agree this eocponant is critical to the
satisfactory perfot:DaDC:e of the Di.aale IOlallaCJer ill your field?

A

3.

•

~anization's ~~anaget:~ent.

•

D

da.,eloEDent

pr~!l:l

SD

'1'o what extent do yea aqreo that a~a~~ZCJC?~IIt: cJevalopmcnt proqraJ:ts
in your organizatioo meet priority 11ec:ds of JDiddlc ll'lilnagers in

·this area?
Sl\

A

•

D

1r.:

·S·

f:

this oren now port of your

tot~l ~3nagcrnemt ~~v~lopmcnt

program?

.. ,,111GE!11':tlT SCIENCE - Th'lt administrative dcvclop:i(>nt vhlch c:ould allow
~m~n~gcmont to best usc no~ ~~nngcmcnt s~st~ms such as' dutn

MNK ORDER

~occ~sing, information systcm9, problem solvim~ t~c~~i~cs and how they
~ ~pplicd to problcm-solving/ducision-makin~, pla~~i~~. and coordination.
To what

~«tent

do you agrca thls compomcnt shQul4 ba considered

~· essential to a total management developmEnt pr~r~ In your field?
SA

:.

A

N

D

Sb

TO what extent do you agree this cornpcment. is cri.ticl!ll to the
1atisfactory performance of the ~ddlE aa~~Jar iD your field?
SA

A

N

J, TO what extent do you agree tbe adc!dl~ 'llla.Ba,er in lr'0\1% field is
included in the identification cf .ueas of co11tcnt that will be
included in your organization's mana~~ent ~elo~nt program
in this area?
SA

c.

A

•

D

'1'0 what extent do you agree that tuM.CJClltlent aevclopnent programs

in your organization meet priority needs of middle
this area?
SA

5.

A

N

~gers

in

SD

ls thiA area now part of your total. Mnag~t clev•lop!!IE!nt program?

Yes_

No_

OP'l'IMIZING JOB PERFOFMAN;!E - 'l'hat ach'\inlstrat:i~ clev~ l~p:nent which could RANK ORDER
allow middle management to understana.and de~J~p !UAd~cntal concepts
of job description and effective ~athods for c~ie~ting performance
expectations.

1. '1'o what extent do you agree this CO!q?Oilem1: s1t011-LII be considered
essential to a total manag(lll\ent aevelo(Oient. p~ran in your field?
SA

A

•

D

2. To what extent do you aqree thls CCC!IJ?C)ne!lt is critical to the
satisfactory performance of the middJe oaa~~~~ in ~ur fi~ld?
SA

A

N

D

-

~-

...

'l'O whnt extont do you agree the middle m.~n<l<JI!r' in your field i:J
l• includ~d in tho idcntlfic~tin~ nf ~rcuD of c~~tcnt thnt ~ill be
includ~d in your org~nizotio~'s rn~n~~cnont ~~~clopmc~t program
in b!lis area?

SD

, '1'0 what extent do you agree t~at nanaqcnl!nt dovcloprnc~t programs
4 in your organization meet priority needs; oE middle rnanag~rs in
this area?
N

SA

I)

, Is this area now part of your total
5
Yes_ No_ _

SD
man~~ement dev~lopment

program?

~OR RE.Ll\TIO~S

- That administrative de.,elop1!113nt wldc:ll co11ld allow
management to understand the or~anl~ation•s i~~olvement and
philosophy in the area of law, role, ·rLCJllts. [?rocedu::ral matters and
f11ture trends.

~le

1. TO what extent do you agree this component should be considered
essential to a total manageme~t de~elopl!lent pr~r~ Ln your field?

so

N

SA

%. 'l'o what extent do you agree tills; cooponent :i!!S c:r i tlc~l to the
satisfactory perforDance of the niaale ~age% in your field?
N

SA

3,

J)

so

'l'o what extent do you agree tile ll'lidalc rnamaCjer ll\ }"'tlr field is

included in the identification oE areas of c~nt~n~ that will be
included in your organization's ~nagcroe~t ceveLopnent program
in this area?
N

SA

D

SD

4, 'l'o what e~tent do you agree tha~ management ~e~elopment ·programs
in your organization meet prioritl( r~eed$ ~ f ::alilille ~r~ana'ilcrs in
this area?
N

SA

S.

c

Sll

Is this area now part of your total neJ~a<Jc•e!llt cle~o~cloJilllent program?

Yes_ _

Ro_ _

RANK ORDER

fQUr assist~neo is nlso r~qucstcd 1~ ~omplctl~g tb~ foll~ing:
1.

Please check each area. t!la.t; b~st desex~~> ye>~ar rnanngcmont
development proqrWl.

____ A.

A joint function

batwcc~ ~~ur e>r~ll~Lentlon ~nd

a related

professional organization.

2.

yo~ar organlzeti~n

B.

A joint function between
or college.

C.

A joint function

betwcc~ yo~ OEg~i:ation

D.

A joint fW'Icti(>n
orqanization.

b~tvea!l lfOUJr

E.

A joint functle>~ betloleen
federal agcncj".

I'.

An in-bollse fanction.

G.

Field experience or

B.

Independent

J.

Special

J.

Job rotation.

L.

lndividuali~ed progr~s.

M.

Other.

01:

A.

B.

and a consultant.

orc;c.rlizatlon and a related

)'OtJ% ~:rCJ a..n.i.::~tion

and a state or

imteras~lp.

soall CJ:roup st:aalf.

assi~ent/sp~cL!ll

Please check the following
organization's

and a university

stat~nts

projects.

Lf

tne~

aJ:e true of your

~anag~ent ce~elopment progr~.

The managememt de~elopnent progJ:an is realistically
planned beca~se it is ~earea to t~e organization's
present ait~atio~ ~!ld f~tUEe meeds.
The mauqell\e!lt.

of top

cle.,.elopt~ect J!%~:ra11l ~11s

tho full cooperation

manac;~~nt;.

c.

OUr aanaq~me!lt ~cwelopnEmt ~rG~~
traininc) prQ<lr51s.

D.

'J'be Jlllll\agement ae:\lelClJII\\en.t prQ9ra!'!l :!mstllls the overall
management vie~im~ i~ Lt;~ ~anageJ:s.

-,-

Is oistinct from other

...

fit*'

E.

'l'ho IMillltgcmcnt clcvolopmcnt. progr<:ll11 br<>aclcns the
.anngcrs f<>r their own job~ ns ~oll as for their
future edvanc~mcnt.
·

F.

Tho results of the n~nagcmcnt acvcl<>pmcnt. program arc
appraised rcalistic&Lly ana rcg~larly.

G.

'l'ho mana9emel\t.

d~cl~cmt

Co111111ont:

- e-

pr:ogxan is a continuing one.

=

._-:.

... -

Focus Point D - Invcs.ti<Jation of components critical
to the satisfactory performance of

9.

~0.

ll.

mi~dle

managers.

What criteria ao you usc to rate
compo~ents neccssar~ for satisfactory
performance?
t-lliich is ttlc most critical. component
a ~anager must posses.s to perform
satisfactorily in the management field?

Is there a process by which the components
for satisfactory performance are
identifiecl.

~ecessary

Focus Point E - Deternination of extent middle managers
are involved in identification of areas of content to be
included in

man~gement developroe~t

programs.

12.

'Is there a process b~ which management
developDent progr~ms are developed?

1.3.

'If yes 1 itl 'llhat

~Aay

is the Jrlddle manager

involvecl?
~4.

l·lhat parts of your current management
develo:?l!lent prOgiil>OI have been suggested
by lnic1dle :ma~agers?
·

Focus Point F'

Determination of extent management

development programs 111eet the :n.eeds of t'he middle manager.
~5.

In what wa1· is tbe ~anagement developnent
program desi9ned to roeet priority needs
of the tniclale n<Lnac;er?

16.

ln IAt at

the
17.

,.,<l~S

are the priority needs of
identified?

aia~Le n~n~Jer

ln whllt "i:lY is the effectiveness of the
program evaluated?

•ana9~~Bt develop~cnt

-~ -

..

APE'EIIOIX C
IN -DE I»'I'fl IN'1 E:RV l E•·r

Focus Point A - Identification and
~nagement

desc~iption

of

·.

development programs.

Question 1.

Are polic~ guidelines'written and
available to 11\idd.Le Jllaoa.gers in· your ·
organi~ation:?

A.

If yes. are the
to revisioll? .

B.

If yes,

c.·

By whom or by 1·1Jlat process is this

ho~W

p~licies

subject

c ften is this done?

~evision con~Leted?

D.

Jf net, sho~La policy guidelines
be written:? l·:ilat fonn should this
process _tal<e?

2.

.Are polLc:ies ~eneraly flexible enough 'to
provide for all traiuin~ needs?

3.

Could you des cr:ibe lla1-1 the management
develcpoo;nt pro~ra~ in your organization
evolvecl?

4.

Could you describe the uirection your
company is !~b~~ :i:L reLationship to any
future gro•-rt.llle~EJ:ans:ion of the :management
. aevel OEJt:l.ent pro gr.a n?

5.

J'o.r 'rllat reasous. if any, is your management developooemt pro~r~ successful?

Focus Point B - ~nlLng of COJ!l?etencies found in
management development progrnrns.
6.

l~hat

.·
.

ia.ctors enter into your consideration
whell :rani: ing c:o111pet l:!nc ics founcl in your
program'?

7. · Do p:ros;r..1 m il t!rlli rli~ tr:a tors or micldlc ··managers
pax::ti ci!? <ltc Lr1 iUl)' p:roc:c ss of ranking
corn(lctc:ll c:i~ ~· fooEld. in tl1e ma.n<tgcmcnt development pt:() ~rcrn?

~..

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

a.

Yes

liho?--

No

Jlow oi tell?
Hoi• is ttd.s don(!?'
If no, s~ould there be?
Jncllly rniilale rnanaogers take part in the
top rallked co~po~ent manage~ent develop~en~

]low

px-o9ran.?
·a.

trbat. percentage of the total nu.-:-.ber
of nar.agers eligible for participation
i.11 this?

b.

Will this lliJ!::'!:>er/percentage be an
increase c ver last year'? Over next

year?
9.

10.

flo;• many years has this top ranked co:npone::1t
· · lleen :pax-t of youx: nana<Jement development
·
p:xogr ai:l"?
Di.a this top xa.!lked c::omponen!: al\-7ays have
top ramie Lng?

a.
b.

Jf"not, "'hat a:id it replace?
iihr was i.t replaced'?

•

·Focus Point C - :lllvestic;ation of co:-i!po:~ents considered
essential to a total mana;en.ent aevelop~emt: program.

.

.

.·

11 •. 1Jhi~ C0:11pOnellt OX: C:Crilponents are I!IOSt
.
essential to a total ~anagement developme::1t
pXO!JI:a1!l?

12.

By inclusion of these co:-::.ponents, \·7hat
diaensi.or1 is ad<l.ea to the progran that uould
be JDOS t: 1> ene fie: i.al to the rniddlc ~:~.anager?

13.

\"' i.ch JOaj or COil C:CEJ t.!; a.x:c incl udcd in these '
compo11ettt!» that, :h. your opinion, are to be
corlsidcrcc3 c!isellt:i<~-1 to the cclucation/train1ng of the Pi.c1<l.lc meager?

1~.

llO rniilc1le nanii<.JCrs. nrul progran ad.-:tinistrator::; ever cor .zeta t.C! t llci r efforts to
c1etcr~t~ille iE cofilponc:.t:s rcnain and \~ill
c:ont i.nllc to be co !ksiclc;:rccJ cs~cr.tial to the
t.ot~ L rnanu-JC!r~e rtt clc"'eloproent prograr;,?

- 2

Hov o:r by ~;hat: process is 'this
accornplbllcd?

b.
15.

Coula you describ~ some of the most recent
chan~cs made by ~our organization to
provid~ conti~uul effectiveness of these
cornpon~nts for ro.=magc:c truining?

Focus Point D - Investi9ation of components critical

.to the satisfactory
16.

perform~nce

•··

of roidale managers.

Participation in 1-ihat: p<lrt of. the rnanagedeveLopment.p:rogram is. most essential
for the satisfactory performance of the
Jlliddle rnana11er in your organization?
~ent

··

17.
18.

'ihic'h. factors are 1r!ost. critical to a
aana9er's satisfacto~ performance?

Are a variety ·~f er.:p~sures to different
and concepts provided in th~
Har~age~~t.~nt Development Program?
~thods

..

.. -Yes~ No

:tf Jes.

a.

fl!h.at t~e of exposures are considered nost efiective?

~.

~ould !I{OU ctescribe the carryover
:from training to actual job experi-

. ence?

•

19.

ls •satis:factory pet:for:rnance". defined by
t:lle: Prog:r am .Adrni nis tt:a tor ·
Middle
HanaCJeX
·
Ot:gani:zation Policy
Joint effort of
Other

20.

Do pexs on11el othet: t'llan roiddtc manager

participate :in t'h.e

t-L<~:nagement

Training

P:r:OJr:illll?

21.

a..

Yes

b.

F'o::r wtl <lt: res5 CJns?

tiCJ

Dy 1-lllilt p:cocl!s~ ore- AJell chosen for particip.atioa :ill th!! ltianao<Jern-ellt Dcvclopr.~~nt P .rograrn?

Focm; I'oint: E - Detcrrnillntion of cr::tcnt. middle manag'.:!rs
,rc involved in idcntificatio~ of ar~as of content to be inclu-.

ocd in management development
22.

prO<JX:cl!~S.

2s the idc11ti.ficnt.ion of content areas to
be inclutlE!d in the r.~anager:tent development'
progriltn a joint fullction bet\-1een
the prO<JX:aa adninistrators and ~he middle
Jllalla<Je:rs?

a.
b..

Yes··

!So

!es;- \-what

:~.s the process used to .
the niddlc manager?
e. If no. should it be?
·4.· ·oo ~iddle m~agers suggest materials/
~~~etbods to be it~cluded in the manage-.
~nt Qeve~o~nen~ program?

l.f

in~olve

23.

Are olltsi.ae age11c:ies/personnel brogght in to
assist in the ~dentification of areas of
content to be inclu.Cled .in the management
development prog:r~?

.•.·

a. Yes
~o
b ... Xf !es;" wbat"'TS the source of this
ass.ista!lce?
·l:n v!lat. \-lil:f"S .is their assistance
valuable?
»y vhat process is this assistance
evaluated?'
c. If no, should outside assistance be
sought?
·

24.

:111 a find anal.ysis. is a specific person
xesponsible for identification of areas of
content to be in~Luded in the manage~ent
cle~elop~t~em t p rcgrar.\?

a ..
b..
c.
25.

Yes
llo
.
If yC'S;'" w-11! at is this person's title?
Is his job aescription defined in
wxi tte11 :tom?
l:f Do, sbould it be?

•

Are tile i.ae llti fied. areas of content organized
iLbcll t.:
e,
~.

e.

Pr-act.icaL. rcali!>tic case study or
:real i.t~ ~t~ater i al !>'?
.
COnccot~ol t~cory oriented materials?
Ot:llcr?
- 4 -

p
Focus

Po~

- Determination of

c~tcnt ~anagc~ent

acvclopme:lt programs meet the necd5 of tile 111idule

mm~ager.

26.

Could yo~ ucscri~e llow the priority needs
of t~e middle managers are identified.

27.

'lo w~at er.tent clC>es the identification of
."priority needs cletemdne if a person.is to
take port in the prog.xar;\?
·

28.

'!l'o detc::nni11e if priority needs of the
being ~t:

~ddle mana~er.are

·•

e.

ls tbere a pre and post evluatioa?

b,
e.

lllaat fo:n1 c1oes tb:is t:L"e?
lf 11ot, should there he? rihat fo:rm
would :;>oll s\lggest'1

• il.

lfllat is, ill.. your opill.io:l, the most
$Occess fol -way in 1-Jb.ic.'l. your organization
determines if priority neees are being
•:pet?

29.

Js the ic:1entificat:ion of priority needs of
.,the rni.ddle t;~ana<Jer a cefini.te part of the overa:::
-manag emeJ\ t c:1e1.1e lop:::-..ent. pxograo?

30.

\'!hat: i.s the most oftem id~ntified priority
~eed of the middle manager:
ll.

b.

J.s ident:.ifie <I t>:r the ni.dd1e manager.
J.s 'ic:1ent ifie-<1 t>y the program adwini.strator.

31 •. :ay what process cl<Jes a priority need beco:::~
part of tile raallatger.len.t: lie:velop.-aent prog:ra!:l'?

- Si -

~DCD

•. C. Bor 90
Czl~n4

lf•iliCJr

Dr. Joseph A. Sarthory
Associate Director
National Academy for School

Park, IL 60462
15. 1977

~~ecuti~es

Dear Dr. Sarthory:
are five copies ot t~e svz~~y i~stru~ent end interview sheets
to be used in my coctoral stud~.
Y~ur belp in sElecting four men in
education, plus yourself. to act cs Jl j~r':l is SJlpieciat:ed.
~nclosed

~his study will enco~pass ~zj~cte Jnl~stries c~ public elementary school
districts. Responses to t~e s~rver a~~ intervJcvs vill be from both those
defined to be ~ddle managers cn4 training ~irectors in these various
sectors.

As not:-:d, I 110uld appreciJJ te son~ ~sic .:I.11IcrJ!Iittion on jurrj r:rembers so
that it may be included in tlr~ peper.

Briefly, the purpose of tlr~ paper is to ~et~rn!ne identification and
investigation of components of ~nagen~nt ~e~elop~ent progra~ and the
ranking of those compon~nts investigat~q.
~hank

you for your help.

Cordially,

(J/ter.Lt.f.ff_h.,j-<J
Charles H. Hayes

CHII/b

~-*--------------~~~~}~))\\

NlillE
.AASA • No tiomrf A eadem" for Scf1qof Executives

April 6, 1977

.ttEMORANDUM

'1'0:

·Chad Chase, Betty Dillon, l'Va!k Y:lt:z:r1ater, Bruce }!cKay,
aDd· Jim billlaris

DOM:

.Joe

J

Sartll~ry

SUBJECT: Help!

The enclosed letter frca Clla~l-e s llll}"~ and f11strw::ent should be
self-e~~lanatory.
Esse11tiallJ (na~Les is do:in~ a dissertation
in the area of manag~e~~~ ~~velop~e~t: prograus and asked ce to
solicit input fro~ soce ~~~yle. i~ school cistricts arounc the
country who are doing e::xc:iti1l~ tlt.i..a~s irt tlds araa. 1 would
sincerely appreciate it :il :fi>IL Yl)tJld co:::illete and return the
instrument at your ea:rli~s t Cf>llt.l"e!lienc:it! tCJ (harles. The return
address, you will rtcte, is ~~a tlae bottoa e~f the fiTst ·paze.
thanks much for you:r

~el~ •

.JAS:lg

,·

~PENDIX

E'

1"..

o.

Elo::: 9Cl
l'ild:, Illinois
.July 5l• 1.91 s
Orl.1~c

60•~62

American Association of
School ~dnini~trators
National Acadcr!\j' for
.School F.xccuti '-'C5
i201 l6t.'l Street, N. ll.
liashington, D. c. 201)313
Gentler..an:
I am for:::tulati!lq a docto:rc1l c!Lsl';~rtrttion !>roposal
to cornplett.:l stu<lio::; at U»j_IOlil t:n.iv~r:Ji-t.y, C:lica<:;o, 'Illinois.
To accor.:plish th.i.::: cnu, r c.n rc~~:..J·.:!..:; t:i!:!<r ~·o~1::' coo:)eration.
First, \zould "JO'J. !o:'\Ja::-<:. i:1 for;n.::i-">~ r'l!.r;::::=-H."'lq th·~ bacl:gro-:.:nd

and org.:tni::ation of t~£! :~:~tLon01L i.cllJ!:!l:'!'' o: :::ic3ool I:~:ecuti•Tes.
Second, t•ould it ho: ;:>~:.s.i.::,l~ .. t.:JrC>1llJ:: sor·~ ::ii:.c! of stater:~cnt,
to help ~c uete::-::linl! sir.1ilcl!~~itii!!s of on;~;ti.~a~ion a:1r:l
procedures of t~c :r~tie>:a'-ll .i'.c:a(!.:::r.:~ for r.c::1ool F.::ccutivcs
an:i ·that typ~ of C>.!"'!ulli ~uti<JO"l }::lo'Orll ~s tb~ Assc.s:;rv:mt Center
which is usee in inuuslry •
. As I feel

f~rthclt" corrc.spoll<t~:\r.~

o:r r!tonc call!>

\lill be necesS:lr"f for ne t.o pul:':;lle t=tLs ~~CJic, ple<~sc
indicate that person vLtll vbon l nigilt iJ..: in contact.

Cl:aarle !5 li , I Ia:::r es

MSA •NatfonalAt:at!~my for School Executives

July 30 • 1975

Hr. Olarles H. Hayes
P.O. Box 90
Orland Park. Illinois
Dear

~.

60l<62

Hayes:

lD response to your letter ef J\11)' '

1 :llll forwardimg, under seperate
cover, some inforoation cles<ril)tive of tlle bad<p-e11I1d and organization
of the National Acadecy fe~r S_dlool. !:~ec:ut:lves. 1 llope that information will help you co~ple%e Jour ~oetoral studies.

Belative to the questie~n ~f th~ sLnLlarlty ef ~~St to an assessment
center, there is none. .As t milers:tand ao ~sessn~nt center, it is
an emerg!Dg organizational st~ct:ure which ~~te~ts; to access the
potential of orcanizationat aet'Ders; for adojm is t r:at:ive or management
positions. NASE does not do tllis; ~ut r~tler rro~Ldes inservice
tra!Ding for people Vho are atread~ In g~ale~11t: positions.
I hope tbis informat !011 is ~&eful to 3'e~. 1 f 1 c:aa be of any further
.ssistance, please colii::act: Ke at your «~llven.Lence.

ards

.

•I

J6J1if:;u;
Sarthoff

ph A..
~sociate Directer

Eac:losure

.JAS/hlb

,:

P. 0. Do~ !)0
Orland Park, Illinois
~\l!JO:St. 5, 1975 . .

·.

..·

1-:r. V. John Ben t:z
Director
Psychological Research ·ana ~ervices
National Personne~ Depaxtment
Sears Roebuck & ·co.
233 South \·:ac:ter Drive
~icago, Illinois

.

·.Dear 11r. Bentz:

.

-:

.'.l'hank you for the tim~ '-9i.ve 11 to· rne August 1, 1975.
As mentioned before, l vill. be in. co~tact 'tlith. you on so.:-.e ·
more specific

ite~s

on or about the first part of

Sep~e~er.

Since ~I. talleu ,.,it'll yo11 l- !lave b.een ·in co:1tact with
Dr. Sarthory of the ~ational Aca~c~y oi· School Execu~ives.
He bas respectfully requcstc~ t~at you se:1d him co?ies .of
the material you CJave me _sir1ce i.lle ~ational Acader:'.y is
planning sol'!le future evalan~ions al\~ :inl'lovations.
Dr.
Sarthory's address is:·

At:le:d ccm Ass ocia ti ~n o E
School .Ac1~ i 11is tra tor:s
Natio11al Aca~e~y ior School Executives
1201 l6t1l Street. 11.iT. ·
Vasl!in9 ton., D. c. 2!0~ l6 ,

J loo'!c fo:n·ln::rd. to being in cor~tnct uith you and
out the details of my aoctor~l dissertation. Your
cooperation and, I mus-t sayr ver~ plc~Silllt ~anner enabled
me to take one more sle? to;-Jar<l ~llc co111plctio~ of this ·
project.
spelli~g

Sir~ceroel)r'

,

{!_j(AA~~#~__.
-

Che~ rlc!;

I!. l!.a.ycs

·

.-

1-. 0. Eox 90
·Orletlla Park, Illinois
Augu!;t 4., 1975

.

·

.1-lr. John P. Carter
Department Operations Mona~er
Sears Roebuck & Co.
233 South \·Tacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois
Dear l.fr. Carter:
'!'hank

on August 1.

~011

"lecy J!lach for tlte time given to me

The effort you made t~ put me in contact with

l-lr. ·Bentz is greatl:i appxeciatec:1.

Yer, truly yours,

~~~#~
Hayes
·
Cha~les:

CHH/b

I!.

--------

The dissertation suooittecl ~ Cll.arl~s H. l!a:yes l1as been read and
approved by the foll~ill<J wm.itt~:
Dr. Melvin P, ll~ll~r, Direc:t()r
Chairman and Prof~s~r
Admcrnistration and Super~LsL~
School of Ecluca.ti()l\1 !Hf()Lil

Dr. Max A. Sai.ley

Associate Pr()fess()r
Admdnistrati~ ..a~ S~r~ision

School ()[ &di1Cilti.Oil, L.crfOla
Dr. Jasper J. 'l~:~lenti
Associate De~:~n and Professor
School of Ed~cation, ~ala
The final copies have been e~7ined ~ the director of the dissertation
and the signature which appears"bel~ ~erifies the fact that ~
necessary changes ha11e been incorporatEd ill'ld t.llat the dissertation is
now given final approval ~ the C:O"Ta!itt«~ tdt.ll zeference to content
and form.

The dissertation is therefore accept~ in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree e>.f ll«t<H of Ed11cation.
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